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Chapter One 

Voyage into Namelessness: 
Palace of the Peacock 

The first movemenc of the Guiana Quarter, Palace of the Peacock, is a 
prelude ro the long nar rative canvas in which , from one instal lmenc , 
or novel , ro che nexc, W ilson H arris uncinngly explores che Wesc 
Indian consciousness while accempcing co create a new art of ficcion . 
Recrospeccively, it is seen co contai n the germ of m ost fucure devel 
opments in his novels as if, like che narrator in The E;e o/theScarecrow, 
che author "were a ghost returning co the same place (which was 
always different), shoring up different ruins (which were always che 
same)." 1 His subjecc-marcer is indeed different and explored in new 
form in each novel , yec similar insofar as, in each , a central conscious
ness is involved in a process of disintegracion followed by, or concomi
tant with (particularly in the lacer novels), a revisualizacion of what 
Harris calls che "archicecconic self. " H is firsc experiment in fiction 
already evidences his wish co reject the conventional novel as inade
quate co render the Caribbean experience. For he sees in che tradi
tional novel an accumulation of selected elements meant to consol i
date the world view of a dominating seccion of society and tO persuade 
the reader that the plane on which che narrac ive develops has an 
inevitable and unquestionable existence. To the notion of consol
idation , he opposes that of fulfill ment , which implies a recognic ion 
of che self as " che lacent g round of o ld and new personalities. " 2 The 
modern hiscory of Europe, where the traditional novel cook shape, 
is marked by an accretion of power and che rise of che middle class, 
with which the novel mainly dealc. Over the same period, che W est 
Indies were repeaced ly invaded, chei r orig inal inhabitants decimated, 
slaves and indentured laborers impo rced and exploi ted. Noe che self
assercive individual but the "obscure human person" was, until fairly 
recently, the representat ive West Indian. H owever , though con-
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vinced tha t rhe W est Indian was long confined to "a te rrible void of 
unreali ty, " Harris does not believe in the so-called "history lessness" 
of the Caribbean. The void in his novels is peopled with the victims of 
history. Each character seem s co contain a capacity to accept, yer 
implicicly transform, che limits of Caribbean experience, and in 
each the soul is the equivalent of the phenomenal world into which 
successive generat ions of victims (Amerindians and runaway slaves) 
have disappeared. The West Indian soul is ridden with images of a 
terrifying past , of antagonisms between the conquerors and the 
conquered. H arris's narratives aim at freeing the individual from 
these polarizations 

in a manner which fulfils in the pmon the mosc nebulous inscincc for a 
vocacion of being and indepe ndenr spiric within a massive landscape of 
apparenc li felessness which yie lds nevertheless the essenc ial denigracion and 
eros ion of hiscorical perspeccives. 3 

Erosion and breakdown are key words co grasp che dynamics of h is 
novels. They apply ac once to the basic pattern of extinction in W est 
Ind ian and South American history and to the process in which the 
character who relives it is involved. For all the novels offer in part or in 
their entirety a revision of the past and an imaginative re-enactment of 
the dislocation imposed by circumstances on the psyche. This disloca
tion has inspi red the form of H arris's arc and the philosophy char 
underlies ic , the search for a nameless eclipsed dimension chat eludes 
all polarizations. The breakdown of the apparencly static world of 
appearances in order to discover this eclipsed reality within and 
beyond them is basic to a ll the novels. It entails a disruption of 
cradi cional forms, plot , character , and narrative structure, and a 
reshaping of these elements according co an intuitive, visionary 
perception of the interrelatedness which , in Harris's eyes, is basic to 
all forms of being . Even the characters' mode of apprehension is being 
shattered and reshaped . 

Palace of the Peacock initiates this movement of d isruption followed 
by reconstruction or the p romise of rebirth , which transforms cacas
crophe into a possible agent of release from an oppressive situation. 
The story line is simple and evokes the quintessence and repetitive 
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pattern of Guyanese history: the invasion of t he country by successive 
waves of conquerors in search of a legendary El Dorado, moved by the 
mixture of brutal icy and idealism that characterized all such exped i
tions, and the endless exploitation of land and people. Donne, a hard 
and ruthless colonizer, although also, as his name suggests, a man of 
imagination, is skipper of rhe boat in which he and his multiracial 
crew travel from che coascland savannahs to the inland mission of 
Mariella in the hope of enlisting cheap labor for his plan tac ion. When 
they reach the mission, the Amerindians have fled , leaving behind an 
old Arawak woman whom Donne decides co use as a guide in his 
pursui t of the folk. From then on , the narrative centers on Donne's 
seven-day journey into the interior on dangerous nameless rapids 
between gigantic walls of forest and cliffs . One by one, members of 
the crew die, accidentally, from exhaustion, or murder when the 
underlying violence among them breaks our in a fir of frustrat ion. 
They finally reach a huge waterfall , and with rhe cwo surviving 
members of the crew Donne begins to ascend the cl iff until they fall 
and also meet their death. The story, however, does not end with che 
catastrophic ordeal coward which D onne has been travelling but with 
an illuminacion that grows our of his understanding of chat very 
catastrophe. 

The novel opens with a fl ashing vision of che imperialist conquest 
and the spirit of vengeance it aroused among its victims: Donne, the 
galloping conquistador, is shot by Mariella, the Amerindian woman 
he has abused and exploited. This is the content of a dream that seems 
to haunt the Guyanese consciousness and scares on his vis ionary quesr 
che nameless 1-narrator, who is Donne's inseparable double and his 
spir itual self. T ogether, they represent the contrary aspects, subjec
tive and objective, of one being, who is both dead and alive. Jc seem s 
indeed char Donne's death brings back to life the spiritual narracor 
who reintegrates his material prison, i.e., Donne hi mself, his "gaoler 
and ruler" (14) . This is the starting point of the revival of che past , 
which strikes one as boch an actual occurrence and an imaginative 
reconscruccion of "Donne's first innocent voyage .. . into the inte
rior country" (24). The opening of rhe narrative on che frontier 
between life and death suggests that che narrator 's initial dream and 
his subsequent re-vision of the past cake place in the rime less moment 
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w hen man envisions hi s whole experience in a flash. This timeless 
moment merges with the conventional rime frame , the three days' 
journey t0 Mariella followed by rhc seven days' progression toward che 
warerfall. In his later fictio n H arris often uses this double rime 
structure as a mea ns of freeing experience from the single" inevi rable" 
plane of existence t0 which ir would otherwise be confined. In Palace 
of the Peacock che l inear progress of the srory tends ro overshadow the 
timeless m om ent, although one is reminded of ic whenever che 
narraror withdraws from the objective world around him and becomes 
lose in his apprehension of what he calls " the true substance of life" 
(59), actually the nameless dimension in which the Amerindian folk 
move. His mode of perception is also double and illuscraces the 
contrasting possibilities inherent in each human being. At the begin
ning of che narrative Donne's "dead seeing material eye" evinces his 
own " Jiving closed spi ritual eye" ( 14). Bue his recurring intuitions 
punctuate the g radual cransformacion of the quest int0 a wholly 
spiritual one. 

These incuicions are moscly stimulated by the landscape . le is 
sometimes a mirror for man's inner sraces and often a catalyst that 
modifies chem. More important still , the glaring contrasts and un
certainties of che Guyanese nature are a phenomenal and spacial 
equivalent of the psyche , and che two blend in the narrative. Like the 
poet John Donne in Hymn to God my God, in my Sickness , the narrator 
identifies with che cerrirory over which Donne, the explorer, rules. 
However, both "actual stage" and "symbolic map" (20) are more than 
chey appear co be since both are pregnant wich immaterial vestiges of 
che past and future possibilities, "hidden densities" which the nar
rator discovers in hi s progress coward self-knowledge. Throug hour 
the narrative nacure is alive with the unseen presence of che Amer
indian folk who also live in che consciousness (and unconsciousness) of 
their pursuers , for they are pare of the "complex womb" (4 l ) our of 
which the modern Guyanese have sprung and are their spiritual 
ancestors. The correlation between landscape and self wi ll appear 
from che following passage: 

A brittle moss and carper appeared underfoot , a dry pond and stream whose 
course and reflection and image had been stamped for ever like the breathless 
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ou tline of a dreaming skeleton in che earth. . The forest rustled and 
rippled with a sigh and ubiquitous seep. I sropped dead where I was, 
fr ightened for no reason whatever. The step near me stopped and stood sti ll . J 
scared around me wild ly, in surprise and terror, and my body grew faint and 
trembling as a woman's or a chi ld 's. I gave a loud ambushed cry which was no 
more than an echo of myself--a breaking and grotesque voice,man and boy, 
age and youch speaking rogecher. (27 - 28) 

" Outline" and "dreaming skeleton" are aspects of what Harris has 
called "eclipsed perspectives of place and communicy" 4 co which the 
narracor responds . He is overwhelmed by a powerful invisible pres
ence in che forest ("ubiquicous step") and in his disorienracio n inner 
concrascing voices ("man and boy, age and you eh ") speak eh rough 
him . 

Another similar moment of revelacion occurs in chapter 3 when che 
travellers dececc on the river 

a pale smooch parch char seemed hardly worch a choughr. ... Formidable 
lips breathed in the open running atmosphere to flatter it, many a wreathed 
countenance ro conceal ir ... (the crew) bowed and steered in che nick of 
rime away from che evasive, faintly discernible unconscious head whose 
meek moonpatch heralded corrugations and thorns and spears we dimly saw 
in a volcanic and turbulent bosom of water. We swept onward, every eye now 
peeled and crucified with Vigilance . The silent faces and lips raised out of the 
heart of the stream glanced at us . They presented no obvious danger and 
difficulty once we dececred them beneath and above and in our own curious 
distraction and musing reflecrion in the water. (32- 33) 

This passage brings forch an image of the sacrifice ("corrugations and 
thorns and spears") that they will experience when cwo members of 
che crew , Carroll and Wishrop, die in rhe rapids. Ic evokes che buried 
existences ("si lenr faces and lips") in che scream of life and in them
selves, for the obstacles encountered on che river are also inner 
obscruccions ("ambush of the soul" [34)); they provide a good exam
ple of the way in which "images in space"~ d ramatize che characters ' 
inner condition. 

There is no apparent link between major events in Book I , che 
narrator's flashing vision of Donne's death, his disorientation in the 
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fores t , and his perception of ghostly antecedents in the river. H owev
er , through the unsett ling effects of chese disconnected experiences 
and of the partial revelations they elici t he beg ins to perceive the 
double nature of their journey. Whereas Donne is obsessed by his will 
co rule, the narraror senses in the crew and in himself "a desire and 
need" (25), "rhe long ing need of the hunter" (30), which graduall y 
rakes rhe shape of Mariella and transforms the journey into an "im
mortal chase of love" (3 1). In her d ifferent guises Mariella has played a 
role in rhe ind ivid ual lives of the crew and is a link between chem as 
rhe inspi ring muse through whom they hope to make a new start . She 
represents her people and identifies with the territory of the mission, 
also called Mariella. Like the crew, she is double-natured and contains 
such opposi tes as age and youth , innocence and g uilt. Except when 
she appears as the old woman Donne makes prisoner and in the 
re-creation of her past relations with the crew, Mariella remains 
elusive a nd enigmatic to che end of the novel , at once an absence and a 
presence to be recog nized in oneself si nce, as much as the crew, she is 
pan of Donne's complex personal icy and of Guyana's heterogeneous 
population. The crew too inhabit Donne and the narrator's inner 
territory . Though flesh-and-blood people , they are " the crew every 
man mans and lives in his inmost ship and theatre and mind " (48). 
They are living embodiments of chose inst incts and passions char are 
deeply buried, unacknowledged , and therefore "undigested" sources 
of conflict. U nconsciously , chey seem ro enact che negative and 
positive potential it ies conrained in Donne and the narrator- pos
sess ive lust , cruelty, murder as well as the desi re to be free from these 
self-imprisoning iniquit ies and to reach fulfillment . 

It should be clear then that just as H arr is presents a multiple real ity 
which exceeds by far the limits of the perceptible world, so he enlarges 
our view of the human personality by conceiving the fictional charac
ter as a nucleus of selves , a "communtiy of being." In Book II , 
particularly, the crew seem to be living variations of the contrary 
stares and motives contained in Donne and the narrator. They make 
"one spiritual family" (40) and are united by close or ambig uous 
relat ionships : the daSilva brothers are twins, old Schomburgh is 
afraid co recog nize his son in rhe young negro boy Carroll . When nor 
related, they seem to complement, or identify with , one another like 
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Donne and .Wishrop , J ennings and Cameron, the narraror and Vigi
lance, who 1s also Carroll's stepbrother . Though this part of the novel 
r~kes place entirely ar the mission of Mar iella, 1t is prefaced with a 
lrne from Gerard Manley H opk ins 's The Wreck of the Deutsch/and: 

the widow-making unchi lding unfathering deeps." It is indeed 
while they stop at the mission that the hidden depths in che crew and 
their ~ontrary .impu lses begin to manifest themselves in their present 
behav10r and m the re-creat ion of their past. The narraror's feeling 
that he is "drawn two ways at once" (48), coward death and life , comes 
from his nightmarish re-enactment of Donne's death which ends wi th 
an incuirion of Mariel la's sorrow and is followed by a vision of 
perfection in an "eternal design" (47). 

Later in the day the narrator becomes the medi um of another 
visionary experience. When Donne arrests rhe old Arawak woman 
the narrator is again obsessed by the undigested catastrophe tha~ 
provoked the antagonism between conqueror and victim; he feels 
caught in a terrifying storm as Donne's ambition and hatred seek ro 
envelop him and paralyze rhe crew in a deadly grip. The ser ial crimes 
c~mmitted by Wishrop are another example of the crew's affini ty 
with death , for he has enacted " the desire they too felt in their 
vicarious day-dream, to ki ll whatever they had learnt to hate" (65). 
l'.owever , by purgi ng himself of the desi re to kill and lacer th rough 
his own death he frees the crew from their death-wish. Carroll , on the 
contrary, actual izes their birth-wish and need for harmony . When the 
crew q uarrel over the necessi ty to pursue Mariell a, his laug hter strikes 
them "as the slyest music coming out of the stream " (63); it frees 
them from the rormencing passions that sr ill root them in the soil of 
Mariella: "something had freed rhem and lifted them up out of the 
deeps . . . a reverberating clap of thunder and still music and song" 
(64). Music is " heard" in the narrative whenever Carroll comes ro the 
fore; it is the expression of the deeper harmony the narrator intui ts 
intermiccently. Indeed , the light of vision floods his consciousness at 
i~tervals, then ~ades again, and until Book Ill when the crew begin to 
di e, the narrative structure rests on this alternation between the 
narrator's moments of perception (his intimations of the roots of 
com munity in outer and inner te rritory) and the more matter-of-fact 
episodes in which sig nificant fragments of the crew's lives are evoked . 
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Book JJI describes the crew's prog ression upriver until they reach 
che falls above the mission of Mariella. The seven days allotced to 
them for their journey are days of creation ( 171), which first implies a 
process of breaking down: except for Vig ilance, saved by his gift of 
vision and his fruitful relation with the Arawak muse, the crew are 
subject to a g rowing uncertainty while the "second death" decim aces 
their ranks. The source of their disorientation seems ro be their 
confrontation with namelessness, the third dimension , in which the 
elusive folk move. The word nameless is repeated ly used to describe 
an"otherness" that the crew fear in the world around them without 
recognizi ng that they partake of it. It refers both co a primordial state 
and co the fallen o r eclipsed condition of victimized people. 6 Name
lessness, as opposed co racial identity ("every m aterial mask and label 
and economic form and solipsism" [85]), is the source of genuine 
community and is experienced as a preliminary co spi ritual rebirth. It 
is associated with the sacred or the d ivine , which in H arris's fiction is 
no r a rranscendenral ideal bur suffering humanity (here the "unwrit
ten Jives"7 of the folk) exiled beyond the pale of history. In the o ld 
Arawak women the narrator discerns 

the unfathomable pacience of a god in whom all is changed inco wisdom, all 
experience and all life a handkerchief of wisdom when the grandi loquence of 
hisrory and civilization was past. (72) 

The old woman's "otherness" exerts on the crew both fascinarion and 
terror as she is briefly meramorphosed into the young Mariella who 
seduces them once again and "embrace[s]" (7 3) chem with the tumult 
of the waters surrounding rhem . There seem s to be on either side a 
des ire to eng ulf rhe other. When rhe crew symbolically rape rhe 
Arawak woman , they are sustained by an "incestuous love" (73) 
which is a denial of otherness and the cause of rheir own "self
oppression" (75). On the other hand, by yielding to rheir irresistible 
attraction for the "daemonic-flowing presence and youth" (74) of rhe 
muse, they are in danger of complete self-surrender and annihi lation . 8 

They are momenrari ly redeem ed by Carroll's sacrificial death, just as 
lacer Wishrop"s drowning bears them "into t he future on the wheel of 
live" (102) and saves them for a further erosion . 
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As frig htening as death itself is che ordeal throug h which they lose 
the supporc of the material world. When they reach the threshold of 
rhe unknown , rhey are borh "on rhe threshold of rhe folk" (94) and of 
rheir own unconscious. Now rhe conventional limi ts be tween life and 
a deathlike scare appear ro mel t away. Images of shattering and 
d ismemberment abound in Book 111 , which express rhe crew's horri 
fying experience of their Joss of identity and reduct ion ro a " naked 
ness" similar ro rhe folk 's. From being rhe pursuers they have become 
pursued men long ing for redemption by rhe folk , whose invisible 
presence is ascerrained from such messengers as a fl ock of ducks , 
heraldic parro ts, and rhe wounded tapir which prefigures rhe image of 
sheer energy Donne perceives later in rhe wacerfall ( 134). By the 
second day the boat has "struck rhe bizarre rock and vessel of thei r 
second death"' ( IOO) yet continues upriver "dr iven by rhe naked spider 
of spiri r" ( I 02) . Until the final ext inction of rhe crew H arris seems ro 
contrast the illusory screngrh of the material world rhey are so 
relucranr ro rel inquish ("rhe childish reperi rive boar and p rison of 
life" [ 104]) with a spiritual reality of which Vig ilance alone is aware. 
Vigi lance is the inscrumenr of a vision "disruptive of all material 
conviction" ( 103). H is " immateriality and mysterious subsrantia liry" 
( 103) recalls " rhe substance of the folk " ( 59) of which the narra ror had 
an intuition earlier in the q uest. This emphasis on the immaterial is 
nor a denial of material reality. Rather , co relive catast rophe with 
understanding and the "eye of compassion"' ( 108), as Vigilance does, 
brings about a visionary dislocat ion of the material world, which 
enables him ro perceive beyond ir rhe immaterial cond it ion of rhe 
eclipsed folk . In rhis perception lies the mainspring of spiri tual 
rebirth . There is now between Vigilance and rhe crew rhe same 
"spiritual distance" ( 104) as later between Donne and the carpenter in 
rhe waterfall ( 133). For the still-blind and confused crew must go 
through disinteg rat ion and fall into the void, as waves of victimized 
people have in t he pasr , before the savi ng union wirh rhe "folk" can 
rake place . 

The final breakdown and breakthrough of Donne's personal ity 
occurs in Book IV, Paling of Ancestors, a title inspi red by two lines 
from Gerard Manley Hopkins's The Starlight Night 
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This piece-bright paling shuts the spouse 
Christ home, Christ and his mother and all his hallows. 

These lines sum up rhe vision Donne perceives within rhe "paling" of 
the waterfall he has now reached and on the side of which he begins to 

climb wirh Jennings and daSilva. They have reached a primordial 
world in which opposi tes become reconciled : "before them the high
est waterfall . . . moved and stilt stood ... the immaculate bridal veil 
falling motionlessly" (128, iralics mine). Donne now becomes con
scious of an " invisible otherness" ( 141) around him and of existences 
rhar "contrast" with his domineering self. I have referred before ro the 
spatial equivalence between the landscape and the Caribbean psyche. 
The escarpment of the waterfall seems to represent the great divide 
char rore the West Indian soul (particularly its Amerindian element) 
in the wake of conquest. 9 It is all the more significant then that, as he 
struggles up its face, Donne should visualize in it and, to use a 
H arrisian term, " re-sense" images of his Amerindian spiritual ances
try. The waterfall has a homogeneous surface and hammers with the 
inevitabiliry of fate ("the hammer of the fall shook the earth with the 
misty blow of fate" { 13 1)) yet is susceptible to breaking open and 
disclosing densities, "the subtle running depths of the sea, the depths 
of the g reen sky and the depths of the forest" ( 136). As earlier in the 
novel, the physical world opens onto a vision though it is now Donne 
who gains visionary insig ht. As he keeps ascending, moved by a 
long ing to "understand and transform his beginnings" (130), he 
comes successive ly upon two windows in the misty veil of the water
fall and perceives first the image of a young carpenter or Arawak 
Christ, then a native virgin and child, not the glorified Virgin of the 
Christian church, though the two figures reconcile Christian with 
narive elements. Since the begi nning of Book IV the narrative has 
become wholly symbolical and, though described as concrete action, 
the quest does not issue in an actual meeting with Mariella or the folk 
but in a reshaping of Donne's imagination through what they repre
sent. The rooms Donne envisions in the waterfall with their pictures 
of sacrifice and compassion seem to be projected frotn his (or the 
Guyanese and South Amercian) unconscious. As he comes ro realize, 
they are the native element he has alway disregarded: 
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A singular thought always secured him co the scaffolding . Jc was the un
flinching clarity with which he looked into himself and saw that all his 
life he had loved no one bur himself. He focused his blind eye with all 
penite~t might on this pinpoint star and reflection as one looking into 
the void of oneself upon the far greater love and self-protection chat have 
made the universe. (140) 

The spiri tual ancestors contained in the waterfall are bathed in a 
light that seems to flow from the very source of life. 10 The futility of 
erecting barriers of the senses and the mind in the material world is 
suggested by passages of an extraordinary metaphorical richness . I can 
only allude briefly here to the swift animal in the carpenter's room 
which, as already mentioned, seems to embody an energy or life 
impulse that assumes different shapes and defies the ordinary notions 
of space and time (134 - 13 5 ). It is the ceaseless movement of cre
ation , "the sculptured ballet of the leaves and the seasons" (135 ), that 
Donne visualizes. He is involved in a double process, being gradually 
reduced to utter nothing ness and complete blindness (of the formerly 
"dead seeing material eye") while at the same time his true vision is 
being created: "He knew the chisel and the saw in the room had 
couched him and done something in the wind and the sun to make 
him anew .... He felt these implements of vision operating upon 
him" 032-133). The pictures in the waterfall of the sacrificial 
victims .D?nne u.sed to ignore suggest that he himself now hangs in 
the temfymg void they have experienced before but this very void is 
the starting point of a reconstruction of the self: "the void of them
selves alone was real and structural" ( 14 1). Donne's conversion is due 
essentially to his apprehension of the native figures in "images in 
space,. " This spatialization of an otherwise ungraspable reality was to 

develop into Harris's conception of "the novel as painting" in which 
he attempts to retrieve through an accumulation of visualized "pic
tures" a deeply buried and "inimitable" reality (or light) t hat can~ot 
be trapped or fixed in a sing le total representation . The folk in Palace 
move in this elusive dimension and, as already suggested, are never 
actually reached. When Donne falls from the cliff, he and the crew 
have "all come home at last co the compassion of the nameless unflinch
ing folk" (143, italics mine). 
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Jn t h e dawn of the sevench day Donne has disappeared o r rather 

merged with the spi r itual narrator , who again rakes u p th~ narrative 
in rhe first person and describes his and rhe crew's resurrecu on as well 
as che re turn co life of t he formerly deserted savanna hs. T he na rrator 
seems co have come to che very source of c reation a nd co perceive 

togethe r t h e m a terial world and the rea l ~ty t~at informs it: " a meta
physical o utli ne dwelt everywhere fi ll ing in ?~ocks w~ere spaces 
stood" ( 144) . M ore tha n t hat, it is his own v1s1on , w hich he now 
sh a res with char of che m use ("rhe soul a nd m other of t he universe" 
( 146)), t ha t seem s to g ive life ro t he world he looks up~n , ~uggesti ng 
tha t the vi sion of consciousness is the prime mover of li fe in m an and 

nature 

I fe lc it was the unique window through with I now looked that supporced 
che life of nacure . . . in che way I knew my hands and feer were formed and 

supported ac this ins cane . ( 14 5) 

Tog ether wi t h "the newborn wind of spi rit" (the muse ?) rh e visi~n 
breathes life in to d ism embered creat ures and t ransfigures the tree in 

rhe savannah s in to rhe peacock: 
11 

I saw the cree in the d istance wave its arms and walk when I looked ar ic 
through the spiritual eye of the soul. First it shed its leaves sudden and swift as if 
che gust of che wind char blew had ripped ir almost bare. The bark and w~d 
curned to lightning flesh and the sun which had been suspended from 1cs 
head r ippled and b roke into scars chac srood where rhe shacrere~ leaves had 
been in the living wake of the storm. The enormous starry dress 1c now wore 
spread itself all around inco a full majesric gown from w~ich _emerged rhe 
incimare column of a musing neck , face and hands , and tw111k ling feer. The 
scars became peacocks' eyes, and rhe g rear rree of flesh and blood swirled into 
another scream chat sparkled wirh divine feathers where rhe neck and che 
hands and rhe feer had been nailed . (14 6, italics mine) 

Of a ll t he m etam orphoses of images in the novel , this is the mosr 

remarkable. It is worth pointing our that t he sun , w h ich at che 
beginn ing of che novel was a sym bol of Donne's implacable rule, 

spli ncers inco sca rs whic h become in curn t he peacock 's eyes: also char 
rhe palace of the peacock g rows ou c of " che great cree of flesh and 
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b lood " and is therefore nor a r ranscendencal symbol bur rather a 
metaphorical re presenrarion of community reconc iling the human 

and the divine (the self and rhe "other") as its double vis io n shows: 
" T h is was che palace of che universe and rhe windows of the soul 
looked out and in" ( 146). Other m embers of the crew appear at che 
windows of che palace and Carroll's song is che "organ cry" of the 
peacock . As with painting when D onne was looking inro the water

fal l, so now wit h music which comes " from a fa r source within" ( 151) 
and is nor so much an accual sound as an expression of harmony rhar 
defies all categories: light turns inco " a muscial passage" (145) while 
"the echo of sound" is "outl ined in space" ( 147) . One is reminded ht re 
of Keats's line: " Pipe ro the spirit ditties of no tone. " 

However significant che momenc of fu lfillmenr ar rhe end of rhe 
quest, it is nor a final achievemenc fo r this would once more paralyze 
the crew into a fixed and therefore oppressive attitude. Nature is seen 
as a vast canvas , " perfect " but scill " unfinished" ( 144). Carroll's song 
"seem[s) to break and mend itself always" ( 147). And so rhe palace 

can only be an ephemeral construccion, fortif~fa a continuous ebb and 
flow, a repet itive pacrern of dissolution and rebirth, whether in nature 
o r in the individual human consciousness: 

l felt rhe faces before me begin co fade and pare company from me and from 
themselves as if our need of one another was now fulfilled , and our disrance 
from each or her was the di seance of a sacramenr, rhe sacramenr and embrace 
we knew in one muse and one undying soul. (152) 

The novel ends with che expression of a paradox chat H arris was ro 
develop in The Eye of the Scarecrow, the idea that the "other" is " near 

a nd yet far" (1 3) . l would suggest, however , rhar che real i ry i c 
conveys , thac of a profound " unity of being" (59), is present, though 
as an underlying cruch , in rhe body of rhe novel as much as at irs 
climax , for che language creates chroughouc che incerrelaredness that 
informs all l ife. Nor on ly does Harris 's language merge rhe sensuous 

and the abscracr (see , in particular , Donne's ascent of the waterfall 

and the piccure of the rnadonna and child) but also che animate and 
che inan imate. for example, che "outboard engine ... flashed with 
mental silent horror" (21 ); che word "embroideries" refers ar once co 
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the waves on the river, the design of the Arawak woman's kerchief, 
and the " wrinkles on her brow" (73). As already suggested , con
sciousness and phenom enal world overlap. Now other cacegories 
or dimensions, like space and time also merge: " che animal lighc 
body . .. turned into an outl ine of time" (1 35.). A _word. is some
times used to describe opposites and convey their bas ic uni ty before 
this is rea lized; " nameless" and " volcanic" are cases in poi nt. A single 
word o r symbol will also cover a dual or even a mult iple reality. The 
spider, for example, (recalling the W est I ndian t rickst:r Ananc~) 
is a symbol both of oppression and of creaciveness. A single ~ot1f 
ofren leads co many vanac1on:. and lenJs itself to metamorphosis I 
have a lready drawn attention ro the splintering of the su n into scars, 
then inro the peacock's eyes. Another example is the house symbol 
and the "sy mbolic map" of Guyana (both referring to Donne's and .the 
narrato r's personality), which at the beginning of the novel appear in a 
spectrum of slightly differing images and are eventually t ransmuted 
into the palace of the peacock . The metamorphoses of images render 
the essential fluidit y that H arris opposes to the fixity of human 
polari zat ions. Also contributing to the fluidity of the narr~c ive is the 
presentation of opposties , first separately, then as a r:conc1!ed who!~ 
as in " H e seemed co sense ... its congealement and 1cs ancient fl ow 
(10 3). H arris's use of "and " is a distinctive feat ure of h is style: it 
often links a series of varied images in an at tempt to g rasp an 
undefi nable realicy such as "a pearl and half-light and arrow," which 
evokes the light that illuminates an "eternal design" (47); or creates a 
cumulative effect: "bottling and shaking every fear and inhibition 
and outcry" (73). T hese very brief remarks cannot, of course, do 
justice to the originality and r ichness of H arris's language._T~ey ca.n 
only call attention to features that requi re a detailed analysis 1f one 1s 
co appreciate the way in wh ich his language disrupts the reader's 
convent ional perception of reality while stimulating h im co unravel 
the poet ic associat ions and metamorphoses of images through which 

che characcers' prog ress can be traced . 
The creation of a nacive consciousness is not the outcome of a faci le 

reunion of the crew with the folk but of an alteration of their 
opposition into an awareness of what they share. T his is as far a~ the 
novel goes, and in this too it init iates an approach to the subiecc-
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marcer tO be found in al l subseq uent novels, since no fi nal resolution 
ever takes place in Harris's fiction but only an erosion of the certain
ties and imperatives that imprison the protagonists within a one
sided and rigid sense of self. In later novels H arr is warns against the 
danger of transforming the victim status inro the instrument of a new 
tyranny and illustrates in his characte rs the need for an interplay of 
opposites . T his freedom to move fluidly on both sides and so prevent 
new polarizations is, I th ink, conveyed in this fi rst novel in the 
separation of those who have met in the palace (" I felt the faces 
before me ... part company from me and from themselves"). The 
very moment of vision is apprehended in terms of a harmonious move
ment, and in this respect the dance of the peacock prefigures the 
liberating function of the "dance of the scone" in Ascent to Omai: 

le was t he dance of all fu lfilmenc I now held and knew d eeply, cancell ing my 
forgocren fear of strangeness and catastrophe in a destitute world . ( 152) 



Chapter Two 

A Naked Particle of Freedom: 
The Far journey of Oudin 

The second of the Quarter 's novels focuses on slavery as the m ost 
traumatizing W est Indian experience and presents th~ attempt tO 

enslave as the consequence of a possessive state of mind and as. a 
contempo rary as much as a hiscorical real icy . The old race of conquis
tadores has died out and their overseers' old mansions are put up. fo r 
sale . But rheir spirit is al ive in the acquisi tive peasants who have JU~ t 
achieved economic freedom and are p rompt to forget chat their 
forefathers were explo ited. Their sole ambition is co replace the o ld 
plutocracy. While they harbor the ill~sion. that progress , or what 
stands fo r it in their narrow outlook, will bnng about a new age, the 
antiquated pattern of master and slave reasserts itself in a diffe rent 
guise am ong the descendants of East Indian indentured laborers who 

Jive on the coastal savannahs. 
The plot is based on the parable of the wicked husbandmen and 

raises the question o f who shall inheri t the earth and build a better 
future. The farmer Mohammed conspires with his brothers, Hassan 
and Kaiser , and h is cousin , Rajah , ro k ill their illegitimat.e half
brother , ro whom their father has left his p roperty . By murder.mg the 
chosen heir , they sow t he seeds of corruption and self-desuuct1o n and 
above all sin against the community, overthrowing " the secret pamc
ipation and magic of ancient authority and kinship" (51). Shortl.y 
afte r the crime, the fam il y begins co disintegrate as the brothers d ie 
one after another. Mohammed's downfall is precipitated by Ram, a 
m oney-lender and unscrupulous devil who represents the ne~ ru~h
less power of capiral and bui lds his empi re on everyone else s ruin. 
Oudin , w ho closely resem b les the murdered half-brother , appears o~t 
of nowhere and at fi rst agrees to serve Ram and help him ca~ry ou~ h'.s 
Machiavellian p rojects. Bur our of compassion for Bet1 , Raiah s 
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daug hter , w hom he has been com missioned ro abduct for Ram's 
benefir, he elopes w irh her and frusrrares Ram 's plans fo r the furure. 
Thirteen years later Oudin convenanrs h is unborn ch ild co Ram 
(p robably a remi nder that the slave's offspring was the properry of the 
master) and d ies that very night. Beti swallows the paper of the 
covenant and deprives the devil of an hei r. 

The ordinary peasant world is so vividly re-created that it is easy co 
overlook the or her dimension o( reali ty chat pervades the narrarive and 
can be mainly perceived through Oudin's presence. H e is a man of two 
worlds , in whom coalesce with equal credibility the hisrorical and 
social role of the slave and that of the spi ri tual redeemer who sacrifices 
himself rn free rhe communi ty from thei r bl ind submission t0 fate. 
The two roles are interdependent; one mode of being does nor p revail 
over the orher but onl y makes sense in relat ion co it. Oudin's spiri rual 
freedom is not attained by denying the material wo rld bu t by recog
nizing and breaking through its apparently permanent or monolithic 
forms. 

T his release from a o ne-s ided view of existence, the evidence of 
consciousness, g rows out o( H arris's mode of p resentation and the 
novel's scructure. Ar the beginning of Book I life is seen from a double 
perspeetive through the eye of the far-seeing Oudi n , w ho has just died 
and whose vision unites the physical world with its immaterial 
counterpart . His hut is at first "d renched in dew ... circled [by} the 
early lig ht .. . wi th a vapour of spray" suggest ing a "vague eternity 
and outline." When the m ist lifts, the hut loses its mystery and 
appears as "a few planks nailed rogerher and roofed by bald alumini
um" ( 12). Oudin himself lies on rhe floor in "vague harvested 
bundles" bur rhe early morning light , a "d im radiance of ancient pearl 
and milky rice .. . circulating within the room " ( 1 L), il lum inates 
his ' 'new freedom. " As he recedes from rhe "m arch-box world"of 
the liv ing, this world asserts itself as the concre te, fam il iar sett ing 
of human passions and fear . His united vision has split , leavi ng onl y 
the ordinary wo rld of appearances, a lthoug h his presence is felt 
"watching" over it throughout Book I. 

Another way in which H arris conveys rhe d uality of exisrence is 
through rhe juxtaposition o( reality with memory and d ream. The 
novel is shaped like a circle, a comp lete whole containing disconcinu-
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ous rime phases which correspond ro different ways of apprehending 
life as rhe charac ters experience, remember, or foresee in d reams the 
coming of Oud in into their lives. Jn t he cenrer is the murder of the 
nameless half-brother (chronologically, rhe beginning of rhe plor) 
and rhe subseq uenr d isintegration of rhe family, which benefits Ram 
b ut eventually leaves him dissatisfied, for he has spent all his energy 
in consolidating his empire and has become an impotent old man. 
T he real end of the plot comes ar rhe begi nning of the novel with its 
p romise of renewal and change. l rs significance arises from the 
interacr ion of the m any face ts of ri me and che specific meaning 
attached to chem since the qual ity of rime varies with the nature 
of th e characters' experience. The time ro which Oudin awakes on the 
d awn of his death is a fru itful extension of his life on earth , "the dream 
of the heavenly cycle of the planting and reaping year he now stood 
within-as within a circle-for t he first rime" ( 11). Kaiser coo 
awakes after death to time as a m ysterious d imension harmonizing all 
its parrs 1 but still longs to return co the world of appearances. 

Liberation from objective t ime in d reams also g ives the living ac
cess to knowledge that can eicher save or doom according to their wil
ling ness to trust what has been conveyed intuitively. Beri's dream at 
the beg inning of Chapter 6 enables her co see in Oudin "the ... 
image and author of freedom" (35), whi le Mohammed's, in the same 
chapter , only frig htens him; he ig nores its significance, p refer
ring co "resrore the time," that is "his image of rime" (39, 40, italics 
mine). When he is threatened wirh bankruptcy, he begins tO sense a 
quality in time that he cannot understand rat ionally and therefore 
calls a curse (91). In the novel as a whole rhe abrupt shifts from one 
period of rime co another and from one mode of perception ro another 
convey man's capacity co travel imaginatively between past , presenr , 
and future and so to grasp the significance of events or co envisage 
their remote consequences. As Beci's scand agai nst Ram in Book I 
shows , this capacity can also stimulate action againsr the tyranny of 
part icular circumstances. 

Oudin and Beti embody respectively rhe reali ty and the potentiali ty 
of freedom. Oud in is a d isinherited peasanr who, when he first appears 
co Bet i, seems to be chained ro rhe earth yet to possess a freedom of 
movem ent that t hose attached co material wealth cannot enjoy: 
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Oudin 's extremit ies .. . had turned co mud . He had crawled and crepe far. 
He had risen ro his feet ro fo llow her, bur he carried with him rings around 
his ankles, and islands off the foreshore ... . (34) 

He evokes the freed slave and I iberator Toussaint l'O uvercure not in 
his ro le as a black emperor , wi th whom Kaiser is proud ro be.identi
fied (73), bur as a man who, according to H arris, " may well have had 
peculiar doubts about the assumption of sovereign starus and power. " 
Oud in represents the alternative to that status, "the promise of 
fulfilmen r ... in a profound and d ifficult vision of the person . "2 And 
iris in a specifically Caribbean role, that of rhe trickster who outwits 
the exploiters (Mohammed and Ram ), that he frees Beti and helps 
Ram 's debrors. Of unknown origin and indeterm inate race, he repre
sents all races chat have been exploited at one rime or another. H e is 
t hroughout a catalyse who perturbs the established order and, for this 
reason, is called "a devi l of freedom " (114). I t may rherefore seem 
paradoxical that, except when he abducts Beri, he should be a 
consenting cool in Ram's hands. This is because he is also part of 
Ram 's world, the world of men, and cannot avoid being corrupted by 
ir. He is no hero rescuing the comm unity from wirhour; his influence 
shows that revolution in Harris's terms is a slow process raking root in 
the individual amid the evils of ordinary life. When Oudin is moved 
by compassion, he risks his l ife to save Beti. In doing so, he relives rhe 
sacrifice of rhe nameless half-brother because he feels char co ric 
h imself to an ignorant girl , so representative of the enslaved and 
unenligh tened condi rion of women in the community, is equival ent 
ro death. 3 T hrough his sacrifice he also begi ns to redeem the crime of 
his " brothers": 

The basket-head on the ground was his own decapi tated one, he realized, 
chac rhe first of his ghostly executioners and pursuers had fished from che 
sea .... lr was the fi rst ... offering of repencance and sacrifice he muse 
accept in himself and must overcome, co be the forerunner of a new brilliancy 
and freedom. (I 05 )4 

H owever, Oudin 's accomplishment remains limi ted by the circum
stances in which he operates, and in the forest , where he escapes with 
Beri, he becomes phys ically and spiritually exhausted when he has 
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fi lled his purpose . His depletion is in keeping with Harris's refusal ro 
consolidate a parri cular scare: a " heroic" Oudin would soon be locked 
up in a new "fate" and involved in a new kind of tyranny. 

Beti is perhaps che best example in H arris's fiction of the way in 
which even the most o rdinary person can dismantle the prison in 
whi ch she (or he) is confined by the joint power of fate and unenlight
ened trad ition . lllicerare as she is, she has savi ng intuitions. When her 
father dies, for instance , she senses chat he onl y wanted ro spare her 
the serv itude and pain that had killed her mother, and she recognizes 
in Ou<lin the l iberator who wil l light " the ra il reflective fire .. . which 
was w illumine rhc construcuve and relat ive meaning of che rime" 
(54). Warmed by this fire, she becomes a figure offert il ity and is able 
ro rake che lead in the forest when Oudin begins co fairer. She is roo 
ig norant of his motives robe capable of a detachment simi lar ro his or 
ro escape her cond ition alrogether; she has "to keep one foot in a 
corner of the ruling past" ( 144) and cannot go further than her slender 
possibili ties will al low . But she gains enough strength ro defy the 
devil ch irceen years later. When she swallows the paper of rhe cove
nant , an act ion typical of illiterate peasants who fear the power of the 
written word , she breaks the cycle of attempts ro possess by dispos
sessing others in which Ram and her fam ily were involved and so 
airers the order they w ished co perpetuate. Li mi ted as her achieve
ment may seem , ic unsettles Ram and brings ro light his "insecure 
humanicy" ( 18). W hen he eloped with her , Oudin wanted ro " invent 
a human brain ... and ro ing rain it into the fibre of a race" (112). 
Ram sees chat she is "a child [young but also newly created) and a 
daug hter" ( L32), " che daughter of a race that was being fashioned 
anew" ( 136). Beri 's pregnancies ar the beginning (123) and the end 
(23) of her union with Oudin link rogether the two creative episodes 
in her life and conrain rhe promise of the new age that, unknowingly, 
she is helping co build . 

Mohammed and his brothers also want change bur they can only 
conceive of renewal in terms of material wealth (see 52) and retain a 
p rimitive mentality. The brothers' behavior illustrates a major theme 
in H arris 's fiction, name! y, chat in spire of his tremendous material 
achievements, modern man has nor freed his mind from antiq uated 
thought patterns. His insecurity and confusion are exemplified by 
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Mohammed ('"half material hope, ha! f spiritual despai r" [59]), whose 
downfall is due tO superst ition and fea r. The crime he has committed 
and rhe series of deaths char fol low (these are acci<lencal al though he 
reads pun ishment into chem) merely srreng then the hole.I of face over 
him. Oudin offers him a possibility of release when he initia tes a rrain 
of events that shou ld urge Mohammed co pul l back and re-examine 
his ouclook . But, co the end, he remains afraid of self-knowledge. The 
forest , where he pursues Oud in and Beri, is like a hen ready co hatch 
him co real birth . When he resis ts , ic shakes '" its Ouid feathers from 
?im, " .and "he [cracks] rhe prematu re egg of his dyi ng t ime'" (1 30), 
1.e. , dies prematurely because he has not learned co live. Al l he under
stands is that by blindly agreeing to be Ram's vict im he has played 
inco the devil's hands and screngthened his power. 

Mohammed's meaningless death contrasts with the wish of his 
brothers co atone for their crime. The exploratory journey in Palace of 
the Peacock has already made it clear that physical death in Harris 's 
0ct_ion does not necessari ly entail the death of the spirit. One must 
insist, however, that spiri cual freedom is never a pose mortem consola
tion; it is the fruit of a painfu l g rowth in consciousness and of a mature 
understanding of the ant inomies of existence. In this respect, Oudin 
differs essentially from the fisherman and the woodcutter in whom 
Hassan and Kaiser are, as ic were, " resurrected." For he embodies the 
sufferer in each man and in the community, the always resurging clown 
(he prefigures "Idiot Nameless" of The Eye of the Scarecrw), whereas 
H assan and Kaiser seem to have returned to life co expiate their crime in 
much the same way as daSi lva in Heartland. 5 At the moment of deach 
H~san envisaged redemption as a withdrawal into em ptiness (75): 
while Kaiser longed co return to , and consolidate, the world of appear
ances ( 121). After thei r '"second birch" each makes a d ifferent use of his 
new opportunity. In the guise of the fisherman Hassan repents and 
allows Oudin tO escape ( 105), after which he enters the scream (and is 
purified by this baptism of water?); " the black ball [of rhe sun]" and 
the "moonhead" appear co make one with his head on the surface of 
the water test ifying to his in ner reconciliat ion. T he woodcutter on 
the orher hand , is a romantic ideali se who would "enslave the wo~ld 
with the best of mistaken intentions" (119). H e remains indebted r~ 
Ram and wants Oudi n co prolong his conuacc with the devil. 6 
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The fluid life of the river w ith which H assan eventually merges (an 
indication that he himself has at last begun to move and change) 
is but one example among m any of the way in which the mobility of 
the phenomenal world contrasts with man's habitual resistance to 

change, an oppressive att itude that amounts co an attempt co arrest 
life. Throughout the novel, movement in nature conveys an intensity 
of Jivi ngness chat men frequently deny. For instance, the circulat ion 
of the lig ht in Oudin's hut ( 11) heralds the new fertile cycle inro 
which he awakens. But Mohammed fa ils co g rasp the significance of 
the circulating light in his room after h is dream of Oudin (37), 
just as later in the forest he refuses ro surrender ro its dynamic and 
maturing influence ( 130). Ram coo is afraid of the movement and 
change he foresees when "a blue window in the cloud (opens)" 
(135). H e wants a son co perpetuate his power and "fill the widen ing 
blue crack in heaven" (135). That movemenr is linked with freedom 
and may stimulate consciousness appears from Oudin's "Far Jour
ney" and Beti's shorter mig ration . Twice in t hirteen years Oudin 
defeats Ram by starting on a journey which involves a progression in 
consciousness (the antidote co oppression). His fi rst voyage frees Beti 
and possi bly redeems the crimes of earlier exploiters in Caribbean 
history: " His first supersti tious fears . . . were all the reflective 
faces of ancestral hate and ki lling turn ing weak and insubstantial in 
himself ' ( 105). After his death his " journey" is toward "a new 
freedom ," so that m ig rat ion , a crucial factor in the formation of the 
Caribbean, is t urned inco an opportuni ty for spiri tual emancipation. 
Unlike M ohammed, who feels th reatened by the "conspiracy of time 
and hiscory and migrat ion" (38), Beti travels some way coward 
freedom ("it was as far as she had been able co .. . migrate" (127}). 
The words "far" and "g reat distance" are repeatedly used7 co evoke an 
invisible plane of existence , the perception of which g ives hope co 
some and disturbs others. So much so that Ram is defeated and 
shattered only when he can no longer ignore the duali ty of the living 
p rocess nor the creative energy over wh ich he is powerless. 

A few words about the imagery will show that it carries some of the 
novel's important implications . Harris not only uses contrast ing 
images that release a stimulating energy (such as the marriage be
tween the sun and the moon): most natural elements have no fixed 
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symbolic meaning and express now one thing, now its contrary, 
depending on the character with whom they are associated . Light and 
darkness alcernace rhroughour rhe narrative. The sun symbol izes now 
life and consciousness, now death. T he black sun is a recurring motif; 
i r either corresponds ro an eel i pse of consciousness or foreshadows 
death as a necessary ordeal before rebirth. 8 The "spider-sun" seems co 
be Oudin in his Anancy role, and it is also Oudin who hides in "the 
g lid ing shadow of the sun" ( 15)9 which Ram fears just before Oud in 
"dispossesses" him. The fertile conjunction between the light and the 
dark is perceived by Beti after Oudin's death: "It was as if noon . . . 
had become the scars of a universal night in which the fea r of Ram had 
begun ro vanish" (22). Th is prefigures her realization that Oudin has 
made her pregnant and that the emancipation she had dreamed of at 
the rime of her marriage is now becoming real: " the smoothness of her 
skin was an intent and naked particle of freedom like one who had 
been stripped in t ru th at lase " (23). 

Images related ro birth also have a dual significance. The seed is 
fertile for Oudin and Beti bur is a sou rce of self-destruction for the 
conspiring husbandmen who impregnate "the womb of subversion" 
(52). Mohammed's seed fails ro g ive him the heir he wan ts, whi le his 
own rebirth is aborted in the fo resr. "Miscarriage and abort ion" (85) 
have a literal and a figurative meaning as does the word child. If the 
male heir both Ram and Mohammed crave is intended co perpetuate 
their material power , it is Oud in 's spiritual inheritance that Beti 
brings to life in her children and so transforms the "bargain" he 
signed wi th Ram in ro a "covenant ." The umbilical cord (21, I 36) is 
another ambivalent symbol linking Oudin with the "child" Beti 
(born to new li fe after he has eloped with her) and her future offspring. 
For Ram it becomes a " twine of encirclement" foreshadowing his 
"possession" by Oudi n (ci rcle images abound , sugges ting either 
imprisonment or cycles offercilicy). 1 have pointed our chat once he had 
accomplished his revolutionary fear, Oudin faded into a "faint ser
vant. " Bue, as usual in Harris 's fiction , it is the fai nt , d isregarded 
fig ure who carries the hope of rebirth and change. After O udin 's death 
the fearful Ram begi ns co fade in turn under Beti's contemptuous 
stare; the coiled twine screeches our and links the defeated master to 
his former slave, making Ram realize that he and Oudin are insepara-
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ble and forci ng him ro acknowledge that their contract is other than 
he thought: 

The twine . .. would uncoil before him , so that stretched taut at last it drew 
him forward as Oudin walked backward into the distance like a sleepwalker, 
cill their vision met in a way that shattered him to che core. (21) 

Ram's disorientation is not a sure sign that he is fi nally defeated 
and will change. There is a suggestion (and an implicit warning) that 
the demon of possession will always try to reassert itself. Admittedly, 
he recognizes the ascendancy of Oudin in a real m over which he is 
powerless and realizes that he is dying to his former self. He appears to 

be moving a t last when he sees fragments of his own reflection in the 
water "waving almost endlessly until the slices and fragments were 
drawn together on a loose sailing thread " (25 ). Awareness of this 
movem ent leads to an intuition of Oudin's presence within himself. 
Soon, however, the "motion of the river" (26) is contrasted with the 
fixity he has always maintained. There is a subtle shift to the past 
when Ram first remembers Oudin's wedding, which he now sees as 
" the launching and freedom of a release in time" (27); then he 
recalls his coming "across an incredible divide of time and reality" 
(29). The sense of someone at once near and remote reminds him of 
his fear when he used the telephone for the fi rst time: "He knew the 
distance and the divide was there between himself and the other ... 
speaker , but his own reflection rose and deceived him until every
thing seemed nearer and narrower than it actually was" (29). In other 
words, he gained new assurance by selfishly restricting the world to 
himself. 

By juxtaposing the expression of Ram's sense of insecurity with a 
reminder of his self-assertiveness H arris shows that no victory is 
ever final and emphasizes the need for a constant revision of the 
premises of life. In this respect it is interesting tO compare the 
completed if shaky structure that symbolizes a desirable achievement 
in V.S. Naipaul's A House/or Mr. Biswas with Harris 's house symbol
ism in The Far j ourney. For Wilson H arri s the finished house (the 
" palace" Mohammed wants for himself) is only a symbol of material 
welfare and dangerous consolidation of power (52), whereas the 
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never-ended construction evokes a pattern of life unceasing ly making 
and unmaking itself: 

Sometimes it seemed [ro Beti} that one cruel face emerged , sometimes 
another ... bur containing all was a fascinating living house whose windows 
and walls crumbled and yet were able to erect themselves afresh in every corner, so chat 
what dominated the phantasmagoria and cosmopolis of experimental life was 
a shattering and contruccive mystery , rather than an ulcimare and dreadful 
representation and end. (1 22, italics mine) 

The necessity to allow all static frames of existence to crumble in order 
to perceive the reality within or beyond and follow its movement has 
been illustrated by the breaking up of time within a g iven sphere of 
duration, by the "crash" which shatters Rajah's and Mohammed 's 
blindness (88, 132) when they die, and by the weakening of tyrannical 
obsessions in individual characters. 

The Far J ourney owes its title to The Secret of the Golden Flower, a 
treatise of Chinese philosophy which describes the birth of conscious
ness that st imulates progress t0ward spiritual freedom . The treatise 
has also inspired some of the novel's imagery and a few cryptic 
sentences like "The pot spoon flew from (Rajah's} hand , striking the 
forehead of the sky [Oudin's} and burning a flashing place between 
two stars and eyes" (87). I t is written in The Golden Flower that " the 
primal spirit is beyond the polar differences ... [it] dwells in the 
square inch [between the eyes]. " 10 When Rajah sees Oudin , he is o n 
the point of sell ing his daughter tO Ram , and he rakes Oudin for the 
murdered half-brother risen from the dead to warn him against 
another evil. act ion so that, instinctively, he tries t0 injure Oudin's 
far-sighted ness. Shortly afterwards a storm breaks our: 

The heavens changed again, and grew lighter in the flowering incipient 
reflection that one sees somerimes on a very dark night in the direction of 
Georgetown . .. as one wanders over the savannahs, miles and miles away 
from nowhere. The disrance had blossomed inco a spectacle fa r greater rhan this 
... a kind of crimson whiteness and spirit-fire and blush. (88 , iralics mine) 

Words like "blossom," "crimson whiteness ," and "spirit-fire" clearly 
evoke the fulfillment represented by the golden flower. This extract is 
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a good example of the way in which H arris uses a physical sett ing tO 

convey a spi rirual reality; it announces Rajah's journey to "a land that 
is nowhere" (89) described in The Golden Flower as man's " true 
home. " 11 T he "spirit-fire" is the light 12 whose "circulat ion" marks a 
fi rst srage in the journey inwards. The expression seems to have served 
H arr is as a m odel for the phrase "thought-sun " (100), which conveys 
at once the materiality and symbolical sig nificance (consciousness) of 
the sun . 

This esoteric language can be myst ifying and has given rise to 
baffled crit icism . 13 My ob jection t0 it is that, in spi te of their poetic 
beauty , som e passages are d ifficult tO explain in thei r own terms. 
H arris, however , names his sources. T he epig raph tO Book I is quoted 
from The Golden Flower; it alludes tO the marriage between heaven and 
earth (a m etaphor for the frui tful marriage between Oudin and Beti) 
and the freedom from all entang lements achieved by Oudin . Other 
expressions of the liberating union of opposi tes described both in 
The Golden Fl()Wer and in The Far Journey are ro be found in the 
marriage between the sun and the moon ahd between water and fire. 
As if in answer t0 the fisherman's question : " 'You believe fi re and 
water ever m ix?' " ( 104), t hey do mix on H assan's funeral pyre; 
also when part of the blazing rum-shop, in which Kaiser burns, is 
fl ung into the river; and when the ra in "g rows" to meet the sky 
im med iately after Rajah's "electrifi cation" by lightning . 14 Thoug h 
Rajah himself has feared this ki nd of retribution, he is at last released 
from his frustrating existence and self-enslavement : 

The rain grew all around (Beti] and when she parted the g rey curcain of t he 
sky to approach h im , she was conscious only of the g ift and feast of 
freedom from travail and pain he had entertained for her , and of the 
fractu re of a cruel bond with in h im .... (89) 

There is a fundamental uni ty between the various religious and philo
sophical elem ents in the novel , which makes nonsense of relig ious 
prejudice and points t0 H arris 's essential preoccupat ion with the 
spi ri tual in man. Like The Golden Flower, the parable of the husband 
men is concerned with the means of cul t ivating life. Through his 
symbolical decapitation O ud in ident ifies with J ohn the Baptist , 15 
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then with Christ th rough his sacr ifice and rebirth, as well as with 
Anancy , the African god . In the oppressed and saving Oudin Harris 
brings together the heterogeneous religious herirage of the Caribbean 
and even of mankind, for the Norse god Odin , "left ... hang ing from 
a tree" (62), like the dead half-brother whom Oud in resembles , also 
comes ro mind. Harr is unites several spiritual t raditions but shows 
that as institut ions upholding "fossil symbols" 16 rel ig ions can be 
instruments of oppression or self-oppression. Ram cynically advises 
Mohammed t0 take advantage of the m ixture of Mos lem and Hi ndu 
practice among East Ind ians t0 sell hi s cattle at a high price (actual ly, 
Ram has stolen and sold many of them himself) , and Mohammed , 
who d id not hesitate t0 kill his brother , is too superstitious t0 sell his 
cattle to the butcher. Clearly the characters' confus ion is spiritual. 
T he novel is a parable of modern times, in which man's basically 
weak, self-deceptive, or sentimental attitude makes him an easy prey 
tO those who, like Ram , strive tO enslave him materially the bet te r 
tO rule over his soul. 17 That his hold over the future should be 
frustra ted by the slave and trickster of Caribbean history suggests that 
in H arris's view the truly revolutionary spirit that came tO li fe in 

T oussaint l'Ouverrure must be retrieved and inspi re 

a g roping cowards an alternative to conventional scatehood , a conception of 
wider possibil iti es and relationships which st ill remains unfulfilled today in 
the Caribbean. 18 



Chapter Three 

A Compassionate Alliance: 
The Whole Armour 

The setting of The Whole Armour, a vi llage on the Pomeroon River 
caught between the bush and the sea, is the only region in Guyana on 
which white imperialism and the large sugar estate have not left their 
mark. The inhabitants are nonetheless "capitalists .. . scraping 
together ... every penny ... without the ghost of a conception of 
what it means to belong to the grass-roots" ( 115 ). They have fertile 
land bur don't know how to exploit it. The river brings down silt from 
the interior, and the crops are often carried away from the unstable 
soil inro the sea. Yet the people ignore this instability (which reflects 
their own inner state) just as they remain unaware of their physical 
and spiritual confinement. Their life is saturated with tension and 
unsatiated passion that periodically explode into violence and murder. 

In bare outline the novel evokes the symbolical birth of a people 
from the "womb" (61) of the exile Abram, their failure t0 assume 
responsibility for their development as a community , and their poten
tial redemption through the sacrifice of Cristo. It opens with Abram's 
dream of his impending death and fall from the rree of community 
with its roots plunging nor into the earth bur into the sky (an allusion 
to the covenant between God and the biblical Abram , renewed by the 
birth of Christ). When he awakes, he leaves his hut in Jigsaw Bay tO 

visit the whore Magda in the village. She, however, is obsessed with 
one thought: to save her son, Cristo, wanted by the police for the 
alleged murder of a rival. She wants Abram t0 hide him and argues 
that Cristo might be his son although this is in fact impossible. H er 
persuasiveness is inspired by her intense concern for Cristo, yet there 
is a sense in which what she says is true. For she and Abram represent 
the alien and unlawful element in the origins of the community, 
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their dark truth and history [which the people deny], written in the violent 
mixture of races . . as though their true mother was a wanron on the face of 
the earth and thei r true father a vagrant ... from every continent. (49) 

Neither Magda nor Abram is aware of this deeper truth. Nor do they 
believe in Cristo's innocence, although Abram has an intuition of it 
when he dies of a heart attack two months after taking in Cristo. 
When the frightened Cristo rushes back to his mother's house, she 
becomes convinced that he has killed Abram as well. They go back 
together to his hut and find that his corpse has been dragged to the 
foreshore and mutilated by a jaguar (called "tiger" by the Guyanese). 
Magda forces Crisco w dress Abram's corpse in his own clothes and so 
to exchange his identity with him. She is then able ro tell the police 
that Cristo has been refused protection by Abram and been torn into 
shreds by the tiger. Supposedly dead, Cristo is free to escape into the 
jungle, where he spends forty days and nights, while Abram is said to 
have set our, full of remorse, in search of the "tiger of death." 

Forry days after the alleged death of Cristo Magda holds a wake to 
which the Pomeroon people come, moved by the ambiguous desire tO 

feed on Magda's generosity in vengeful compensation for their secret 
attraction to her: 

Her mourning wake was a debt they must extract for the sovereignty she had 
exercised upon them in their weakness, men and women alike dominated by 
a furtive desire for unrestricted union with the goddess of identity, superior 
ro a divided unsettled world. (50) 

Paradoxically, the villagers, who refuse to recognize their true roots in 
Magda, their "true mother" (see above), are prepared to secretly 
worship in her, the "goddess of identity, " 1 a wholly illusory strength, 
the fruit of mere primitive self-assertion rather than self-knowledge or 
consciousness. H er self-assertiveness is most obvious in her fierce love 
for Crisco, whom she will not allow to be himself, insisting on acting 
through him, "the hiding mother in the son" (84). At the wake, 
however, several incidents occur which shatter the characters' fixed 
sense of identity (though not yet Magda's), forcing them ro partici
pate symbolically in an experience they would rather ignore. The 
people at the wake have chosen Peet as their "vessel of rehabilitation 
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and defiance" (55), believing him co be equal co Magda, the "queen of 
fate, .. an<l hoping to experience their own "vicarious up! ift" (54) 
through him. When Peet reaches Magda's room, she is so repulsed by 
him anJ by the vulgar spirit in which he offers her money that she 
fig hts h im and wounds him in the head . The stunned Peet first 
experiences Abram's death in an hallucination, feeling that , like 
Abram , he is carried away by the tiger. Then he sees Cristo reborn out 
of his (Peer 's) wound unclothing him as he had unclothed Abram. The 
new Crisco he sees bears the tiger 's mark , a long scratch from eye co 
lips, che stamp of his forty days' ordeal in the forest and of his victory 
over rhe tiger of death. When Peer comes to himself. Magda urges 
him ro put on a shirt of Critso's (as she had forced Cristo to clothe 
Abram in his shire) so that Peet is a medium , though of an unexpected 
kind , having undergone the death of the father and envisioned the 
rebirth of the son. 

His vision of truth shatters him and he is now figuratively the only 
dead person or "corpse" (55,71) at the ~ake, but he becomes filled 
with a perverse need for release for he has only exacerbated the crowd's 
and his own sense of frustration. H e finds a scapegoat in Mattias , his 
daughter's new fiance (her first fiance was Crisro's alleged victim); he 
identifies Matt ias with Crisco seeing in both of them the tiger chat 
Jong ago provoked his wife 's death and now, so he says, has raped 
Sharon, his daughter. Mattias is killed accidentally, though there is a 
sense in which Peer 's and the crowd's drunken excitement has been 
leading ro this murderous climax. Meanwhile , Sharon has been called 
upstairs by Magda, who gives her a letter from the runaway Crisco. 
She is sti ll a virgin, convinced chat she is "innocent" although several 
men have died failing co possess her . Throughout her confrontation 
with Magda , the older, jealous woman is like a tiger co her as she had 
been co Peet. Her countenance is a "mirror" in which Sharon is 
inviced to recognize her own g uil t for the violence she has provoked. 
She tries co reject all responsibi lity although she cannot help feeling 
"seduced , refracted and disrorred and nearly shattered" (80) by 
Magda's tigerish countenance. When she offers with equivocal inno
cence co show Crisco's letter to Mattias , Magda shows her Peer's dollar 
bills torn and plastered with his vomit , the evidence of"her own true 
roots" (84) and relatedness ro guilt. Sharon can no longer repulse 
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Magda's "mirror of seduction"; she is "raped" by " living nature," the 
tigerish Magda . And as Sharon is forced by her co share in a guilt 
which at that very instant surfaces again in the killing of Mattias, 
her former self is symbolically annihilated and her cry fuses with 
Mattias's death-cry. At this moment of climax she experiences at once 
Mattias's death ("dying on the scaffold . .. (his) murdered cry in her 
own virgin throat" (84)) and her imminent union with Crisco. 

In the next scene Sharon is mak ing love with Cristo in the jungle 
and reliving " the terrifying process of enveloping seduction" (84) his 
mother had exercised over her. An important change has taken place, 
however. Jn her union wirh Magda she was brought into contact with 
the "incestuous tiger" (84) or "hermaphrodite of the species" (80). 
This is the mask of uniformity-the negation of all individ ual ity
that Magda (the goddess of ident ity} has been wearing, matching in 
this Peer's " incestuous persona" (49) (he represents a collectiv ity that 
denies its heterogeneous makeup). When the white Sharon unites 
with the black Crisco three weeks after the wake , they shatter che 
mask of uni formi ty, and " the gross burden [of rhe comm unity 's 
unacknowledged orig ins and of their nature) flowered and moved" 
(85). This is also t he moment of fulfillment and completeness , an 
encounter with "death and life" (84), followed by a revival in nature 
which mirrors .the lovers' rebirth. Animated with a new sense of 
responsibility, they have decided rogether that Crisco will give him
self up. 

It appears that after the wake Peet has committed suicide. Magda, 
no longer a powerful enigmatic idol, has become a frightened and 
childlike woman. Cristo is now free of her influence but she still lives 
only for him. When he abandons his earthly life, she has no inner 
resource left, an indication that her strength was rooted in her 
obsessive "incestuous" idenrification with Cristo: 2 

Something had drained our of him, blood or sap, and in passing our of him it 
had also served co reduce all her fancasci c compelling ardour and frustration 
into powerlessness and petulance. ( 13 1- 132) 

When her mask falls ( 13 1), she is but a desperate and impotent mother 
who, for the last time, urges Cristo to escape . H owever, to flee like 
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rhe Caribs, or rhe runaway slave he saw in himself in rhe .hearr land 
( 123), wou ld amounr to assum ing again rhe burden of g utlr he and 
Sharon have managed ro lifr , and repeari ng a hisrorical parrern ~har 
may have been inevitable ar one rime but musr now b.e lefr behind. 
Cristo chooses to sacri fice himself so that a new concepr1on of life may 
prevai l. T he piera-like scene at t he end of the n?vel shows hi.m sitting 
with his head on Sharon 's lap, listening ro their child crowing at the 
moment of his execurion a year hence. The police surround the house 
bur Crisco now feels that "No one could inrervene and trap the 

essential spirit" (130). . . 
The achievemenr of a sense of responsibi li ty and of spmtual free-

dom is a central issue in the novel and is inseparable from a mature 
understanding by the young, educated generation of " the meaning. of 
ind ivid ual innocence and guilt " (70). The development of these maior 
themes brings our the possibil ities of building up a real community 
(the genui ne sharing of life and death e~pe3rienced by the .Y?ung) 
which contrasts with the surface homogeneity that t he collect1v1ry (as 
disrincr from community) is trying co preserve ar all costs. Their 
herd-like unanim ity on crucial occasions (the wake and the ensuing 
inquest) clashes with the genuine interrelatedness illustrated i~ the 
structure of rhe narrar ive , which progresses rhrough the experience 
(real or symbolical) by some characrers of whar others have under
gone, such as Crisro's, then Peer's identification with Abram's dear~ 
in Books l and II . In Book lll the first section juxtaposes Mamas s 
dearh w ith Sharon's symbolical annihilation by Magda , while in the 
second section Sharon rel ives her own experience and Marrias's, 
grasping their meani ng and giving it further depth when she unites 

with Crisco. 
As so often in H arris's ficrion , rhe unacknowledged elements in rhe 

characrers' personality or environmenr have an unreal and dreamlike 
quality until rhey become assimilated into their growing consc1ou:
ness. Moreover , individual characters seem co form one whole m 
which the center of experience shifrs from one co another though nor 
all are aware of its sig nificance. There is a chain-like recognition by 
rhe young of shared responsibility, srimulared by Magda and Peet , 
who force guilt on them though they themselves are incapable of 
facing it . Yer it is through the acceptance of guilt that real commu-
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nity is shown ro exist potential ly. Crisco , who knows he is innocent of 
the murders Magda imputes to him , first accepts "the fabulous 
injustice of g uilt" (29) only in order to escape, but his very flight 
makes him see the truth of Abram's assertion : "Nobody innocent " 
(23). Mattias, who throug hour rhe wake has grown aware of his former 
isolation and passivity , also acceprs rhe g uilt rhrusr on him by Peer in 
order "ro redeem rhe reli cs of crippled perspecrive" (77) and free the 
crowd of self-deception . They, however , deny their vision of truth , 
i.e., the proof given by Mattias's death that Cristo is innocent. T hey 
must have a medium and a scapegoat because t hey reject all genuine 
part icipation in life or death . 

An essential featu re ofHarr is 's organic concept of community is , as 
already suggested , the absence of a fixed boundary between the dead 
and the living .as well as the necessity for the living ro revive and 
digest in their own consciousness the experience of the dead. During 
the wake the dead and the living merge in Peet ; Mattias perceives the 
"serial features"4 of the dead in himself (69, 72), while the "serial 
fused momenr" (84) or "serial vision" (87) of Sharon's encounrer with 
Magda links her with a violent past she has always denied. Their 
g rowing need co grasp the nature of the legacy of the dead in 
themselves ("all the restless spi rits are returning ro roosr in our blood" 
[ l l 5}) links rogether Mat tias 's experinece at the wake wi rh Crisro 's in 
the bush. Mattias's "waking eye"5 perceives rhe head of rhe "walking 
tree and fam ily of mankind" (74). Crisco, who at Jigsaw Bay had lost 
his self-control when he sensed the presence of " long-dead g hosts" 
(2 3), identifies with the dead of the heartland. For the rwo young men 
rhe "monsters" of the past become agenrs of transformation . Their 
retrieval by Cristo together with what Harris calls " the compassionate 
all iance of the dead with the living" (42) demand a reinterpretation of 
hisrory char must help co create a new vision of the future . 

Awareness char real community embraces the dead and the living is 
cognate with a perception of rhe double-faced view of real ity and of 
rhe relat ivity of rrurh. The all -embracing symbol of the riger brings 
rogerher the many faces of rrurh and serves as a counterpoint co rhe 
numerous images of splitting and dismemberment. H arris hints at 
the riger's "symmetry" by juxtaposing in the epigraph co Book Ill 
(Time of the Tiger) the first two lines of Blake's poem , The Tiger, with 
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rwo lines fro m Sr. John of the Cross's Ctintico espiritual. The t igerish 
v io lence and passion of the participants in the wake reaches a cl imax in 
this part of the novel, and Mattias 's sacrificial death prefigures 
C risro's metamorphosis into "Christ the tiger. " But the symbol 
extends beyond a rigid duality . I rs function in the narrative is a good 
example of H arris's associative method, for t he mai n themes of the 
novel (innocence and g uilt rooted in violence, ident ification of the 
characters with the spirit of the place, and birth of a community from 
individual self-knowledge and retrieval of the past) develop from the 
tiger imagery. The different features of the t iger can be apprehended 
at som e stage in all the characters and in many forms of the phenome
nal world. The whole region seem s co reflect this tigerish capacity and 
offers contrasts of darkness and light. Taken as a whole, the tiger's 
att ri butes reveal a community of being in the living creat io n and even 
between the livi ng and the dead. 

When Magda and Crisco approach the forshore of Jigsaw Bay a t t he 
begi nning of the novel , 

the subdued subterranean roar of the vi ral repression of the surf began co 
invade their stranded senses . . . rhe bay would grow violent and treacher
ous with the new erosive impact of the sullen seas . .. Magda .. . was 
looking down . . . at a foul mixture of universal foaming soap. The water 
hissed and swirled hungrily and evilly around her powerful limbs." (34, 
italics mine) 

T he bay evokes the destructiveness of the tiger, which Magda and 
Cr isco are on the point of discovering , and foreshadows the suppressed 
instincts of the crowd g radually rising to the surface and breaking 
loose at the wake. W hen Peet rel ives Abram 's death , the sea and the 
tiger make one in his halluci nation and m erge wi th the sound of the 
wake, which is in fact dest roying him throug h Magda: 

(The sound) assailed him, full of pounding th reatening Jibilance, a scrid ing 
breath of g randeur, whispering and overlapping and rising notes in a hushed 
vagrant roar that suddenly grew and became so deafening he was transported co 
see the flecks of tigerish foam on a dark fluid body, Jlriped by the animal light of 
the moon, flying across the room cowards him . The glistening rlim fangs sank 
into the bellying sai l of his chest. (5 7 - 58, italics mine) 
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A r rhis stage the tiger becomes the symbol of Peet's annihila t ion ("the 
void held him now in its frig h tfu l jaws" (58}) before carry ing h im 
through the landscape of h is and the crowd's spiritual confinem ent : 
"[the shadows} ran between a d im wave of crested sea and a dark forest 
of culrivated nig ht, the sensational corpse of the medium of man 
borne swiftly by the living t iger of death" (58). 

Throughout the scene the tiger symbol conveys the aggressive 
impulses of both Magda and Peet: he has been attacked by her but has 
also tried tO spring at her so that he is assailant and victim like the 
tiger later killed by Crisro. Peet and the crowd see and fear the tiger in 
orhers yet are unaware of it in themselves . 6 M agda is a superb 
incarnation of its attributes, now "soft and feline" (39), now menac
ing or ferocious and pitiless, as in her conversation with Sharon when 
she (Magda) truly becomes a universal symbol of the wilderness in 
mankind. We have seen that as the " incestuous tiger of the jung le" 
(84) Magda is the possessive mother , keen on shaping her son's life 
and act ing through him: she is also the embod iment of the crowd's 
narrow and gregar ious sense of identity, equally represented by the 
t iger Peer had hunted and fai led ro catch years before. 

Peer's failure to catch the tiger in the jung le was clearly due co h is 
fear of facing the truth about his and the population's orig ins, the 
" monster's head " (90) of their d ismembered body, which was never
t heless a "vision of buried fertility" (9 1) since, however distasteful 
their early history, to come to terms with it would be a first m ature 
m ove toward renewal. Keeping in mind that the jungle in Harri s's 
fiction also represents the characters' inner self, it becomes obvious 
that the tiger is also the "free spirit" that the population have 
hounded more deeply into them selves (88); it is " the Jost soul of all 
generations, the tiger roaming through the trackless paths" (88). So 
that the tiger of death represents not only the crowd's " incestuous 
self-destructiveness" but also the unacknowledged soul of their heter
ogeneous ancestry . 7 When Cristo kills the fi rst, he resurrects rhe 
second and identifies with it. H e has evoked a t iger from the begin
ning8 and is clearly the naked (42, 70), harmless (68) tiger that left no 
tracks in the courtyard at Sharon 's cousins' (7 1). H e tells Sharon that , 
having fallen in the muck , he was yellow and b lack ( 122) like the 
Caribs with whom he was running deep into the fores t. H e d id not 
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shrink , like Peet , from the dismemberment suffered by his historical 
ancestors . On the contrary, he submi tted to it, and t his symbolical 
"splitting" emptied him of all char he was prior to his rebirth. H e was 
made whole again by the Caribs' Shaman, who gave him the tiger skin 
he (Cristo) is wearing as a reward for his moral victory. This visionary 
version of his ordeal complements the more prosaic one in which he 
simply killed the female tiger that ripped his cheek; ir is a good 
example of rhe way in which vision frees the trials of the past from 
their merely destructive effect and discovers in them a spiritual asset. 

Cristo's reappearance in the region coincides with the end of a 
period of drought. H e is now the "universal bridegroom oflove" (85 ), 
and his earthly and "divine" roles coalesce in the poetic image of the 
tiger. This image also symbolizes the marriage between the earth and 
the moon and the illumination or coming to consciousness heralded in 
the phenomenal world: 

The moon scood high overhead. Its full radiance had been intercepted by the 
forest so char the light which still fell and painted stripes and bars under the 
trees was purplish and vague and blue. 

A branch in the air suddenly cracked like a piscol-shot , broke and 
descended, ripping open a shaft and a window, along which the thwarted 
fl ower of the moon now b loomed in a myscerious bulb of fulfi lment in a dark 
confused room. (8 5) 

Like t he peacock in the Quartet's first novel , the tiger is a dynamic 
symbol of harmony evoking the never-ending process of life and 
death: " Dark and light, light and dark: all srripes" (124); the tiger's 
skin is a symbol of wholeness, the concrete form of the "whole armour 
of God" that Cristo deserves when he overcomes his self-division and 
fear of death. 

The moon imagery is closely linked with the tiger symbol since, in 
conjunct ion with the sea and the earth , the moon expresses the 
tigerishness of the phenomenal world and its own light partakes of the 
animal's nature. Cristo fi rst appears ro the hallucinated Peet "with an 
incandescent flame and eye ... the colour of the skin was blue as one 
of the shadows of the moon" (59). From then on and as long as he 
remains hidden in rhe forest Cristo is to Peer ar once rhe tiger and "the 
man 10 rhe moon" whom Peer fears as a reminder of his weakness 
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(91,93). Any particular exegesis of rhe poetic image of "the man in 
the moon" will perhaps seem irrelevant. Still , it seems ro me chat 
(though rooted in the concrete universe) it conveys the subjective and 
"other-worldly" experience undergone by Cristo in the jungle. Dur
ing those forty days while he was thought to be dead he discovered the 
reverse side of real ity, the death his ancestors went through in their 
dismemberment, and he also saw in those ancestors the unreclaimed 
part of the community. Significantly, Sharon too is said to be in the 
moon (89, 10 1) after she has heard "the brooding voices of the past 
mingling with apprehensions of the future" ( 102) and has joined 
Cristo in the forest. When she is able to see her fa ther in a new spirit of 
compassion, she perceives him "in the moon's blue effulgent eye" 
(85), free from his sense of guilt and at last appeased. The association 
between the moon and a "living" death finds some support in tradi
tional religious symbolism. 9 The moon, which dies itself and is 
reborn after three days, is an obvious symbol of resurrection, trans
formation, and growth such as Crisco experiences. That it is linked 
with his rebirth becomes obvious when he envisions his coming exe
cution and sees the trapdoor opening on the "Dawn on the moon" ( 126). 

I have suggested that Cristo's symbolical dismemberment in the 
forest and Sharon's annihi lation bring them back to thei r origins by 
compelling them to recognize thei r ancestry . Characteristically, it is 
their physical environment that unites them with their forebears. 
Several times in the narrative real community has been represented by 
a tree (see, among others, 65,72,74), and as Sharon and Crisro make 
rheir way back to the house , "rhe smell of a mingling of roots and 
leaves and branches [was} all turning into a web of cognition that 
entered their blood" (98). This identification with the land and its 
historical inhabitants enables Cristo ro cell Sharon: "we've begun ro 
see ourselves in the earlier g rass-roots ... We're reborn into rhe 
oldest native and into our oldest nature while [our parents} are still 
G uyana's first aliens and arrivals" (114). And further: 

There's a whole world of branches and sensation we've missed, and we've g oc 
co start again from the roocs up even if chey look like nothing. Blood, sap, 
flesh, veins, arteries, lungs, hearc, che hearcland, Sharon. We're the first 
potential parents who can contain the ancestral house. (1 15-116, Harris's italics) 
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The young people's maturity and their identification with the land 
and its early inhabitants replace the surface strength and cohesiveness 
of their elders. When Magda reappears, the roles are reversed : "The 
magical identity and heredity had departed" (1 32); the potential 
community is now in Sharon and Cristo. 

Since the first visitation of the tiger on the foreshore of Jigsaw Bay 
the action , whether lived or imagined by one character, seems ro have 
followed the movement of the sea, gathering momentum , then sub
sidi ng momentarily to return with g reater energy . In Book IV the 
conversation between Sharon and Cristo provides a long pause when 
rime itself seems ro have sropped to give him some respite. H owever 
convincing Crisro's analysis of his own conversion in that conversa
tion, its didacticism is perhaps too obvious. This is the only place in · 
the Quartet in which the author appears to speak through the mouth 
of his protagonist . Cristo's new outlook is a further development of 
the gradual psychological change first noticed in Mattias: it is more 
articulate and significant, but his own rendering of it compares 
unfavorably with Mattias 's intuitive discovery of unsuspected re
sources in himself under the pressure of the wake. It is probably this 
didactic section that elicited from one critic the comment that The 
W hole Armour is "Harris's most obviously political novel to date." 10 

H arris suggests, however, that no political solution will redeem the 
community. When Cristo says "Nobody need carry a self-righteous 
political chip when the only slave-driver we've had is ourselves" 
( 11 5 ), his plea is to the effect that politics cannot redeem history or be 
a substitute for the self-knowledge that must precede regeneration. 
His faith is in the individual: "Now is the rime to make a new-born 
stand, Sharon, you and me" (116), and his behavior confi rms Harris's 
unashamedly spiritual alternat ive: "(the burden} of a total perceptive 
responsibil ity belonged only to the shadow of atonement rn the 
Saviour of Mankind" ( 110). 

The conclusion is not , I think , that H arris subscribes to the 
recurring pattern of sacrifice imposed on innocent men by their 
insensitive fellow beings. Sacrifice roo is a double-edged action in his 
fiction. It can be performed and even accepted by the victim as an 
inexorable ritual meant to placate whatever gods one believes in . But 
genuine sacrifice involves a surrender of all the trappings of personal-
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ity in a spirit of compassion and humility. In order to be creative it 
emails a voluntary red uction to what is vulnerable and frail. Cristo is 
clearly a victim of "the lust of the law" (10 1), of the people's 
stil l-vivid hunter's instinct (focused now in the police), and of thei r 
need ro punish someone for the viol ence they are unable ro eradicate 
from themselves. He is also a victim of their inhumanity: Mattias's 
father is heartbroken after his son's death , yet he still exacts the death 
of another young man. Bur Cristo's atti tude modifies the meaning of 
the sentence passed on him. By submitting ro the law instead of 
escaping , he makes a free, responsible choice. He does not reject the 
ordinary world of men , because it is in and through that world alone 
that he can perceive the " immaterial and elusive" (1 30) reality of 
which the legacy of the past is so essential a part . Admittedly, he 
cannot be sure that his and Sharon's changed outlook will be much 
more perceptible than the "miraculous dawning frailty" (99) in 
nature to which the people of the region have not yet awakened. 
While waiting, between life and death , for his arrest and inevitable 
execution , "his mind was so empty it had become a frame for the 
future" (1 29). So the "future" lies in the individual human mind and 
its always-renewable capacity ro create. Cristo is now utterly free of 
the trammels of his earthly life and has reached the utmost stage of 
consciousness accessible ro man , the double vision by which he 
transforms the sanction of human law even before its " implacable 
strokes" have fallen on him . The immediate future will bring the 
reassertion of an inescapable divis ion- the birth of his son in time and 
the timel ess progress of his spirit toward making " its declarat ion ro all 
the other spirits of light" ( 111). Spiritual freedom and consciousness 
are once again presented as man's main purpose, a prerequisite to rhe 
forming of authentic comm unity. In this intrusion of the spriritual 
upon the social Harris clearly sees the redeeming feature of rhe 
sacrifice men are always prepared to impose on whatever Christ is 
among them. 



Chapter Four 

The Immaterial Constitution: 
The Secret Ladder 

The Secret Ladder centers on the confrontation between Russell Fen
wick, a government surveyor, and Poseidon, and old farmer and 
fisherman who rules over rht: few survivors of a tribe of runaway 
slaves. Fenwick and his multiracial crew, an unruly body of men, have 
come ro measure the average flow of the Canje River prior to the 
construction of a reservoir that will irrigate the Ease Indian coastal 
plantations but will also drown Poseidon's poor land . An unusual 
spell of drought delays the completion of their cask, and Fenwick is 
faced with the problem of keeping in hand his increasingly trouble
some men while coming co terms with Poseidon, who tries ro sabo
tage his work. Things come ro a head when Poseidon is accidentally 
killed by Bryant , an African like him and the only member of the crew 
who worships the old man, seeing in him his spiritual grandfather. 
Embittered by the death of their ruler , the villagers decide co br ing 
Bryant and Catalena, his mistress, co trial. As the night wears on and 
their despair increases , they even make up their minds to kill their 
two prisoners. Bryant and Caralena are saved in extremis by the return 
of the two messengers who had been sent co fetch che instruments of 
the Jaw. T hey believe they have ki lled one of the crew, and the 
villagers, thi nking the jung le police will turn up, take co flight 
without even burying their dead leader. 

While bringing together the themes of the earlier novels (the unity 
of mankind , possession and dispossession , the nature of freedom and 
responsibility, of innocence and guilt) The Secret Ladder explores the 
meaning of authori ty, another value that Harris deems essential ro the 
creation of a new community. This novel counterpoints in many ways 
the voyage of self-discovery described in Palace of the Peacock, in which 
t he ancient folk move further and further inco the heartland. Posei-
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don's tribe, on the conrrary, have become fixed physically on their 
barren land and psychologically in their condition of victim and muse 
be retrieved on both levels from their underground world. In the first 
novel Donne and the crew reach fulfillment by ascending the waterfall 
toward heaven and the folk. In the lacer one the confined world of the 
Canje, in which Fenwick moves coward Poseidon , is repeatedly 
described as " hell"; each surveying trip entails a descent into unstable 
ground and shakes Fenwick's former convictions. 

The complementariness of the cwo novels is further exemplified in 
the self-realization specific to each protagonist. Once he begins to 

ascend the waterfall Donne's visionary cask is a reconstruction of the 
" structure" supporting the material world; Fenwick's much more 
tentative vision is made possible by a stripping of veils wh ich enables 
him co catch a glimpse of that structure. The world he lives in is more 
dense, not reduced co its essential elements as in Palace of the Peacock, 
and he is himself a more fully conceived character than Donne, an 
ordinary man concerned as much with the physical comfort of his men 
as with the motives behind their behavior. They roo are solid 
characters but also personae in his consciousness. He must struggle 
with their various attitudes as with so many forms of deception tO be 
discarded. Once again the narrative develops on several planes. Fen
wick's thoughts and emotions as well as the crew's seem to radiate 
from one many-levelled consciousness that Fenwick charts as he charts 
the headwaters of the Canje. His encounter with Poseidon in the 
course of his surveying work confronts him with a tangible evidence of 
the most deeply buried element of Guyanese history, slavery, which, 
he realizes, is a monster he and the men of his generation must still 
learn ro face. 

The usual correspondence in Harris's narrative between landscape 
and man is illustrated in a masterly way through variations on a few 
basic images. One of them, the river, Jinks Fenwick 's task with earlier 
explorations of Guyana in the Quartet : 

He liked co chink ofall the rivers of Guiana as che curious rungs in a ladder on 
which one sees one's musing foot again and again, co climb into boch the past 
and che future of che continent of mystery .... The Canje was one of che 
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lowest rungs in the ladder of ascending purgatorial rivers, che blackest river 
one could imagine. ( 152) 

Unlike the nameless river in Palace of the Peacock, the Canje seems 
hardly ro move, yet is no less threatening since its apparent immobil
ity nor only covers unseen dangers but is a sign of arrested life such as 
Jordan , Fenwick 's cook, embodies: 

He pointed co the river which scarcely appeared co flow in the lace afternoon 
light like a snake whose motion had been reined into graver stillness than 
ever and embalmed for good. (159) 

The barely moving river reflects a deep-seated conservatism in the 
crew (manifested in J ordan's stark opposition ro hope and progress) 
and in Poseidon, who re jects integration in modern society. The old 
leader has lived for so long in the jungle that he is hardly distinguish
able from its elements. At their first meeting Fenwick observes him 
with wonder "as if he saw down a botromless gauge and river of 
reflection" (155). "Bottomless gauge" and "river of reflection" sug
gest chat Poseidon is a static mirror concealing nevertheless unknown 
depths to be surveyed by Fenwick . This meeting seems ro have been 
Jong delayed ("He could no longer escape a reality that had always 
escaped him" [155]) ; though it is followed by a shower of rain , the 
apparent forerunner of fertile change, dryness soon prevails again. 
Like his Greek namesake, Poseidon can be a source of both fertility 
and drought and it is mainly this latter capacity that he shares with 
the crew. 

The crew are divided into day readers and night readers of the 
gauge installed by Fenwick to measure the heights and depths of the 
river . Throughout Book I (The Day Readers) the prevail ing drought, as 
much an inner as an outer phenomenon, coincides with the manifesta
tion among the crew of their worst impulses and prejudices. The 
m alaise that oppresses Fenwick is enhanced by his inability co point to 
its source with any accuracy and by the restlessness and suppressed 
violence he discerns in the crew. J ordan contributes more than a little 
to t he stifling atmosphere of the camp. Equally merciless coward the 
crew and Poseidon, whom he would expel from his Jong-tenanted 
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rerrirory by calling in the jung le police, he advocates the letter of the 
law and does nor hesitate , under its cover or in rhe name of order , to 
recommend oppression. J ordan (alias Gorgon) is the head cur off from 
the body and the heart of the community and a stubborn obstacle ro 
their reunification . Fenwick has for some rime found it convenient ro 
shelter beind Jordan's "mask of stone" and his authoritarian manners 
instead of attempting to create a genuinely human bond with the 
crew. As a result the men "camouflage" their complaint , and the 
general distrust increases. Similarly, the meaning of Poseidon's com
plaint is withheld from Fenwick although he is g reatly dis turbed by 
the old man. As a government agent, Fenwick is narura ll y bou nd to 
be looked upon as an oppressor by rhe villagers, and it m akes him 
uneasy ro realize that he is a rool of oppress ion, just as he is perturbed 
by Weng's assertion that he (Weng) has modelled his sever ity with 
the crew on Fenwick's own. lt confirms the surveyor in his suspicion 
that W eng , the merciless hunter, has so far acted as his own doppel
g anger, a fac t he had perceived intuitively and with great alarm just 
before their conversation scarred . Weng had come upon him suddenly 
and for a moment a trick of the light gave Fenwick the illusion that 
Weng's reflection on the river was actually his own (1 75). 

Exposure , erosion, and dismemberment offer other examples of 
analogy between natural p henomena and psychological truths. All 
three are a source of frustrat ion bur offer a possibil ity of change and 
renewal through Fenwick's attempted dialogue with the "sacred" 
reality they bring to light. Whether accidental and resented or 
accepted as necessary (see Fenwick's "loss of face" [193, 23 1}), 
exposure runs counter to man's obsessive need for shelter from the 
often frig htening business of living which makes Fenwick use Jordan 
and his interpretation of the law as a shield. At the beg inning of the 
novel, just after he has heard the complaining voices of his men die 
away, Fenwick sees them approaching in the cleari ng: 

The sun shone through dark flesh to illuminated skeleton, the greenest 
garment ro the whitest bone. 

It was this sensation of exposure and defeat, amounting to confusion, one 
experienced standing in the clearing .... ( 143) 
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The crew's fear of exposure (of revealing their inner self) is mainly a 
fear of being taken advantage of, as J ordan makes clear to Fenwick 
when he tells him "They (the crew} see naked sentiment on you brow 
and they get afraid at once you might be exposing them .... "(215 ). 
Final exposure is experienced by Catalena, stripped naked and made 
vulnerable by Poseidon's followers (see 255), and it is through her, 
the "muse of community," that Fenwick symbolically reaches a 
painful state of bareness, the ultimate and necessary stage in his 
shedding of the biased attitudes in himself that are also embodied in 
the crew. For Poseidon too exposure (or, as Fenwick says, the " resur
rection of the buried community" he represents) involves the erosion 
of a diehard self-protective posture. Erosion is characteristic of the 
Canje area; even the higher land near the riverhead is " uncertain 
ground ... continuously threatened by an erosive design eating 
slowly across the river's catchmenr"(l 52). Once more Harris makes 
remarkable use of a reg ion's copography t0 convey a psychological 
reality. Fenwick first discovers that " Every tributary had buried its 
g rassy head in a grave of wilderness"( 15 2); then he realizes that owing 
to a "misconception" based on deceptive air photographs the head of 
the Canje's main tributary, the Kaboyary , appears to be cut off from its 

body: 

In the savannahs, he had discovered, the Kaboyary had lost its original 
banks , and its watershed , coo, had been swamped and eroded . ... No 
wonder an empirical hiatus or gulf existed, ro a bird's-eye view, severi ng the 
river's head from its trunk and feet. .. . The mysterious foundation of 
intelligence, the unity of head and heart had become for him , Fenwick knew, 

an inescapable obsession. (173 - 174) 

The geographical and psychological dismemberment Fenwick reads 
in rhe river is the objective equivalent of a subjective vis ion conveyed 
by his dream of a decapitated white mare (see 164-165). The two 
images evoke the dismemberment of the Guyanese community, 
whose original founders (the former slaves now living at the riverhead) 
are ignored and cut off from the main body . But this dismemberment 
also prefigures the decapitat ion of the Gorgon, a sig n that a petrified 
situat ion is being modified by qualities of the heart (Perseus'?

1
). 
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_ ~rom the first, Fenwick senses in Poseidon a catalyst , the " new 
d1v1ne promise" (164) that wi ll counteract Jordan's "Medusalike" 
influence on the crew. Through Fenwick's discovery of t he divine in 
Poseidon Harris makes it clearer than ever before that the divine is in 
his eyes, a hidden, mysterious dimension in the human and that' he 
asso_cia~es it w.ith the _frai l but undying victims suppressed from, or 
buned m, ones consc~ousness. Characteristically, Fenwick sees a god 
in Pose1don when he 1s most sensitive t0 the vulnerable man in him: 

:·1 confess I owe allegiance co him because of his condit ion , allegiance of an 
~mp?rranr kind, that of conscience, of the rebirth of humanity .... It is the 
kind a man gives co a god." ( 183) 

When he reaches Poseidon's house after his trying climb over the 
Gorgon 's neck, a fallen tree "wreathed by creepers and snakes of vine" 
( 197) recalling "an old_ Gorgon's head" (206), he is struck by its 
contrast1ng f~t_u~es (solid though disintegrating, foreig n and native, 
'.~ea! and pnm1t1~e) and perceives in the crumbling human abode a 
depth more lasnng than time ... the stamp of a multiple tradi

tion"_ (200). 'Tradition" is at once the expression of the endurance 
that links Poseidon with the gods and a stumbling block in Fenwick's 
attempt tO create a dialogue with him. For Fenwick is not blind co 
Pos~idon 's ambivalen~e. The old leader's continued and voluntary 
bunal in the Canie reg10n and the static order oflife it has engendered 
have made him in~o "an old monster of deception" ( 164) for the crew, 
who either deny ~Im and his fol lowers and are taken by surprise when 
accumulated feelings of resentment erupt and strike back at them or 
turn_ h!m into a_n idol as Bryant does, thereby confirming him 
unwtttmg ly m his _state of self-oppression. In both cases deception 
leads to what Fenwtek calls a "misconception" of the African. Posei
don, however, protests in the name of an illusory freedom since it has 
onl y served him to withdraw into a primitive condition from which he 
refuses to move, perpetuating the effects of "catastrophe and fate" 
( 184) that_ h_ad sent his ancesrors tO the Canje two hundred years 
before. This 1s where Poseidon and his followers differ from the folk in 
Palace of the Peacock. Harris shows here that the victim status can 
become a tool of oppression of both self and others (as Poseidon's 
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followers oppress Bryant and Caralena) in che same way as che viccor 

exp loits borh his vic tim and himself. . . 
Analyzing Poseidon's condi t ion in a Jeerer co his mother, _Fenwick 

explains char at rhe rime of che abolition of slavery something wenc 
wrong and no real freedom was attained. Like_ Crisco in The Whole 
Armour, Fenwick is in face proposing an alcernanve co whac was then a 
political failure when he says "the issue for me is fundamental and 
psychological"( 17 1, italics mine). It is an alternac1 ve chat involves the 
individual rather than che scare; hence the impact of his personal sense 
of g uile . His emphasis on "misconceive" (1 7 1) whe~ he points ro the 
danger of misconceiving rhe Africa n also t~rows 1 1~hc on eh~ nature 
of his approach , for conception as a correcnve co m1sconcepc1on r_escs 
on imagination , consciousness, and incelligence whose "m~~cenous 
foundation, " Fenwick says, is "the umcy of head and heart (17 3~
P oseidon is scill "rhe emotional dynamic of liberation" ( 171) his 
forebears had been, noc , however, through che "blind emotional tide 
of excess" ( 184) he had first aroused in Fenwick through Bryant, buc 
because reduced as he is co a scace of human nakedness and deprived of 
the apparel chat usually hides man's essential being, _he has m oved 
Fenwick co recognize in h im this fundamental reality. There are 
frequent references in che novel co what Fenwick sees _as the "par~dy

2 

of a universal and uncaprurable essence" (246) which che van ous 
form s of exposure, erosion, and dismemberment in Book I_ hav.e 
enabled him co g limpse. By the end of Book I , fac ing _ Pose'.don s 
house he is able co incerpret che visionary dismanclemenc in which he 
is nov.'. fully engaged and which complements che creation in Palace of 

the Peacock: 

The seven beads of rhe original creation had been material days of efflores
cence and bloom to disti nguish thei r true material character. Bur now rhe 
very opposite realit ies of freedom were being chosen. (nor phenomena of 
efflorescence bur shells and skeletons) to discinguish an 1mmacenal consrHu
rion (which after all was rhe essential legitimacy of all creation). (206) 

The "naked design" he has discovered earl ier and che " immaterial 
constitution" partake of the spiritual tradition within and beyond all 
m aterial existence char Fenwick has recognized in Poseidon's house, 
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and ir is from rhis tradition char he wanes co develop his new 
conception of authority. 

In Book II (The Night Readers) ir appears rhac the kind of authority 
Fenwick now wanrs co wield cannot be the cool of a rigid institution 
but g rows our of h is awareness of " rhe spi ri t of the law" (25 8) . When 
J ordan tries to persuade him nor to fi re Perez, who has gambled away 
Catalena, his wife, Fenwick is firm for the first time (' 'I've got an 
inruirion now- the kind I can't withstand" (212)) and draws his 
strength from his intuitive perception of whac is sacred in human 
beings and cannot be gambled with by individuals or che power chey 
represent. T he first effect o f his insight into what Poseidon srands for 
is a change in his attitude coward rhe crew with whom he now deals 
direcrly and creacs with m ore d iscrimination . 1f he is more strict wirh 
Perez, he is also more generous and humane coward Chiung, ro whom 
he gives his own coat and helmet, an act chat wi ll unexpectedly force 
him through a new frightening though fruitful disori entation. The 
day readers' work in Book I has exposed their self-deception and led co 
Fenwick 's confrontation wirh Poseidon , g iving him an intuition of 
the old mari's double nature. The night readers, Chiung particularl y, 
b ring to the surface their own (and Fenwick 's) darker impulses and 
teach him ro " read" his own personality. 

Fenwick 's cosmic reverie ac the beginning of chapter 6 extends his 
discovery of the "immaterial const itution," making him feel char he 
coo is one of the elem ents in space linked to all others by invisible 
threads and stamped with the " loftiest tradition" (224) discernible in 
Poseidon's house. H owever , after he has experienced " the poetic 
frenzy and delirium of a god"(223), his elation suddenly shrivels up 
when he discovers Chiung apparenrly dead at his feet . Fenwick is now 
unset tled by reactions he wou ld not have thought himself capable of, 
which shows that he can be deluded in the same way as Poseidon and 
can combine, like him , the essence of a godlike nature wi ch the most 
primitive instinct for sheer physical survival. The hidden energy
both accive and passive--associated earlier wich Poseidon and the 
landscape over which he rules now rises in Fenwick and shakes him: 

the black Canje foamed and bristled and encircled a revolving purpose and 
propeller somewhere i11 the vague region u11Cier hi1 feet.(152, italics mine) 
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· fl · h f I had 
it signified the resurrection of Pose1don . .. whose ig _c rom s ~very 
ended right here, in rhe ground, under one's feet. ( 175 '. italic_s mine) 
Fenwick was filled by a d ark wave of unconcrollable panic w hich rose out of 

the b lack river 1111der his feet. (224, italics m ine) 

The firsr rwo se nrences are quored from Book I and suggest respe~
cively the existence of an unknown c~reacening force un~er Fenwick s 
feet in the river (which is also rhe river of his unconscious) and rhe 
crapped condiri on Poseidon w ishes ro perpetuate . In the rh.i rd s~n
cence the panic risi ng from under Fenwick's feet confronts him :'1th 
the specrer of his own unfreedom. H e sees immediacely chat ~h1un~ 
has been mistaken for himself since he was wearing Fenwick s coac. 

His mind had turned into a sieve out of which everything fled save the 
mystique of selfish relief. The sensat ion of invol~ncary freedom was as 
au tomatic as the reflexes of panic and the springs which had moved his feet. 

(225) 

By equating "the m ysrique of selfish relief ... (the only sensation 
Fenwick experiences) wich " involuntary freedom (as oppose_d tO free
dom consciously and painfully achieved) H ams draws actent1on tO che 
limitations of che sense of freedom experienced by those who are 
spared che corments imposed on rhe oppressed. When his sp~l l of 
blind self-preoccupacion is over , Fenwick becomes engaged in _a n 
uncompromisi ng confrontation wich hims~IL Much as he would like 
t0 move and run from che scene of his humil1auon, h.e c~nnor ; .h1s feer 
" (g row} cold as scone," and this fixi ty seems to exre r1on ze h_is in.m nct 
for self-preservation, which, he now d1sc?v_ers., 1s as strong in himself 
as in the Can je " primicives." I t is also chis instinct chat he must fight 
in the crew, who have responded to his call and who would go tO war 
against Chiung's assa ilants i_n t~e name o~ cheir ow n will tO survive~ 
The whole scene is a d ramaozat1on of che inner struggle chat even tu 
ally frees Fenw ick from che prejudices represe~ced by the crew. In his 
precarious and vulnerabl e posirion on che stelling platform 1usr above 
the water , he fee ls threatened as Poseidon muse have felr , though 
unlike him, Fenwick agrees to the d issolution of hi s .earl 1.er conv ic
tions and accepts che painful uncercainty. it. arouses in him. As he 
struggles toward a deeper consciousness , his inner state is reflecced in 
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che light his rorch throws on Chiung (his unconscious?) at his feec: 
" the temperamental swi tch [of rhe rorch)" (224), " the cowardly 
rorch " (225), and "a disordered nervous beam" (225). Release comes 
when Chiung (who was merely stunned), pressed by Fenwick, gets rid 
of " the plas ter of hypocrisy ." 

The alternation, in the scene, between Fenwick's conscious intro
spection and Chiung's barely arciculate and hesitant accou nt of what 
happened shows that their two contrasting approaches t0 the discov
ery of truth are complementary and necessary. The srory cold by 
Chiung (who admits he is guilty of the theft that provoked the wrath 
of Poseidon's followers) is like :t re-enactment of the conflict that has 
set the surveying ream in opposition to Poseidon. The question here is 
not one of right or wrong since both parries are wrong in some way 
and they could be d rawn into an endless chain of vengeful acts; ir is 
pri marily one of self-knowledge, as Chiung's difficult self-revelation 
shows. Like Weng, he is one of Fenwick's alter egos and his con
fession, the deeper meaning of which escapes him but not Fenwick, 
gives the surveyor a g limpse of che depths regis tered on the botrom
less gauge of his consciousness. 

Book III , The Reading, develops out of the juxtaposition of The Day 
Readers with The Night Readers and confirms Jordan's inability to be of 
further use co Fenwick . The laccer now turns t0 t he " insubstantial 
models or witnesses" (239) he had summoned from his deeper self 
when he cried our in panic after discovering Chiung unconscious on 
the Stell ing. T he suggestion is that his inner bei ng is peopled with 
these "hallucinated ghosts" (the ghosts of his and G uyana's pasr) 
whom he saw "when he flashed the light of his thought" (240). H e 
now questions them, as it were, through the agency first of Van Brock, 
deli rious with malaria, then of Bryant and Catalena, who have just 
returned after her own delirious to rment at the hands of Poseidon 's 
followers. 

The reading takes the form of an inquiry which yields not so much 
definite answers as a method of interpreting experience and therefore 
is a conclusion to the Quartet as a whole. On fi rst meet ing Poseidon , 
Fenwick had been unable co read a meaning in the movements of his 
lips, bur afte r his fi nal rejection of J ordan (the srorekeeper of a rigid 
past) he finds he has grown beccer "ar reading the constitution of 
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another man's lips" (241). The rain has begun to fall , erasing the 
marks of drought and leaving "a clean bur cracked sla te" (239 ), an 
indica tion that the past is not w iped out but has been "displaced" 
because revived and g iven new sig nificance by the living. This is the 
point of the apparently irrelevant s tory rold by Van Brock, who has 
involuntarily k illed his g randmother (as Bryant ki lls his "grandfa
ther" in Poseidon ) though the old wom an really d ies of the death 
("decapitation") of memory . H er golden r ing, Jost by her grandson -
a dual symbol of Jove and possession which recalls t he them e of 
Palace- is her only link with a vanished past. B y recovering it from 
che swamp in which she is w be buried and resroring it to her finger , 
Van Brock turns her g rave into a womb , for his act of love brings her 
back to life in his consciousness. 

For Bryant, on the contrary, killing Poseidon sig nifies the death of 
his hopes of recog nition by his ancestor. H e does not understand any 
more than Poseidon's followers that the old god was a catalyst to a new 
ag e and could, as Fenwick sensed , lead to "a threshold of conscious
ness" that is eq ually " the g rou nd of self-contempt and idolacry" 
(193). In these words Harris expresses a concept that is fundamental 
to his whole wo rk, namely , that any experience (such as meeting 
Poseidon) can ei t her deceive or be a source of vision and that the 
material world is the o nly door tO a consciousness of the reality that 
informs it or ro a " reading" of the " immateria l constitution. " The 
reading can never be final nor w holly reliable since, as Fenw ick 
suggests, "every mate rial image" as well as "the conception of a 
supporting canvas" (m an 's understand ing of w hat informs appear
ances , see 239 ) are basically untrustworthy . Put differently: 

The pure paint of love scarcely dries on a human canvas wirhour a modicum 
of foreig n dusr entering and altering every subrle colour and emotional rone, 
which affects the painter as well as rhe pai nted property of life .. . . (247) 

I have a lready suggested that Harris associates the sacred or the 
divine with the suppressed and unacknowledged victims of m en's 
ambitio ns . When Poseidon d ies (having completed his inspiring mis
sion) his role is caken over by Catalena , d espo iled by Poseidon 's 
followers turned oppressors. Like Poseidon , she is now "weak" yet 
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" indestrucrible," "a naked spirit, " and the same "expiring breath" 
runs over her lip s as ran over Poseidon 's when he fel l (254 - 55). H er 
weakness, however, is , as with Van Brock 's g randmother , a channel 
for rebirth . The manner of her release (the unexpected chain of events 
set up by Fenwick's generosity ro Chiung) implies that the basest 
mo tives (the twins' cupidity and w rath) can save, whereas the loft iest 
(such as Bryant 's unbounded love for Poseidon ) can kill or d estroy . 
M ore important still , it shows that an unpredictable element can 
always re lease a frozen situation (see the "crash " in H arris 's later 
novels) . Poseidon 's d isciples intended "ro execute a p icture of the 
void" (25 7 ), i.e., ro bury B ryant and Catalena tog e the r w ith Poseido n 
and the instruments of t he law, thus obli tera ting the acrors of an 
attempted dialogue (for Bryant had been sent to Poseidon on a 
mission of conciliation). Instead of burying their own past and its 
unrecog nized inheritors (Bryant and Cata lena who are phantoms to 
them as they themselves are phantoms to Fenwick) , they d ecide ro flee 
and are set in motion again , vanishing once m ore into the heartland: 

The law could nor be buried , nor g iven co the dusr. There were always copies 
and current records (since mankind began) of the covenant rime would have 
sropped to imprison. No one could force a void in the spir it of rhe law even 
with an ace of humility or the surrender of one's land and property. Least of 
all by damming rhe ghost of responsi bility. (258) 

W e know tha t by his sheer survival Poseidon has challenged 
Fenw ick ro the recognition of the moving reality behind stat ic ap
pearances and tha t Fenwick has d erived his new conception of author
ity from that moving and/ ree reality . This is the "spirit of the law" (of 
the covenant between god and man and therefore between m an and 
man) in which , he says, no void can be forced because this spiritual 
essence can never be completely eradicated: 

The instant the prison of the void was self-created , a breach of spiri t knew 
how ro open a sing le uncondi tional link in a chain of circumstance. (258) 

In other words, the self-created "prison of the void" or annihila tion by 
m an of what is most essential in himself, i. e. , the consciousness of his 
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relatedness to past and future generations , cannot stop this dynamic 
spiritual reali ty from breaking through and revealing itself. 

This philosophical conclusion is di rectly relevant to the concern 
wich West Indian history implied in the passage from T .S. Eliot's 
"Little Gidding" used as an epigraph to Book III . Harris is saying that 
the so-called void of West Indian hisrory is self-created, and he has 
shown that the crew and che descendants of runaway slaves alike were 
prepared to create their own " hisrorylessness . " The conflict between 
Fenwick and Poseidon's followers is not resolved since their fear puts 
chem co flight and remains an obstacle co change. The very fact that 
these survivors of Guyana·s early history disappear again into a 
landscape that Fenwick sees as the necessary ground of exploration (a 
theme further developed in Heartland) shows chat they remain an 
el usive elem ent of Guyana's population with whom those who seek to 

define them selves as Guyanese muse still come t0 terms. To such a 
quest there can be no final conclusion. From Poseidon, " the grand old 
man of (Guyanese} hiscory" ( 170), have risen " the silent accents of an 
ageless dumb spirit" (156). The distress of obscure men spoken in 
those silent accents, rather than the grand feats of recorded history, is 
for H arris the inheritance of a people and must be investigated . His 
quest reaches further than Guyana. Doesn' t Poseidon's name link him 
with the orig ins of another civilization and even with primitive 
humanity as a whole? Allowing imag ination to qualify the technolo
g ist's cask , Fenwick has gone through a disintegration of established 
habits of thought and experienced the insecuri ty of that primitive 
condition. The only certainty chat the Quartet offers- chat of the 
existence of the invisible folk among the crew-has been reached at 
the end of Palace of the Peacock. The lase paragraph of the Q uartet, 
brings together the ascent coward t he folk described in the first novel 
and the "immortal descent" (Poseidon's?) that has enabled Fenwick co 
enquire into Poseidon's role in his own consciousness. This paragraph 
looks backward t0 the creation of the Guyanese soul in Palace and 
forward to t he unending quest for that soul described in the following 
novels. In chis respect coo-and noc merely in che dawn of Fen wick's 
more fluid consciousness-the beginning is in the end . 

Chapter Five 

Between Two Worlds: 
Heartland 

~eartland has received little critical attention although it is an essen
tial fragment of the " infinite canvas" 1 of Harris's opus. It can be seen 
as a novel of transit ion which unexpectedly revives charaners from rhe 
Quar~et. Also the main character, Stevenson, stands midway between 
Fenwick and the narrator in The Eye of the Scarecrow in that his "drama 
of consciousness" is stimulated by events and characters outside 
himself, while (l ike characters in che later novels) he becomes a vessel 
in which the past is re-enacted and modified as " vision" increases· in 
which also the tension between life and death plays itself our conti~u-
ally in different shapes. _. 

After a reversal of fortune Stevenson has come ro the hearcland co 
work as a watchman for the government. He was working for a 
company headed by his father when the accountant ran off with a large 
sum of money. The accountant's young wife, Maria , was Stevenson's 
~istress and she coo d isappeared suddenly. Althoug h Stevenson was 
tnnocent (o.r thoug h_t he was), he was saved from a charge of conspiracy 
by the sa~rifice of his fa ther, who repaid the stolen money, then died 
tn an accident that looked very much like a disguised suicide. 

After the "crash " Stevenson began tO lose his self-assurance. Bur 
nor unt il his terror ar being thought guilty mingles with his terror 
ac being alone in the jung le, does he start on the inrrospeccive 
adventure chat turns his watch over the jungle into self-exam ination 
and self-judgmem. Under the impact of his terror Stevenson's eyes 
open to ~he g reatness of his father's sacrifice, and only then does 
he experience the reality of his father's death as if it were his 
own. At the same time he sees that the flight of his mistress is genuine 
only when he loses his inner certainty, for she is nor only " the muse of 
the soul" (27) but the soul itself. That he should be able co experience 
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and " re-sense" her flig ht and his father's death shows these rwo 
individuals to be pare of the "com muni ty of bei ng" each man carries 
within and belongs to outside himself. The quest they generate is for 
the meaning of death and its relation ro life or for the reverse side of 
life and its mystery. 

Ar the beginning of the novel Stevenson's growing insecurity takes 
him to Kaiser, the caretaker of the heartland depot. Significantly, 
Stevenson's three encounters in the jungle are with charac ters who 
either died or vanished in H arris's first two novels: Kaiser, daSilva and 
the Amerindian woman Petra. Their reappearance illustrates H arris's 
conception of death as a passage into an "ever-living p resent." Kaiser , 
w ho was burned to death and " resurrected" as a woodcutter in The Far 
j o11rney, combin~s the frailty wi th the endurance of humanity . H is 
survival and the peace of mind he has achieved testify to the per
sistence and the g radual transformation of the substance of suffering 
and anxiety into understand ing. W hile the earl ier novels expressed the 
need to bring to light and redeem the errors of t he past , Heartland 
shows the process of atonement tak ing place. DaSilva has survived the 
trials of the crew in Palace of the Peacock ro expiate the murder of 
Cameron. In Palace he was clearly his brother's shadow or doppel
ganger, "a reporcer who has returned from the grave ."2 N ow he tells 
Stevenson: 

"I curning imo the ghost of the reporter of the one court of conscience afrer 
all--comprising nobody else but the mystery of me (or you) . . . DaSilva. 
DaSilva . . Stevenson. Stevenson." (44) 

Throug h the repetit ion of their names daSilva suggests t hat each 
man has two selves , one of which might be the disturbing, invisible 
presence in the heartland. Their conversation (38-44) contains hin ts 
ro the effect that Stevenson is exploring an inner world (in Harris's 
words "a climate of the mind") as well as moving toward a purgatory 
in which daSilva , like Virg il for Dante, serves him as a guide. It may 
be objected that this is an unl ikely role for a poor, shadowy pork
knocker3 co assume, althoug h pork-knockers are apparently known 
for their speculative tum-of-mind. But daSilva is precisely one of the 
humble who are .ignored in ordinary life and , for this very reason, 
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whom H arris associates with the neglected inner self or with the dead. 
Both daSilva and Kaiser offer Stevenson the wisdom of the folk, which 
the old Arawak woman represented in the eyes of the crew in Palace. 
In Heartland the legendary names of this orig inal crew "were becom
ing their own shadowy essence at last" (43) as if daSilva's trial and 
"self-judgement" ("I was condemn to remain back ... like if I was 
jury and judge over myself all rolled in one" [ 43}) were transforming 
the tensions of history into wisdom . 

That the refinement of digested experience into spiritual fulfill 
ment adds to the mysterious content of the heartland depot will 
appear when Stevenson's own trial takes place. W hen he decides ro 
face his ordeal, however, he feels like a gambler "with visionary 
resources" (21 ). The key to Kaiser's depot is " the paradoxical key of all 
substance" (21), and Stevenson fears that "there migh t be nothing at 
all withi n the srorehouse of the heartland" (28). In other words, his 
fear, partly due at firs t to a selfish concern for his reputation , becomes 
a metaphysical angst ar ising from the possibility that he might be 
gambling his future on a nonexistent reward. T o find an answer to the 
fundam ental quest ion "Is there anyone or anything in the heartland?" 
is the real purpose of Stevenson's watch. As mighi: be expected, the 
jungle is also a symbolic heartland. But rather than develop simulta
neously on two planes, the narrative shifts from the material to 
the spiri tual and sometimes shows Stevenson struggling between the 
two. H e and Kaiser are the ··watched" of Book II. H owever, both 
watchers and watched play either role. Stevenson is constantly aware 
of another unseen presence watching him. Petra, who has obviously 
been watching Stevenson, feels watched and threatened by unseen 
pursuers. DaSilva, on the other hand, does not doubt there is an 
unseen potential interlocuror4 in the jungle and anticipates Steven
son's inquiry by asking who or what the other might be. 

In response to that unseen presence Stevenson feels urged to explore 
roads previously unknown to him. The first time this happens he is on 
the point of opening the depot when he hears a branch crack underfoot 
and is led into a g loomy corridor in search of a possible trespasser. 
T his dark portage is a ground of invasion and flight, for he follows in 
the wake of ancient tribes who have successively penetrated the 
heartland and been torn by the same doubts as modern prospectors: 
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"The golden age they wished to find-the Palace of the Peacock
may never have existed for all anyone knew" (31). Stevenson loses his 
way and is trapped in the u ndergrowth of h is own emotions and fears. 
His struggle to free himself from the rock-like "hand of death" (32) is 
a st ruggle between "form and be ing, matter and spirit" (32), con
trasts which, perceptible in the p henomenal world itself, betoken the 
existential enigma he must unravel. H is penetration of the heartland 
is toward a frontier of existence where li fe and death meet. This 
becomes clearer when he follows the "ancient line" toward the depot 
after his boar has disappeared , and the necessity to venture again " into 
an interior whtre one saw ontself tu rned inside our" (48) makes him 
conscious of the purpose of his m arch and the obstacles he must 

overcome: 

It was the selfish fear of experiencing fear, the selfish love of the possession of 
love one was being summoned co ... see through by abiding to a ... refusal 
to shrink from ... the demoralizing concacc and content of death . (48) 

On this second occasion Stevenson is involved in a "primitive 
ordeal of initiation" (51) and although he walks against the " harden
ing ... arteries of the bush ," "a fluid passage" (a sign of movement 
and life) remains which makes "new communication , even communi
ty" (5 1) possible. Significantly , his own physical reactions to his sense 
of another presence bring forth a response to the steps he has taken 
toward " the contact of death"; it is a response from 

the intimate forest of relatiom like an army on the march branching to enlist 
him after their aeons of stubborn withdrawal from human contact. (52 , italics 
mine) 

As he advances further toward the lower stat ion following daSilva, 
whose rations have been stolen from the depot , Stevenson's eyes 
"grow sha rper than a needle" and "his emotions [fall} into step within 
h im upon a m eaningful thread of be ing" (56). When Stevenson faces 
d eath in daSi lva, who has fallen into a g iant chasm between two 
boulders , he read s the potentiality of " be ing" in the fusion between 
li fe and d eath incurred by d aSi lva (58). 
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From h is first to his second experience of death (his father 's and 
daSilva's), Stevenson has prog ressed between two worlds epitomized 
by "the lig ht and the shadow" ( 13), or m eeting in " the everlasting 
g reen vaul t [as} half-night , half-day" (29) unti l after daSilva's death 
the creation of the watch begi ns " between the death of morning and 
the birth of afternoon , between individual d arkness and light" (6 2). 
There is also a corresponding meeting of contrasting elements in 
nature ("half-air, half-earth" [12}) or states ("half-monkey, half
m an" [58}) which show the constant interplay of opposites within 
m an's inner and outer world. The mysterious source at t he root of 
these con trasts stimu lates the gamble Stevenson feels he rakes when
ever he is faced with a fundam ental cho ice: 

Would he be confronted finally by an impossibi lity of escaping from himself, 
living or dead, or would he discover an identity of abandonment which 
would inform him and sometimes lead him like his own shadow into the 
subtlest realization of time? (21) 

" Identity of abandonment" is a key p hrase in the passage (and in 
Harris 's fiction generally) for it describes the self-surrender Stevenson 
must achieve, not to one of two things but ro a fluid state that allows 
for the free play of the two. At the end of Book 11 he has made some 
p rogress toward the renunciation of o ne-sided assertions when he 
recognizes the contrasting possibilities inherent in each situation: 

H e was beginning to look into the obscurity he had once turned away from as 
if he now knew . . . that every cl imate of terror and essential clearing of 
security were actually the same umbrella, capable of providing sp irimal 
cover or becoming equally another inhospitable material pole. (55-56) 

As in The Secret Ladder, the juxtaposit ion of contrasting states (T he 
Watchers and The Watched) g ives rise to a dynamic process issuing from 
the two. W hen Stevenson reaches Kaiser's depot, Petra, the Amer
indian woman , appears . She is presented as the muse of Palace of the 
Peacock, who has now changed her name and is on the point of g iving 
birth to a child conceived by Donne or daSi lva. H er new name evokes 
the strength but also the fixity of rock. And indeed from the moment 
of her arrival she feels 
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symbolically pinned ro che carecaker's house as daSilva was supporced wichin 
che order of place and borh had become che host of a besieged mankind , 
needing ro draw inro each new flesh and blood from the helpful herd and 

pack. (65, italics mine) 

This sentence introduces one of several motifs adumbrated in Books I 
and II which now fuse to answer the question first asked by daSilva: 
Who ~nd what is there to discover or " read" in the heartland (see 40)? 
The question itself recurs in different forms and generally implies 
reciprocity which is the prime mover to the "creation of the watch. " 

T he belief that, in Kaiser's words , "man need man" (20-21) runs 
throug h the novel and is illustrated by the many instances of physicai 
and spi ritual hunger felt by Stevenson, daSilva, and Petr~- 5 Although 
Kaiser is the officia l supplier and keeper of the matenal heartland 
depot, there is clearly a storehouse of spiritual resou: ces ~o which t~e 
other three contribute and on which they feed . DaStlva 1s aware of 1t 
and tells Stevenson: "We got to nurse a ll our nonexistent resources to 

the last bitter farthing" (41). It becomes clear in Book III t hat this 
store of resources , maintained by the g ive and take (and the suffering s) 
of human intercourse is the "what" daSilva and Stevenson have tried 
to e lucida te. At the beginning of the "creation" Petra (the muse and 
sou l), who in Palace had met the need of the crew, is, as suggested 
above, in need of being reinvigorated for she and daSilva have long 

been struggling "across a faint landscape" : 

A faint landscape it was because of the eclipse of time, the end of a long 
hazardous phase of discovery and conquest. ... This faintness was akin ro a 
constellacion of renewal and rebirth appearing, for this age and time, in the 
underworld sky of the jungle, and upon a horizon which coincided with the 
end of empires when the darkness of rule becomes the absolute light of 

consciousness. (66-67) 

It seems therefore that a long phase of "discovery and conquest," 
during which the store of the heartland depot has both accrued and 
been e roded, is at las t on the point of bearing fruit. As the crimes of 
the past are in process of being redeemed and daSilva is allowed to die, 
the heartland depot can be opened to enable Pe tra to give birth to the 
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child conceived long ago. lt matters lirrle whether the crew in Palace 
was a hisrorical or a modern one (it obviously stands for both), but it is 
certainly important that Stevenson, a modern Guyanese, should help 
bring to life the offspring born of the meeting between conqueror and 
conquered. 6 

The "creation of the watch" (the birth of vision or consciousness) 
begins to rake place when Stevenson moves coward Petra (64 - 65). 
This enables her to move coo and to relive her journey from the time 
she was sent away by the tribe, because pregnant by Donne, co the 
moment of her d elivery . She then offers herself co be "consumed, " 
"devoured alive," and this complete self-surrender clearly entails the 
birth of her child (see 70). In the same way Stevenson's self-surrender , 
overcoming his fear of "abandonment," must entail h is own spiritual 
rebirth. While helping Petra give life co her child , he identifies her 
with Maria, his vanished mistress, so that her delivery appears as the 
denouement of both a historical and a personal tragedy . "Like a 
numinous boulder informed by legs and arms as well as by the universal 
heart of man," Perra, no longer a static rock, is free to "resume 
the journey of the past" (7 I ), i.e ., co be on the m ove again as a dynamic 
source of inspiration fed by the experiences and sufferings of m en and 
feeding them in return. Mutual self-surrender (hers and Stevenson's) 
is the answer to the "who" and "what." Fo r they t hemselves (and 
" the other" within each of them) are the mysterious watchers (and 
watched) in the heartland. The "what" is what each is w illing to 

g ive of himself or herself to rhe other. This "what ," t he "process of 
relations" (42) created by a genuine opening ro "the other ," gives 
substance to " the law," which , as we saw in The Secret Ladder, evokes 
the covenant between men. Another word for it is El D orado as 
Stevenson's first imp ression of daSilva makes clear: "On his lips had 
been written such need it was almost as if the black cup were the 
transubstantiation of gold" (38). H owever , it later appears that the 
self-surrender implied is nor as complete in Stevenson as he thinks. 

Stevenson 's meeting wirh Petra rakes p lace on an "extreme fron
tier" (71), the frontier between life and death toward which he has 
been progressing . On hi s way co the depot he imag ines the construc
tion of a road that would lead to the meeting point between the two: 
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It was touch-and-go like fish co bait , flame to march , the essenual inner and 
outer realities of consrrucr ion, life-in-death, death-in-life. (53) 

When he approaches Petra, " the banquet of reality they shared , 
life-in-death, death-in-life, was now finished and indivisible" (65). 
Death (in daSi lva) seems to serve as a gateway to life: "(Stevenson) was 
in a position to observe daSilva as if he saw through him into [Petra 's) 
m ounti ng agony" (65). The birth of Stevenson's vision of conscious
ness described in chapter 7 stems from the juxtaposition of Petra 's 
travail in chapter 5 with the description of daSilva's death in chapter 
6 , while in these two chapters their ordeals (Petra's and daSilva's) are 
shown to be indissociable. Before describmg Stevenson's own trial, 
however , a few words must be said about the implications of daSilva's 

dea t h . 
As already mentioned, physical death in Harris's fi ction does nor 

necessarily entail the death of rhe spirit but rather offers it the 
opportunity to develop coward a maturity it was incapable of in life. 
After receiving a mortal blow daSilva recalls that his dog had died that 
he him self might be cured of a bout of fever: 

This was an involuntary function death would be cotally incapable of 
achieving if one were allowed co lock oneself away in the absolute prison of 
oneself. (78) 

This incident g ives daSilva a clue to the double question: "Who . 
did one happen to be , ruling whom and ruled by whom?" (78), and the 
episode shows that it is in the individual person that an answer must 
be found both ro the question of identity and ro the mystery of 
conquest or " rule." The sacrifice of daSilva's dog illustrates Harris's 
conception of the person as including innumerable agents or "substi
tutes, " capable of scares of being chat range from che highest spiritual 
consciousness to an animal- like existence of subject ion and suffering. 
In the muse roo coalesce such extremes " from animal servitude ro 
bearing the burden of the world's need for love" (64). The substitutes 
o r creatures within oneself are the acrors of a drama of conquest one 
exploits and feeds on. Self-discovery amounts co a recognition of those 
creatures within one's heart (or the heartland of the country) and of the 
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community one shares with them. That is why the death of daSilva 
after his atonement for past crimes and the understanding it g ives him 
of the "process of relations" within himself means " the extinction of 
empire" (58, 67): 

[it} made one see how inrolerable ir was to succumb co the brircle wiles of 
servanr or master one had acquired (or contracted oneself co) from birth inro 
death. (78) 

For Stevenson the "process of relations" has involved experiencing 
death (his fa ther's and daSi lva's) and facing again his misrress in Petra . 
Through other people's predicaments he has once more felt the shock 
of the crash (80), which made him aware that he shares with others 
"the vivid moment of accident or disaster ... wherever it occur{s}" 
(80) . He has thus reached the "ground of loss" on which he must 
surrender his instincts for selfishness and possession . Bue when he 
goes in search of food for Petra and finds on his return that she has 
disappeared with her chi ld, he is as shocked as when his mistress ran 
away at the thought of having been plundered (psychologically) and 
humiliated . Now "the g reatest and subtlest trial of himself' (85) 
begins with the need for self-judgment that he situation demands . If 
there is a " law" of the heartland, ic is according co that law of 
reciprocal self-surrender that he must judge himself. He is forced to 
confess that after their "memorable embrace ... she had seen through 
his duplication of sentiment ro che core of his necessity co mount 
a guard over himself " (85). In other words, she has seen through his 
unconscious motives, .his pride7 and refusal to give up the "posses
sion oflove," and has thus exposed the self-concern inherent in his act 
of goodness: 

Would one ever learn co submit gently to the invisible chain of being 
[Stevenson wonders} without attempting to break loose and run after some
thing or someone one knew as inadequately and helplessly as one knew one's 
own hand upon one's own heart ? (85) 

Stevenson's relapse (largely motivated by his need for security) and 
his quest ion show his awareness that freedom from sol ipsism, and 
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vision , can be neither complete nor final. Indeed, Stevenson's terror 
and need for "spi ri tual cover" (56) suggest rhar man mig h t nor be able 
ro face a ful l revelation of rhe m ystery ar rhe heart of rhe universe. 
Throug hout rhe novel he has progressed through rhe conrras rs of rhe 
p henomenal world and experienced the tension between, and release 
from , opposite stares of being , which fi nally reaches him " to bridge 
[h is) awareness of d ual p roportion" (89). Now , like the muse, he 
must be on the move again and follow "rhe living stream " inform ed 
by this duality. The stream is like a "crack in rhe floor or p rison of the 
landscape" (89)8 and will take him along the endlessly disintegrating 
an<l n:surging road t0ward self-release. T hat he is a lso moving toward 
his own death is implied in the postscript . 9 

T he novel as such ends with the uncertainty that has informed the 
whole narrative. This uncerrainry is an admission of the mystery of 
life and death and their inseparable manifestat ions (whether light and 
darkness, Jove and hate, the gift of oneself and the negation of the 
other); it is also an incentive ro explore their "alliance." Man's 
irresistible attraction and repulsion for each accounts for the jigsaw 
pattern of Stevenson's prog ress in the wake of those he has d iscovered 
in both outer and inner hea rtland and who , like him , have added ro its 
substance: 

And so the longest crumbling black road Stevenson followed in the scorched or 
drowned footsteps of every wirness , accuser and accused , judge and muse, in 
the fiery submersion and trials of dreams , was bur an endless wary flood 
broken into retiring trenches or advancing columns , all mQving still rowards 
fashioning a genuine medium of conquest, capable of linking and penetrat
ing rhe self-created prison-houses of subsistence, these being the confusing 
measure of vicarious hollow and original subscance. 

Stevenson did not know where the road Jed. He only knew it was there. 
(90 , icalics mine) 

Chapter Six 

The Heart of Inarticulate 
Protest: The Eye of the 
Scarecrow 

In bo t_h form and content The Eye of the Scarecrow and rhe rhree 
following novels m ake up a new phase in H arris 's fi ction. T hei r 
subi ecr-_ma~ter _is, even more specifi cally than in Palace of the Peacock, 
rhe su~iecr1ve imaginat ion, irs working on memory, and its trans
format ion of the raw material of life. Experience in rhese novels is 
wholly in ternalized. The protagonist is not rhe author bur he roo is 
enga~ed in creating ficr ion insofar as he is an "agent " in whose 
consciousness rhe reconstruct ion of the past rakes place. H is quest is 
for a new.way bo_rh of app~ehending life and of rendering ic. T he main 
~haracrer s d1sorienra t1on in rhe earlie r fic tion cu lminates in Heartland 
in the eq uation of his consciousness wirh a "vicarious hollow." Th is is 
now the p roragonisr's ini tial srare of emptiness or breakdown, a state 
that results from catastrophe but g oes together with a freedom from 
the _r y_ranny of convenrional reali ry, rhe tyranny of facrs as opposed ro 
t~e1r inner tru th . W e recognize here the creative possibili t ies H arris 
discerns in catastrophe, which does not m erely b ring abour a change 
of outlook in the p roragonisr. The "crash" which shatters h is safe 
known world reveals the living ness of rhe subterranean reality it (th; 
crash) brings ro rhe_ surface. ~ne has the impress ion of a d ialogue 
~etween the per~e1v1ng consnousness and the material it percei ves, 

th_e fl ood of ani ma ted wreckage" (1 5) that runs to meer it and on 
whi ch rhe prora~onist refuses " to impose a false coherency." 1 All 
concess10~s co a lmear p rogress io n in the plot a re now re jeered. T he 
charac ters failure w apprehend their past experience as a whole and 
the d1srupt1on of time as a rigid fram e of existence make for a 
fragmenred narrat ive struct ure. Bur rh is surface fragmentat ion 1s 
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counterpointed by what the narrator in The Eye calls "phenomenal 
associations" (13) , subtle Jinks conveyed by a complex network of 
related images. Harris's following comment seems to apply ro thi s 
novel in particular: 

The pecul iar reality of language provides a medium to see in consc iousness the 
"free" morion and ro hear with consciousness the "silent" flood of sound by a 
continuous inward revisionary and momentous logic of potent explosive 
images evoked in the mind .2 

The "d rama of consciousness" recreated by N . (th e nameless 
narrator) in his diary covers a nine-monch period (the time of 
gesration) beginning on Christmas Eve 1963 and ending on 25 
September 1964. N.'s declaration of intention as he m akes his first 
entry shows him ro be a more advanced and more highly conscious 
character than either Fenwick or Stevenson, who both had to free 
themselves from rig id assumptions and constrictive habits of thoug ht 
in their relations with others and their understanding of the past: 

I am hoping it may prove the first reasonable attempt (my J ournals in the 
past were subject co the close tyranny and prejudice of circumstance) at an 
open d ialogue within which a free consrr~ction of evenrs will emerge in the 
medium of phenomenal associations all expanding into a mental distinction 
and life of t heir own. (1 3) 

N. is already sufficiently aware of the lim itations of any given 
"realistic" version of the past to refrain from imposi ng on events the 
one-s ided logic of a chronological t ime sequence and outer perspec
tive. By trusting past events tO speak for themselves and associate 
according roan intrins ic, not an imposed, significance, he recogn izes 
that the past may have a dis ti nctive, dynami c quali ty, "tl(e stranger 
animation one senses within the cycle of time" ( 14). This explains hi s 
w ill ingness ro surrender from the start ro a "visionary organization of 
memory" ( 16) rather than "succumb to the dead tide of self-i ndulgent 
realism" ( 15 ). N . is confronted anew with undigested experience and 
to modify his understanding of it is the purpose of his recollecrion. 
His consciousness is a vessel flooded by contrasting images of the past , 
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whose juxtaposition and consecutive alterat ions as they arise from 
increasi ng ly deeper levels of reminiscence and imaginative grasp give 
the novel its structure. The three books of the novel deal with the 
same material in a different form, incidents in which N. and his friend 
L (Location engineer) were involved in 1948 and farther back in time 
between 1929 and 1932. Books I and II , The Visionary Company and 
Genesis, evoke these two periods in reverse order, though the creative 
reconstruction also covers the years between 1932 and 1964 (" twice 
sixteen years of 'ebb and flow' " {34)), not a time span of memorable 
events but years during which N. g rew attached t0 the surface real ity 
of life, an attitude he is now trying to break down . 

The pivot of N. 's reconstruction is the year 1948, when he went 
into the jung le wi th L in search of gold deposits and was " invalided 
out" ( 100) after a crash that "created a void in conventional memory" 
( 15). The state of inner disruption he experienced then corresponds to 
the shattered, stunned condition of the victims of historical catastro
phe that the evocation of 1948 brings to mind , particularly the strike 
and riots in Guyana. As N . resumes this condition in imagination , he 
recalls seeing the "scarecrow" face of L , a sudden and transient 
shattering of his features , which gave N. such a shock that it provoked 
in him a "a void of convent ional everyday feeling" ( 15 ). Thus vacancy 
in conventional memory and feeling is the init ial s tate of his recol
lection. 

As a result of N. 's attempt ro free himself from g iven versions of the 
past, images emerge into his consciousness in an apparent ly haphaz
ard way. Time itself is dislocated, and some reminiscences that come 
under the heading 1948 act ually refer back to 1929. The images are 
aroused through phenomenal associations of place, smell , or sound . 
Sometimes also, like the narrator's memories in Palace, they seem ro 
"spring from nowhere." Each memory epitomizes the essential mean
ing of N .'s search for "the visionary company, " the ecl ipsed lives that 
peopled his childhood and early manhood, and all are connected by 
subtle links that form intricate composit ions of many-layered sig nifi
cance. In Book I alone the scarecrow, a unifying metaphor, sends out 
numerous ram ifications. As an image of disruption it first appears in 
"the cracked surface of a depression after a naked spell of drought" 
( 14) that N. g limpses on L 's face; it be.comes the "dislocated image" 
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( 16) of the Georgetown foreshore, then the scarecrow figure of the 
dying governor of Guiana, "a shirt cast over branches of rib and bone" 
(29), himself a symbol of the mori bund British Empire; and finally it 
assumes the shape of the crumbling tenements of Waterloo Street, an 
image of disintegration that con tains , nevertheless , the seed of re
birth: " the golden centre of inspiration , the most subjective scare
crow earth of all" (32). 

L. is totally unaware of his metamorphosis into a scarecrow, not 
realizing that his surface composure can be broken down and yield an 
unknown view of himself; through most of the "drama of conscious
ness" he plays rhe role of a passive and unconscious participant. This 
links him with all the figures of the past who seem to have been equally 
unconscious-the Guiana strikers, whose act ion "bore such a close, 
almost vi rtuous resemblance to the unprejudiced reality of freedom" 
( 18- 19), the Water Street beggars crippled by "self-deception" ( 17), 
the "unfeeling and unseeing" hearse-riders, and Anthrop, anonymous 
man suffering the depression of 1929. The unconscious "scarecrow of 
shadow" ( 19) also links cogether the funeral procession of the strikers 
with that of " the nameless paupers of charity," who also perpetuate a 
"self-sufficient life of doom , the seal upon all eyes, on all the senses of 
the world" (20). Connected with the scarecrow figure is the image of 
the ghost of a runaway slave whom, as a child, N. thought he saw 
hanging from a tree over the "sliced surface of the canal" (another 
image of disruption) on what used to be plantation ground. The 
runaway slave evoked a spirit of freedom which even as a child N. was 
hoping to attain (35). In his failure to achieve it, however, the ghost 
may equally represent the figures of the past enslaved by others or by 
their own failure to achieve consciousness, and it suggests as well the 
immobil ity in which the figures have remained confined, trapped for 
so long in N. 's consciousness. Other associat ions grow from the basic 
metaphors . The ghost of the dying governor, for instance, reminds N. 
of the dying soldiers on a painting of the battle of Waterloo, who like the 
strikers form a funeral procession---0f figures of conquest this time-
and , like them, were consumed by thei r " rage for an ideal" (2 1). 

These overlapping associations suggest that out of the initial image 
of the scarecrow and its many variat ions there grows an underlying 
network of relationships that illustrate the victor-victim syndrome 
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and point to the helplessness of those who were twice Jost: the 
beggars , strikers, nameless paupers, Anthrop, all lead ing a buried 
existence in a time of depression, then eclipsed again in the folds of 
memory . N .'s reconstruction is punctuated with intuitions of the 
void in which the figures of the past used to live, the invisible 
dimension tO which the unprivileged were relegated . The uncon
scious protest of the derelict Water Street beggars was born "of a kind 
of hollow silence" (17); the strikers were blocked by " the devil's 
abyss . . . nihilism of spirit" (18); t he poor man's hearse, unlike that 
of the rich dead, lacked sides of glass through which the coffin could 
be glimpsed and aroused in N . the suspicion that it might be em pry, 
and when he visited his grandfather's tenements, N. could perceive 
the "hollow darkness" (30, all ital ics mine) at the tenants' back. O n 
reaching Anthrop's hovel during that visit , N. was subject co a fir of 
sickness during which the stable image he beheld was suddenly 
reversed. He experienced a "sensation of upheaval , the stigmata of the 
void" (33), i.e., he suffered briefly the sense of anguish , the impres
sion ofliving in a bottomless world , which is the normal condition of 
the inarticulate poor. In the moment of sickness, while his vision of 
Anthrop's room was reversed, N. perceived in it "a half-naked wo
man , his wife, with twins at her breast" (33), whom , in the light of 
what he knew of Anthrop's existence, he associated not with the 
"new-born" but with the "new-dead" (33). 

To sum up the double significance of this incident, the "stigmata 
of the void" are scais of the living death or deadness expressed by the 
metaphors of the scarecrow , ghost, and funeral p rocession; and N .'s 
perception of this gives him , if not a clear understanding , at least an 
intuition of the "dual proportion" that now serves him as a starring 
point in his quest, what he calls "the self-reversing game of reality of 
the banquet of life on death" (35). Each image of the past is an 
incentive to N. 's perception of this process of self-reversal and offers, 
however elusively, a clue ro the discovery of an opposite reality. The 
very structure of Book I is based on a juxtaposit ion of images of life 
and death and the dual ity that each evokes. So the funeral processions 
that N. remembers as he beg ins his diary are counterpointed by 
images of life--for example, of N. "riding out of the wom b" (23) 
(resurrecting from unconsciousness) after a serious operation. At that 
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time, however , he awakened to a restrictive existence, for he became 
"a s lave to the futility of hardness" (35), i.e., co a one-sided , appar
ently static reality. Indeed , there is no example, in Book I , of the 
deeper, third d imension of being which it is the purpose ofN . 's quest 
co discover; there are only intuitions chat the "hollowness of spirit" 
(27) he re-experiences with humil ity and compassion can be the 
source of a regenerated vision. He once dreamed that he found himself 
in a large secret room where he visualized his first source of inspi
ration: 

che sleep of an immaterial unsupported element : the armour of the poor, 
and I knew then how dread and necessary it was to dream to enter the striking 
innermost chemistry of love, transcending every proud chamber in the 
inexorable balloon of rime. (23) 

Just as he finds in chat room the "revolutionary goal" (22) he pursues, 
so he glimpses in the Waterloo Street tenements "the subterranean 
anatomy of revolution" (31)3 , an incentive to discard the "primitive 
manifesto" (32) by which men live and co reach "an immaterial 
element" (32) through his imaginative identification with the scare
crow. Precisely because it was disintegrating, the world of 1948 was 
laying bare its own fountainhead of change. But as N .'s present inner 
reconstruction impl ies, the mutation coward "a new unspectacular 
conception ofl ife" (99) must first be realized in the individual psyche. 

T he very types of behavior which in Book I elici t a sense of 
" misconceived beginning" (35), such as N. 's false start in life in 1932 
and the strikers ' premature demonstration in 1948, are shown in 
Book II , Gene.ris, to be prime movers in N .'s development of a new 
vision. The contrasts evoked in Book I are now being transmuted inco 
personal confrontations both in the ourer world and in N .'s con
sciousness. Genesis is presented as a dateless diary in which incidents of 
1932 and 1948 echo each other and foreshadow a future (2048) still 
shaped by man's "familiar obsession [the desire co possess}" (47). In 
Book I rhe pasr was freed from a static historical perspective by the 
a-chronological reconstruction of events and the juxtaposition of 
remote t1me sequences. In the dateless diary the shifts from past to 
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future intimate timelessness and srimulate rhe process of transfor
mation that is beginning to cake place in N .'s consciousness. 

The initial image in Book 11 is of the mud fig ures N. and L. 
fashioned shortly afrer N.'s return from hospital in 1932 . N. was 
keenly disappointed because his friend appeared "wooden and unable 
co enter into the spirit of the game of beg inning to make everything 
new" (39). But looking at the fig ures again after 1. had left , N. 
suddenly saw "all the sap of life rise anew" (40) in one of the figures on 
the ground . The metamorphosis of rhe lifeless lump into an animated 
figu re occurs through N .'s insig ht into rhe concealed sorrow, the 
subj ective element , rhar has gone into irs making. This creative act is 
born out of the conjunction of contrast ing elements, L. 's passive 
participation and N . 's realization that he has inflicted pain; it re
enacts the original genesis , whose description prefaces Book II : 

There wem up a mist from the earth , and 
watered the whole face of the ground . 

And the Lord God formed man of the dust 
of the ground .... 

The missing words are "and breathed inco his nostrils the breach of 
life ; and man became a living soul" (Gen. 2:7). By breaching life into 
L.'s fig ure, N .'s vision provides the missing element , just as lacer in 
the "j ungle of conception" (48) N. turns up, a "living soul" (77) , to 
save L. from death. Further still in their explorat ion , he reaches the 
meeting point between " breathlessness" (dead ness) and "breath
mist" (93), the mist chat fert il ized the earth . 

L 's " transla ted figure" (40) contains "the heart of inarticulate 
protest" (4 1) and becomes a metaphor for the exploited muse and the 
people she represents. It is first associated with mother earrh then 
with N. 's own mother , who appears as both a "victim" of lo~e and 
intent on "devouring" someone else in the name oflove. This in turn 
calls up the naked woman inside Anthrop's room, then L. 's dead 
mother , whom, as he dreams of her, N. pushed into rhe role rumor 
had g iven her while she was alive , that of the mistress of Anthrop , rich 
civil engineer and twin brother of the poor hearse-rider , who was also 
N.'s stepfather. Even while he is pushing her, N. real izes chat she 
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" lives and moves" (45), i .e., that she is not a senseless being co be 
manipulated at wi ll. Finally, the m ud figu re is associated wir h 
H e bra, the prostitute N . and L. send for in rhe jung le in 1948. She is 
also called Raven 's H ead like rhe losr rown rhe men t ry co locate. N. is 
struck by rhe insensir iveness with which L. takes her . As a mat ter o f 
fact, he coo takes her with "bl ind lust" (52); thoug h he at first shrank 
from touching her , he awakes by her side having unconsciousl y 
possessed her after all. Hebra is a deceptively lifeless mud figu re aga in 
in Book Ill , in which Scarecrow succumbs co the " habit of crying ro 
fashion her into his own image" (87) . 

This development of tht muJ-figure image throws light on the 
characters' instinctive and often unconscious attempts co exploit 
others . Even L. (himself repeatedl y pushed by N. ), who never sus
pects evil eit her in his own or in other people's mot ives, does so. Yer 
because he does nor challenge t he existi ng order of things, he helps co 
perpetuate it by raking advantage either of H ebra o r of the "creatures 
of little weig ht and substance" (59) who t ransport his g igantic dredge 
into the interior. N. realizes that even Hebra, their victim, is intenr 
on possessing them . The rwo friends now appear as the twins An
rhrop's wife was feed ing , thoug h by nursing them , Hebra is also de
termined co assert her own existence. N . 's perception of this makes 
h im discover 

a force of obsession in things I had only dimly dreamt before . . to 
question . . . Things and persons whose life of obsession lay less within 
themselves and more within myself, withi n my lack of a universal conception, of 
their conception (the unborn fo lk). (5 3, italics mi ne) 

"My Jack . . of their conception ," N. 's acknowledgmenr that he has 
so far failed ro conce ive or see others inco existence, parallels his 
recog nition of life in L. 's m ud figu res at the beginning of Book 
II : " the thing I created with my own eyes our of one of rhe p ieces he 
had made" (40). The two passages show that vision is what resurrec ts 
the " unborn folk ," the seem ingly dead, buried in memory ("the 
nam eless forgotten dead"4

), and TH E UN INITIATE ( 103) ("the name
less sleeping living"), i. e. , the apparently nonexistenr multitudes 
excluded from the ri tuals of privileged societies . 
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T he metamorphoses of the mud-figure image g ive N. to under
stand that, even when consent ing co their own plight , rhe victims 
have feel ings and a life of t hei r own which he must revive. T he second 
d iscovery he makes is that the nameless d imension "animates" the 
retrenched terricory they inhabit. W hen he travels ro the jungle with 
L. , he is in search of his father's innocence while L. is solel y inreresred 
in what relates co the outer expedit ion. H e is impressed by rhe 
technical merits of a br idge b ui lt by N. 's stepfather , while N. sees in 
that b ridge "both a trapdoor [for those who scop at its outer reali ty) 
and a poem (giving insight, through its very materiali ty, into the 
unknown beyond)" (5 0) . W hile both stand on the bridge, N . be
com es aware of the "dazzling sleeper of spiri t" (49), a sudden awaken
ing and subsid ing of an inner reality rak ing vis ible shape under his 
eyes. In th is evanescent phenomenon he recognizes a manifestat ion of 
the nameless dimension : "it, the uespass of feel ing r ising anew our of 
the stumbling labour and mel t ing pot of h ist ory" (49) . While stil l on 
the bridge, he feels, rising within himself, a "daemon" or " muse of 
place" (51), H ebra, whose "black m ask " (56) is associated with 
"it-the accumulative ironies of the past, the virtuous rubbish-heap 
and self-parody of ancestors in death" (56). N.'s intuitions of the 
m eaning of it im ply that the territory they are exploring (which is 
both outer and inner space) is a repository for the sufferings of the 
past, in which, as N. realized th rough his chi ldhood d ream, "every 
dumb fact " (47) became converted inco apparent nothingness . O ur of 
this converted experience, it now "ris[es) anew, " indicating that the 
m ute sufferings of victimized people subsis t as pent-up energy, "a 
ceaseless ferment of unwritten lives, " 5 capable of exploding as it now 
does in N .'s memory . The appearance and disappearance of it , 
whether as "dazzling sleeper of spirit" perceptible in nature or as an 
inner intuition, coincides with a similar dual movement characteris
t ic of Raven 's Head, the mini ng "ghost cown" the two men are t rying 
co discover: 

For centuries ... mysterious locations had been plumbed co d isappear and 
return once more inco the und isclosed astronomical wealth of the jungle . 
Raven's Head ... was one of these relative es tablishments whose life of 
eterni ty sprang from a pinpoint conception of poetic loyalty to the idea of 
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everlasring juscice: rhey (such relacive esrabl ishmencs) belonged ro rhose 
who voluntarily began ro rel inquish rhe righr rhey deserved to a place in 
chem- whose recovery of them lay rherefore within rhe hearr of an accep
tance of great d israncc from rhem. Bur such a decision ro reli nquish whar one 
despcrarely wanced to find tore at the roots of all possession and convencion
ality. (54- 55) 

N. had already been warned in a childhood dream of the need to be 
distant from (while recognizing the otherness of) what he is after, 
when he sensed the p resence of creatures who, he hoped , would 
"consent co be shaped by [his] command and tongue" (43) but who 
vanished as soon as he st ruck chem. They coo follow in his conscious
ness the ebb and flow N . has discerned in the "dazzling sleeper of 
spiri t" and in Raven's H ead since they are "sometimes capable of 
recall , sometimes elusive and sealed and forgotten" (43). Moreover , 
they a re linked with Raven 's Head or H ebra through what N . calls 
" the p henomenon of dust" (39), for in H ebra's rown he perceives 
" dis tantly ... the almost breathless fall of the condemned blossom 
of earth- the freedom of promise in dust" (55). The image of the 
"dusty insects" (55) is a recurring one (see also 17,63), which ex
presses t he insubstantiality of both the neg lected creatures in every
day life and the spiri tual region roward which N . moves, "one's 
immortal undiscovered realm, a land of creatures living freely every
where and nowhere" (3 5 ). Like the mud figure, this image links 
together the two sections of Book II and its major discoveries: one , 
that creat ion in this context means seeing "persons and things" that are 
usually invisible because taken for granted; two , this perception of life 
in " the other" is parallel wit h his (or its) autonomous emergence in co 
life . 

In H arris"s earlier fict ion recog nition of the "folk" or "g hosts," 
both livi ng and dead , was largely a one-way movement dependent on 
the main character's will ing ness to explore. In this novel the encoun
ter and incipient relationship between one and "the other" is due ro a 
double movement: eyes opening to the exis tence of that "other ," who 
is also susceptible of travelling toward oneself across the frontier 
behind which he (she or it ) normally lives retrenched . In Heartland 
Stevenson had moved toward an "extreme frontier" and envisioned, 
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but not experienced, what lay on the other side . Now for the first rime 
since Palace of the Peacock the main character is shown travelling 
beyond the frontier of the known world. As N .'s eyes open to the 
unborn folk 's "life of obsession" in the jungle, he understands that 
this life lies 

Less in rhe open question of cheir (che unborn folk's) apparencly submissive 
being and more in my ultimatum of fixed insrincts, beyond which .. . I 
hesitated ro go (even dared nor go) since ir would mean crossing a '"dead" 
masked frontier as if rhis were a living disguise and terr itory in fact. 
(5 3) 

Actually, the "fixed instincts" erect the" 'dead ' masked frontier ." 
W hen N. and L. progress toward Raven's Head , the obstacles they 
meet are "a mag netic instinctual load of rock" (54, italics mine) , 
stifling habits of " jealous proprierorship and conviction" and N .'s 
" rage for self-justification" (5 5 ). In spite of his many insights N . is 
not yet prepared ro dismantle his self-erected defenses, although he 
now knows that it depends on his self-surrender whether or not he will 
reach R.aven's Head . H e still refuses to "confess . . . to . .. his 
unlicensed censor of space" (56) (ro the scarecrow within him) as he 
does in Book III when he loses his ident ity. 

Book III, Raven's Head,6 describes, as it were, from the inside N. 
and L.'s approach to the lost town or territory, which is clearly a 
metaphor for the buried past , for the state of dead ness to which the 
uninitiate are confi ned, and for that innermost region of the ind ivid
ual psyche that H arris sees as both the storehouse of und igested 
experience and the vessel of its transformation . N . has now disap
peared as identifiable narrator since he has travelled beyond "a frontier 
of existence" (69) where personality gives way to the emerg ing 
"other" (first L. , then Hebra). T he first two sections of the recon
struction of the journey (covering chapter 6 and the beginning of 
chapter 7) are still part of the dateless diary. They describe the various 
approaches to Raven's H ead and give the first dramatized version of 
the encounter between the exploring consciousness and "the other, " 
whom in Genesis N. had perceived only intuitively or in dreams . 
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In this version of the reconnaissance journey , creatures whom in h is 
childhood dream N. associated with age and youch7 emerge as an old 
man and his grandson. They are, in the first place, passengers of the 
vehicle chat is trying to approach Raven's Head (the vehicle is N. 's 
consciousness obstructed by fear and will), then shepherds of the 
"fl ock8 of ghosts" the explorers discover while they are approaching. 
From fell ow-travellers and objects of discovery, the old man and his 
grandson become the "counsellors of past and present generations" to 
whose "dialogue" (69) ic is now essential to listen (in his childhood 
dream N . had forced them back into their "dialogue of genesis" [ 43 }). 
Finally, they become "the mild doctors of the masked ages" who 
"refashion" (79) the explorer(s) after the crash. As their successive 
roles show, these representatives of buried existences wait ing to be 
retrieved are projected from the exploring consciousness and become 
its agents of reconstruction after the crash chat shatters it. This is 
further illustrated by the circumstances of the crash in this version, for 
the obstacles met by the vehicle in its approach to Raven's Head are 
once again the explorers' own instinctive attitudes, now projected 
into visible forms, the "animal substirute[s}" behind the human 
mask. So the frightened horse which draws the vehicle is their own 
"Gateway of Fear" (64), and the cow the driver hits out of exaggerated 
self-confidence seems, like L. , to be paralyzed by " face and patience" 
(66). Yee it is not, as first appears , imprisoned in "a stationary past" 
for it "never actually cease[s} to move" (66) . When the driver runs her 
down, "the mortal blow she received was like a shattering of his own 
barrier of stupidity and ind ifference and predictable image" (68). 

The crash, which "crumbles" the driver's will and immed iately 
brings to his attention the dialogue between the old shepherd and his 
g randson, makes him see himself no longer as one person but two. In 
the ensuing self-examination the exploring consciousness shifts from 
"driver" to "dreamer," in whom one is tempted at first to recognize 
L. , the engineer, and N ., the narrator. Althoug h this is true up to a 
point, the opposition that u$ed to isolate each of them is now 
disappearing. The driver is asking questions one has come to expect of · 
N. rather than L. , while the dreamer feels he must assume the kind of 
responsibility that used to be L's. Each has lost his bearings, feels 
"drawn ... up" and "pu}led down, " partaking of wider, simul-
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taneous yet contradictory movements, 9 and eventually " turning-or 
falling-into the pool or thoroughfare of someone both like and 
unlike himself ' (70). 

A truly dynamic relationship now beg ins to take shape between the 
two explorers , one chat involves a denial of the self and movem ent 
coward the other. The process by which the self is being voluntarily 
surrendered as it extends itself into " the other" {later described as 
"self-mutilat ion and self-extension" [84}) is equivalent to becoming a 
scarecrow. Only now does N. 's earlier deliberate entry into a state of 
nothing ness cake on its full sig nificance. Becom ing a scarecrow has 
involved building an imag inative bridge between oneself and "the 
other" (" the meeting ground of two" [75)). On this ground of recipro
cal and continuous self-surrender it, the nameless dimension, emerges 
again , no longer simply a manifestation of residual life as in Book II , 
bur the liberating medium N. has been searching for all along, a 
capacity of the imagination to apprehend at the same time one and 
" the other," life and death, or any of the multiple antinomies of 
existence . To perceive these together, not as mutually exclusive enti
ties, but as contraries continuously moving toward , and recreating 
from, each other has been the mainspring of growth of the scarecrow 
vision . It animates both the contraries and the vision , which confi rms 
the correlation between the apprehending consciousness and the 
dynamic duality it discovers: 10 

it (key and medium) could still exist in the grasp of one frail body of instinct 
as it unlocked the instant dust of another; in continual process of establishing 
a door for the one co issue through the other . .. . (75) 

who it was no one could say: a crumbling scarecrow perhaps , the key 
co . .. J It possessed nevercheless a backbone and a single eye which turned 
and looked- wichout appearing co make any effort co see-both ways in rhe 
same blank crude instant. (75) 

The description of it in the first paragraph of chapter 7 at once sums 
up the major discovery in chapter 6 (the genuine communication 
between moving opposites and the role of the nameless imagination as 
both act ivated and activat ing medium) and p refaces the other version 
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of t he crash recorded in the once-more-dared diary. The explorers are 
seen again as N . and L. , though rhe overlapping of their personali t ies 
[disclosed in rhe earl ier version) still prevails, making it impossible to 
discern which of the rwo saved the other from execution after their 
violent quarrel with each or her and with Hebra. N. is now recon
structing his "Fall into Ancient Passage" (76) and writing from th~t 
dark room of memory. The images t hat return co him are both L. s 
snapshots of Raven's Head and his own memories of a dream in which 
now one, now the other ("I"/"he") is seen "digesting" catastrophe 
(79 - 80). They have reached the innermost depths made accessible by 
the sh .. w:ring 0f appearances recorded in the first version , a "stunned , 
breathless, post- mortem" (77) condition (that of the "visionary com
pany" in Book I) , and in the "visionary room" (82) into which they 
descend (the room N. had envisioned as a child ? [ 22)) they fulfill 
their need of each other. It is here that the " transubstantiation" of one 
into "rhe other" rakes place after the customer (N ./L. ) of the visionary 
room has recognized "his own blurred spirit of seasonal image" (82) in 
rhe Water Street beggar. H owever, no sooner has the transformation 
raken place than rhe new scarecrow issued from it is faced with his new 
role, chat of "the innocent unborn 'soul' who was destined tO be 
charged with an account for murder" (83) . 

If my reading of the novel is correct, what is then realized might be 
described as follows: In Genesis the "unborn folk" are apparently 
nonexistent as a result ofN .'s failure to see them into existence. W hat 
is now disclosed is the sacrifice the "unborn" are continuously called 
upon ro make. Sacrifice seems robe of rwo different kinds . T~ere is 
rhe uniniriate's acceptance of their own death (through meaning less 
trials provoked by men or nature), which L. explains ro his friend: 
"Someone had died for us ... THE UNINITIATE. ACCEP
TANCE OF BLIND MURDER" ( 103). This is the kind of sacrifice L. 
(men in general) never stop(s) raking for granted , an attitude which, 
as already pointed out, lin ks him with the unconscious vicrims. 
Equally devouring is the sacrifice made or imposed our of love. Hebra 
represents the "unborn folk" bur as soon as the scarecrow born of the 
conjunction of victor and victim comes inro the " living death" which 
is her normal state, he runs the danger of bei ng fasci nated by her. Ac 
one stage in che exploration there seemed co be a correspondence 
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between N . 's desire ro discover the source of a spiritual tradition and 
H ebra's wish to resrore " her spi ri tual bridge and sacred mining rown" 
(53) though even then he suspected tha t she wanted ro possess him 
and L. ~oV: that he has reached that source, he is becoming intoxi
~ated w1th It a~d anxious co possess it , so that it is now "a priceless 
iewel whose ranty bred every astonished witness of jealousy of love" 
(88). The relationsip that develops between Scarecrow and H ebra 
contai ns , I believe, a warn ing agai nst a form of spiri tual cannibalism 
and insatiate hunger for love. Scarecrow has toward H ebra the same 
at titude as formerly (in what one might call the outer world) since he 
is "trying to fashion her into h is own image" (87)--denying her 
10t~10s1C be10g-only co d iscover that he is becoming enslaved by his 
~es1re co.~ossess her and the increasingly higher price he must pay to 

execute her (deny her otherness). It is th is urge ro enslave chat 
makes the genius or muse of a spiritual t radi t ion into a whore. 

The " murder" described in chapter 8 has both a literal and a 
~gu rarive ~eaning '. though I feel the fig urative carries more weight 
s10ce at this stage, 10 spite of the physical movements of the charac
ters, the inner dimension p revails. At first, Scarecrow denies H ebra's 
~xistence and in doing so denies his own, projected into hers, much as 
10 the first version of the crash hitt ing the cow had crumbled his own 
wil l. And just as in the earl ier memory of his intercourse with H ebra 
he had discovered in her "a life of obsession," so he now d iscovers " her 
living currency" (88). 1n the outer-world encounter recorded in 
Book II, N. and L. could not accept the fact that "a price was about to 
be place? upon [their) heads" (53), that they could be rhe object of a 
uansact10n too. Now Scarecrow " [g ives) himself up to be sold to the 
h1ghes_t bidder" (89), i.e., agrees to change places with the whore , 
and th is self-denial brings about the second "conversion . " Scarecrow's 
acceptance of his own death makes possible the birth of Idiot Nam e
less. 

11 
The nine months of conception have been monchs of successive 

conversions and self-surrenders, and the exploring consciousness is 
now seen to break through from within Scarecrow , riding ou t of the 
worn~: nor like young N. "safe and established in his own private 
be10g (~6), bur a_frer surrendering the last shred of idenciry and 
greedy will. For this to be possible, however , Hebra t oo confesses co 
solipsism. After Scarecrow has invested himself with her garment , her 
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" transubstanciation" takes place, and the explorer feels at last he is at 
the end of his quest , uniting in his resurrection " long lost father 
{whose trial in the jung le he has rel ived} and newfound son {the 

nameless spirit-child}" (91). 
N .'s understanding of " the art of murder" (90) is his ul timate 

discovery and is cognate with his perception of the "enigma of life" 
(90), the coexistence of opposites, "the twins of breath and breath
lessness" (90). To break the balance between the two is to "murder" 
one for the sake of the other. They are not alternatives but together form 
"the apprehensive soul and image of an unknown capacity" (90). The 
paradox lies in that either can "murder" or "be murdered" (" the 
surprising or surprised life-blood" {90}) and that even an apparently 
harmless desire for " the other" 12 can eng ulf him (her or it) . Hence the 
mutual self-surrender of Scarecrow and H ebra, which at last makes 
possible the birth or resurrection of Idiot Nameless. The confession 
the narrator sends to L. sums up one transformation (ofN. and L. into 
Scarecrow) and foreshadows the other (Scarecrow's and H ebra's self
denial). The confession itself is called The Eye of the Scarecrmu, suggest
ing that to confess is co create the Scarecrow's double vision. It starts 
with a reference to Scarecrow's confession of "murder" but ends with 
Nameless's own confession and is sig ned " IDIOT NAMELESS," as if 
the very act of confession or self-surrender were itself the doorway to 
namelessness. Nameless has developed from N. 's continuous shed
ding of the layers of personality paralleled by increasingly deeper 
insights inro "the other ," whose fascination he must also resist. 
When Nameless writes " It is the consciousness of the continuous erosion 
of self-made fortifications that is the 'material' of my confession" (86), 
he is not merely summing up his achievement but describing a 

process that can have no end. 
The state of Namelessness or "negat ive ident ity" 13 ( 101) reached by 

N . is the ultimate development of t hat " identity of abandonment" 
Stevenson was hoping to achieve in Heartland. The void entered by N. 
as he began his diary, unquestionably accepted or else fought with the 
blindness of despair by the victims of hisrory, has become a creative 
dimension. Nameless's last perception before he reaches complete 
freedom is of the "CAPACITY and DENSITY" (88) of the apparent 
void. The womb he has re-entered ceases to exist as void , and the 
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"unimaginably f rail and indistinct" (94) essence (soul, spirit, it) he has 
discovered through the density of the reconstructed past and rhe lives 
of the uninitiate, convinces him of the reality of " inner space" (94), 
which is at once a vessel for past experiences and for fu ture possibili 
t ies. Indeed as an ever-co-be-recreated state, Namelessness, a " rrans
parent vehicle of age and youth" (88), impl ies a dynam ic rapport 
between past and future. There are many expressions of it in the novel 
as of t he "haphazard penetrat ion and shifting movement" (77) across 
the barrier of opposites that N . feared in his youth (4 5). N . had 
glimpsed this movement in the "dazzling sleeper of spirit " and in 
Raven's Head. The latter remains the "ghost of . . arousal" (83) of 
Name Jess's growing sensibili ty and consciousness. T o resist the temp
tation of pinning her down is the very essence of his art : 

The continuous birth of poetry needs to be more ... than an im iration of a 
preservat ive fluid : it is the life-blood of seeing and responding without 
succumbing-in the very transparent mobil ity of consciousness- to what is 
apparenrly seen and heard. (97) 

The identification of Raven's H ead with the elusive and fluctuating 
ground of art is the climax of t he transformation of N . from diarist 
inro artist. In The Eye Harr is's intense concern for a genu ine, real ized 
communi ty of men coalesces wi th t he elaboration of a new "authen
tic" arc of fict ion; or , more accurately, this concern appears as the 
source of his art in the srructu re and narrative texture of the novel. 
The evocation of concrete, ourer-world incidents runs through an 
intermediate approach co them which combines outer with inner 
perspectives and leads co a wholly inner, abstract, or structural 
reconstruction of experience. T hese changes in the mode of perception 
go rogether with an increasingly deeper commitment on N. 's part tO 

the "person of obscu rity" (101) whose trial he is reliving. H is "double 
vision," as we have seen, is there from the start but as an intuit ion tO be 
realized, and this realizat ion and rhe interiorization of experience are 
accompanied by a gradual change in narrat ive method . N . 's rejection 
of"self-indulgent realism" (15) in Book I is immediately followed by 
a breaking up of the narrat ive continui ty, which expresses a crum
bling of the surface reality of ex istence and offers a glimpse of the 
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"fluid logic of image" (95) that underlies the apparent "confusion of 
[outer} forms" (57). This discontinuity goes cogether in Book II with 
a juxtapostion of styles 14 matching N. 's descriptive recreation of his 
relationship with L. and his intuitive or visionary perceptions of the 
nameless dimension. There are frequent shifts from the comparatively 
straightforward re-creation of an outer reality co a reconstruction of 
symbolical actions or manifestations that refer back to that outer 
reality. This second manner is further developed in Book III. The 
characters have by then become symbolical figures in the explorer's 
consciousness (the dreamer/the driver, " rich man or poor man , cus
tomer, artist or eng ineer" (8 3)) or rhey are reduced to "J" and "he," 
"one" and "the other," the essential agents in any human relation
ship, and duality is then expressed through a shift in the point of 
view. The action is wholly symbolical coo, "refined" inco a mere 
outline of significant movements. At this stage N. has become the 
"medium of capacity" (14) he sec out to discover, the vehicle of a 
mobile consciousness and imagination sharing (or aiming at) the 
unborn state of eclipsed existences. 

From the static void of the figures of his youth to the "living" void 
of namelessness 15 the narrator has been probing the very source of 
creativeness and the possiblities of language. The MANIFESTO OF 
THE UNBORN STATE OF EXILE that concludes his quest is an 
epitome of this exploration and recapitulates its main discoveries . It 
describes language as the other expression of the "medium of capaci
ty," the organ of the nameless imagination: 

language alone can express (in a way which goes beyond any physical or vocal 
attempt) the sheer- the ultimate "silent" and "immaterial" complexity of 
arousal. . .. It is the sheer mystery- the impossibil ity of trapping its own 
grain--on which poetry lives and thrives. And this is the stuff of one's 
essential understanding of the reality of the original Word, the Well of 
Silence. 16 (95) 

In his description of the role of language Nameless insists on its 
fluidity ("the impossibility of crapping its own grain") and its trans
forming power. We have witnessed the gradual metamorphosis of the 
scarecrow from a "dead" into a "living" image expressing a dynamic 
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relationship. Nameless also emphasizes the capacity of language to 
transform what is, ironically , unconscious and blind into an illumi 
nating "scale. " At several points in the novel either L. or Raven's 
H ead illumines N.'s consciousness in a flash, 17 and the flash itself is 
"living distinctive otherness" ( 101). At the end of the Manifesto "the 
other" (again L. and Raven's H ead linked together) emerges once 
more and immediately subsides in Nameless's consciousness. The 
groping for " the other" starts all over again through T he Black Rooms 
ofVISIONARY COMPANY and GENESIS and ends with the POST
SCRIPT OF FAITH IN DARK ROOM OF IDENTITY, offered as 
an answer to the nihilism and despair chat prevai led at the beginning 
of the quest. There is no end to that quest, however. Raven's Head 
represents a condition "into which we are still to be born" (107), 
which perhaps, as N. 's terror of the conversion into namelessness 
shows , can never be fully or finally entered, though it can be gl impsed 
and responded to in a way that alters the fundamental polarizations of 
existence. What is open to a man is the midway course made accessi 
ble by his normally partial vision: 

The drama of consciousness in which we were involved, part-knowing , 
part-unknowing, dim and voluntary, illuminating and involuntary, was 
infinite and concrete, simple and complex at the same rime. (81) 



Chapter Seven 

A Primordial Species of 
Fiction: The Waiting Room 

The story of Susan Forrestal, which serves as a starting point co the 
adventure in consciousness that plays itself our in The Waiting Room, is 
cold by the author in an introductory note. Susan is a woman in her 
early forries who became totally blind after three eye operations. Some 
twelve to twenty years before this (the timespan is left deliberately 
vague) she was the mistress of a man whom she deeply loved and who 
left her after a violent quarrel. He disappeared into the heartland and 
was never heard of again. Susan married another man when she was 
already blind but , in spite of his attentive care and over-solicirous
ness, she continued to be haunted by the memory of her lover. With 
both men she kept an alltique shop, which was destroyed with most of 
their belong ings by an explosion that killed Susan and her husband. 
Only their diary or logbook survived, though partly obliterated . The 
novel is a reconstruction of the substance of this diary. It is easy 
enough to piece together the known facts of Susan's existence and to 
trace her growing awareness that through most of her adult life she has 
self-deceptively posed as a victim and ignored her own possessiveness. 
Bui: to be content with this would be to reduce the novel to " the 
self-sufficient story line" 1 of conventional fi ction that Harris rejects . 

Joyce Adler in her pioneer review of The Waiting Room and Michael 
G ilkes have both drawn attention to the community of thought 
between this novel and Harris's critical essays on fiction in Tradition, 
the Writer and Society . I shall refer the reader mainly ro the essay "The 
Writer and Society" and draw his attention to two sentences in the 
first parag raph, which can be read as a summing up of Harris 's 
purpose in T he Waiting Room: 

A Primordial Species of Fiction: The Waiting Room 

I shall t ry to trace what I perceive to be the outlines of a drama of 
consciousness in which the wri ter is involved as both a pass ive and a creative 
agent. It is as if with in his work he sees our again and again across a certa in 
terri rory of primordial bur broken recollection in search of a community or species 
of fiction whose existence he begins co d iscern . 2 

"Community or species of fict ion" indicates t hat H arris abolishes all 
distinction between the reality he evokes (community) and the evoca
tion itself (species of fiction). Fiction does not merely "represent" 
reali ty ; it is reality conveyed by a self-effaced writer who, as the 
"Author's Note" in The W aiting R oom shows , sees himself as a mere 
agent through which the characters' experience re-enacts itself. Whi le 
in the passage just quoted H arris emphasizes the role of the novelist 
" in search ofa ... species of fiction ," in the "Author's Nore" he 
insists rather on the independent existence of that fiction. Just as the 
narrator in The Eye hopes that "a free construct ion of events will 
emerge" from his recollection, so the author or "ediror" of the 
Forresrals' diary sees in the material it records "a natural medium of 
invocation in its own rig ht" ( 10). There is thus a reciprocal movement 
of the writer and his material (whether characters or t he content of 
their consciousness) toward each other, which corresponds to a simila r 
movement between the characters and the ghosts who people thei r 
inner being . There is no identification between the aurhor and the 
central consciousness in the novel. Rather, as all characters live 
through him , they become in turn "agents of [his} personality"3 and 
thereby help abolish its limitations. 

The serial enlargement of the author's and his characters' personal
ity throug h the retrieval of buried existences is part ly what Harri s 
means when he equates t he re-creat ion of community with fic tion. 
Seen from another angle, this equation is linked with Harris 's attempt 
to avoid "consolidation ," i . e., sharply defined , self-sufficient charac
ters, as well as the formalization into one g iven view of reality of one 
possibili ty of narrative development to the exclusion of all others. 
One fi nds instead in Harris's fict ion , particularly in The Waiting Room, 
a flu id reality constantly metamorphosi ng itself, and characters de
scribed in their attempt to break down the contours of personality in 
order to realize (i.e., conceive and achieve) thei r part icipation in 
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a common being and consciousness. In The Eye the narraror sheds his 
identity in order co reach namelessness and he does this by recon
structing the same events at increasingly deeper levels of his psyche. 
He discovers a series of alter egos in the form of animal substitutes, an 
old man, and a young boy, and fi nally the archetypal dreamer and 
driver. At that stage he has become "primordial character [or} species 
of fiction. "4 In other words he has reached, temporarily and with one 
part of himself only , a state in which co the extent chat he relinq uishes 
his identi ty, to that extent he partakes of a pre-individualized, 
p re-hiscorical consciousness common to all men. 

The Waiting Room begins and largely cakes place where The Eye 
ends, on the threshold of "primordial fic tion," on the threshold only 
because, as the endings of Harris's novels show, man cannot and 
should not surrender fi nally to namelessness, and therefore genuine 
community can never be completed. T he novel concentrates on the 
borderline between basic opposites: Life/death , idencicy/no nident ity, 
consciousness/unconsciousness , as well as between the manifold ex
pressions of male and female being. It is important co remember that 
the word primordial is used , both in H arris's essays on fiction and in 
this novel, with the double meaning of primeval and fundamental and 
that these inseparable connotations refer co the form and content of 
the narrative. With respect to both , the novel is stripped of all 
inessentials. It is pure, quintessent ial fict ion in which , co use Wallace 
Stevens's words, " reali ty changes from substance ro subtlety. "5 

Throug h the exploration of basic human relationships it lays bare the 
most fundamental instincts and feelings (such as possessiveness, love, 
and hate) tracing them to compulsions, now unconscious, among the 
residua or archaic existence in every man's psyche. It is naked, 
elemental existence that H arris conveys here, though in the light of 
earlier novels it clearly corresponds to what has so far been presented 
as either al ien, apparently nonexistent, or "dead" within man and 
outside him. 

This novel also fulfils Paul Valery's never-achieved aim of writ ing 
"un roman cerebral et sensuel. "6 There is not only fus ion between 
thought and feeling bur , as will be shown, the expression of t hought 
(particularly the concept of community) through sensuous imagery. 
The characters assume various forms of being as they re-enact the 
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crucial phases of their relat ionship. Harris writes 10 the "Author 's 
Note": 

By fiction I do not mean co deny certain literal foundations but rather to 
affirm these absolutely as a mucual bank or living consrruccion of events. (9) 

Susan Forrescal is physically p resent throughout, although her 
presence is rendered more concretely in the second part of the novel. 
She is obsessed with t he memory of her relationship with her lover. 
The sexual act and the gestures of love make up the best part of what 
Harris calls " literal fou ndations." The manner of t heir rendering, 
however, changes with the symbolical metamorphoses of t he charac
ters in Susan's consciousness. Susan and her lover are wom an and man 
making love but t heir embrace is rendered through a multitude of 
natural forms. To give only a few examples, he is day and she is night 
(25) . In one passage she is at first the sea "foaming white far under 
him around each black penis of rock," then "a flowering p lant lying 
crushed beneath h im ," and fi nally a "wave of land beneath him" 
(29- 30). Later she is seen on a cosmic scale as a teardrop" (46), which is 
actually the earth for Susan's consciousness is also "skull of the world" 
or "universal waiting-room" (22), and in the drama she enacts with 
her lover, they are the "dramatis personae of the universe" (50). Not 
only do these images reveal the nature of Susan's relationsh ip with her 
lover, they suggest as well that there is a sexual ity of t he elements in 
the cosmos and illustrate H arris's view of a universe in which there is 
no sharp d ivision between forms of life and their function . Another 
aspect of community , this rime between animate and inanimate 
being, is conveyed through one of the basic images in the novel , that 
of Susan as sail and deck of her lover's vessel ( 19). At the climax of 
their intercourse each "embrace [s} and [is] held in turn by a 'deaf' 
mast" (47). This is both Susan and her lover holdi ng and held by 
her/ his partner , who as "'deaf ' mast" or flesh is an unconscious but 
saving "other. " 

The Waiting Room has two pans, The Void and The Vortex. In a 
sense t he characters move in the void from begi nning to end. Since 
Susan is blind, even the room in which she sirs, the material locale of 
her l ife with her husband, must give her a sensation of void . Geo-
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graphically, it is placeless, its locat ion in memory street (seen in the 
reconstruction as "void of memory") having a primarily symbolical 
significance. The void is also Susan's condition of disorientation after 
her lover's departure and after her eye operations; and at a further 
remove it is the state from which the "dead" characters are revived by 
the author. Finally, the void is to be linked with the "positive fict ion 
of nothingness" (10) Susan sees in her lover. The paradoxical juxtapo
sition of "positive" with "nothingness" points to the transformation 
of a sterile condition into a "Jiving one." This takes place in the 
waiting room, i.e., Susan's room on the literal level and a metaphor 
for her consciousness and even for the universe, the three (actual room, 
consciousness, universe) representing the three overlapping planes on 
which the "drama" occurs. This vessel of transformation is itself a 
protean symbol all through, whose many metamorphoses must be 
traced in order to follow the movements of consciousness it harbors. 
At the beginning of the novel, for instance, Susan indicts her lover in 
the "convertible void of the waiting room" (20) (her consciousness), 
while at the end the waiting room is a cavern and a womb (still Susan's 
consciousness) in which her lover achieves vision. While tracing its 
metamorphoses, one soon realizes that the waiting room is both the 
seat of a specific function and the function itself, the two sometimes 
presented rogether as in "late room, early capacity" (25), "unpredict
able room , unearthly function" (45), "curious vessel-mnemonic 
device" (5 2), or conversely "Dream and capacity. WAITING 
ROOM" (76). This reminds us that the object of exploration in 
Harris's fiction is always its own instrument. Moreover, the waiting 
room is the symbol in which time and space merge: "the 'waiting 
room'-part-present, part-past, part-future--was falling through the 
dust of space" (54). 

The association of Susan's consciousness with the waiting room 
needs to be qualified. Susan is the muse who initiates the process of 
memory, but the characters she brings . ro life in her "drama of 
consciousness" have an existence of their own. Her first gesture is one 
of self-effacement: 

Swan Formtal was blind. She drew the palm of her hand slowly across her face as if 
to darken her own image, and to discover therein another mn of personality. ( 15) 
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As soon as she has brought her nameless Jover (the other "sun of 
personality") into being, the consciousness becomes his, then sh ifts 
from one to the other, and in the second chapter lies with an 
impersonal "one," which is neither Susan nor her lover though it 
partakes of both. This shift in consciousness repeats itself throughout 
Book I (Susan's husband does not appear in the narrative until Book 
II). The point I am driving at, one that is consistent with Harris's 
view of his characters as "agents" of consciousness, is that the waiting 
room does not represent the consciousness of one character only; it is 
Susan's but it is also her lover's . Furthermore, it is the nameless 
condit ion our of which Susan 's memory retrieves her lover, "A room 
one shared with the thief of all ages" (2 1). As a disembodied memory 
or "sheer phenomenon of sensibility" ( 11), the lover is referred ro 
as "he" throughout the novel. However, the evocation of his memory 
or of the essence of his personality inevitably revives the real man as 
well: "the growing shelter . .. he began to suffer turned ... into a 
total presence he regained and knew. Like a garment-necessary and 
binding and absurd-'he' had forgotten he still carried or wore" ( 16). 
As already mentioned, the novel takes place on the borderline be
tween opposites, among which are the actual and the "quintessential" 
personalities of Susan and her lover. T he waiting room is a two
dimensional reality which contains these and all other opposites: 

The waiting room was saturated with warm blood and chill: the dim senses of 
birth, the remote senses of death, the cold and hungry senses of love . (2 1) 

The content of Book I is the gradual transformation of the liaison 
and its rupture from the source of frustration it was before and after 
the lover's departure into a life-giving relationship. Book II counter
points Book I and shows that the lover was as ill -treated by Susan as 
she was by him. It also deals with the lovers' conscious apprehension 
of the transformation that rook place in Book I. Although the first 
four chapters of the novel recall their al ienating quarrels, each con
tains a moment of illumination and gives evidence of the community 
of being which it is the purpose of the process of memory ro realize. 
T here are moments of repulsion and attraction, of antagonism and 
coming together within the larger serial illumination and the eve~-
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deepening spiral of Susan's memory. In both its positive and negative 
aspecrs che relat ionship is reciprocal: each is the other's "shadow" (16 , 
19) , bur the lover still fears Susan's possessiveness , while she feels he 
st ill arouses in her contradictory feelings of hare and love. They are 
locked in mutual accusation although Susan is the most vindictive, 
working herself up to a climax of indignation and "indict{ ing} him out 
of her sight Im eyes" (20). Yee ac the height of her wrat h her cry "Thief. 
Thief ·7 summons a " third nameless person (che impersonal con
sciousness already mentioned) ... whose abstract presence now en
circled one in che ruin of all atmospheres" (2 1). This anonymous 
existence (coll ect ive unconscious or primordial being ' ) confronts 
Susan and her lover (the pronoun "one" applies to both) wi th their 
own senselessness- the lover is deaf as Susan is blind. As a result they 
are faced with the very means of their fulfillment, their catastrophic 
blindness and deafness, though they are still skeptical of the unity ic 
will help chem co achieve. 

Chapter 3 shows Susan and her lover still crying co establish their 
respective responsibility for their present crippled condition. Never
theless, in her state of extremity Susan finds herself on the threshold of 
vision ("ledge of nig ht , edge of dawn, " (23)) and we see indeed that 
she wants "co conceive . . an extreme but true vision of him"8 (24). 
Her former preg nancy is now symbolical of her new incip ient concep
tion of her lover . She realizes that he raped her out of an excessive Jove 
for her, "the apple of his eye." He, on t he other hand , becomes aware 
of his self-decepcion and sees that she was bur a "dai ly ornament" or 
"morning woman"9 in "his" room , a view of herself she accepted like 
"a self-created fet ish" (2 3). Through their common partial discovery 
they are "t ranslated, in an instant of arousal" (26) yet st ill fear che 
disorientation that must accompany the obliteration of their personal
ity. Each is still a " reflect ion" rather than an object of true vision for 
che ocher. Bur through their coming together on the brink of vision 
"with his eyes of morning as well as hers of night" (25) and in a sexual 
climax ("orgasm" (26)) the reflection is momentarily broken and the 
understanding reached that each is the instrument throug h which the 
orher will reach self- knowledge by being recognized both in his/her 
nakedness ("stripped") and as the idol ("fetish of the void" (26)) each 
has been and must cease to be for the other. 
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Chapter 4 further illustrates the lovers' contradictory impulses of 
disinterested love and possessiveness. The contradiction is contained 
in the title "Silence Please, " Susan's command expressing at once a 
desire to possess the other by silencing him and the unselfish long ing 
to reach the si lence and fu lfillm ent allied to namelessness. The 
command soon turns into a reconstruction of her lover's former assault 
on her. He is so furious that she imposes chis role on him still char he is 
determined to ac t it out in revenge. Each is again seen caking 
advantage of the other. H e at first tries to ignore her, then is made ro 
realize chat he has indeed crushed her. On the other hand , when he 
cries to approach her in tenderness , she reacts like a " trigger of fury" 
(32), yielding co an "assumption of being" (33)--an assertion of 
selfhood-similar to his own (27). Each is now a naked elemental 
force incomprehensible and frig htening co the other and in this role 
each seems co be a manifestation of the "master chief of love ." Susan is 
by turns the exploited one and an "ancient and devouring" figure moved 
by " the daemon of all possession" (3 2, 33) , while he bursts upon her 
with the forcefulness of an "ancient storm " (37). Nevertheless, this 
clash of cont rary forces issues into a moment of creation . A first seep is 
made toward it when Susan , aware of the eclipse she has imposed on 
her lover, attempts to retrieve "him" beyond the "mould of appear
ances" (34), but becomes so intoxicated with the gesture of self
surr.ender this involves on her part that "she overemphas ize(s} t he role 
of domination" (36) she has played in the past . The real moment of 
creation occurs when Susan relinquishes all one-sided att itudes and 
former self-deceptions and agrees co "che loss of individual elem ents 
and powers" (37). The dark g lasses she dons then in order co cover he r 
spiritual nakedness become paradoxically their joint instrument of 
vision. Both have by then reached the crucial stage of helplessness and 
weakness ar which they can be translated into "species of fict ion and 
freedom" (38) and are indeed shown sharing t he free movements of 
the elements. 10 All opposites are momentaril y joined and appre
hended cogerher , and the silence they longed for can be "heard " at rhe 
heart of the storm. 

This instant of rogecherness and creation , when " the lightning of 
breach" (39) is released, is followed by t he need co understand the 
mystery of their mutual exploitat ion. Distrust has not wholly disap-
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peared and each fears the effect on himself/herself of the other's need 
for reassurance and power. As a result , each is caught in a cycle of 
conflicting reactions of self-contempt and hostility toward the other. 
The way out of this deadlock is , as already suggested, the dissolution 
of the r ig id mold of personality ("mould of cruel refinement ," (41 ]) in 
order to discover that each biased assumption contains its saving 
opposite. So, her lover's awareness of his former lack of control 
transforms his assault (storm) upon Susan into "THE VERY RECK
LESS SPECIES OF GRACE" (40), and he is astonished to see that the 
brutal energy unleashed upon her can reveal itself as "the beauty of 
freedom ... at the very heart of the storm" (40). Though in essence 
this chapter presents the characters' jigsaw progress from tyrannical 
assumptions to a confession of them, it describes mainly the lover's 
change of attitude, just as Chapter 5, which counterpoints it , de
scribes Susan's. The last section contains a ser ies of images of disrup
tion that must first be re-enacted and digested in order to be creative. 
Before this happens , however, Susan recalls the feud she had with her 
lover before he left her, and this shows them once more hardened and 
locked in struggle, he, ''doctor and lover rolled into one"(43), appear
ing now as an essentially threatening figure. 

The moment of creation and liberation in Chapter 4 expands as the 
drama reaches its climax in the two central chapters (5 and 6). The 
operation that made Susan blind has turned her inwards and will now 
at last cure her inner blindness. The effect of the operation merges in 
her consciousness with that of the two events for which she indicted 
her lover, his "rape" of her and his departure. H ence her keen pain 
when "buried past and revival in the present" (44) are confronted . 
Hence also the paradoxical association of penetration with separation 
and excision, of"arousal" wi th "extinction," and of convergence with 
flight, a paradox which expresses Harris's concept of communi ty 
through what he calls "convolutions of image. " 11 These involve in an 
extraordinary orchestration the basic images (or variations of them) of 
the four previous and the four subsequent chap ters: the knife (axe, 
razor, sword); the sun alternately associated with the lover and Susan 
in their destructive roles; the cavern or womb; the natural elements; 
and, most important of all , ~he vessel with its animate and inanimate 
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features : captain , mem ber (both sexual organ and member of the 
crew), mast or pole, sai l and deck . 

Immediately after the operation Susan's vision still appears co be 
blocked by irreconcilable extremes, "ancient of suns . .. winter 
landscape" (45) , as her lover's is by fire and ice in the las t chapter (78). 
She is "stricken blind " but soon awakes to a healing darkness , and what 
had been a source of frustration becomes a source of rebirth . The 
actual pain of the operation is followed by the realization that her (and 
the world 's) sorrow, "tear .. . body offeeling" (4 7), so far eclipsed 
by resentment and reproach, has "survived like indestructible evanes
cence" (47), so that suffering , physical and moral , stimulates her 
awareness ot her earlier self-decept10n. H er .. waking 'dying ' pain .. 
(45}--she awakes from unconsciousness and dies to her old self.
has brought her co the threshold of the "cavern of reality" (45), her 
own formerly obscure self, in which at the end of the novel her lover 
achieves vision (77). There is indeed a sense in which each "dies" into 
the other's darkness, for his/her deeper self overlaps with the other's. 
Though it seemed to Susan, as he operated upon her, that her lover 
was " the stone of the sun" ( 44) assault ing her, after the operation she 
sees that 

. . . The blazing abstract scar of instrumental day now slowly faded into darkness, 
thief of night or creation, whom she loved and hated in turn with all the violence of 
separate convictions . . . . ( 4 5) 12 

Her lover is now becoming a dark inner sun (the antithesis of the 
"ancient seal" ( 15} ~he had firs t summoned) who shares with her the 
"abstract blaze of solid darkness" of the "cavern of reality. " "Blaze" and 
"darkness" express the reconciliation of opposites chat is taking place . 
For Susan the night is now becoming "light" through a "d ying wound 
of illum ination" (46). The orig in of this mutation is to be found in the 
" frailty of convert ible properties like a healing thread" (46) that has 
subsisted all those years in t he apparent void of the waiting room: 
residues offeeling , as already suggested , and above all the lovers' t rue 
motives as Susan finall y admits when she "unravel(s}" (7 1) the 
thread. She had told her lover to go when she wanted him to stay, and 
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he had taken her ar her word , dismissing her while he secretly wanted 
her ro follow him (7 1- 72). 

The "dying illumination" that eventually enables Susan to come to 
terms with her past and achieve a symbol ic union with her lover is o ne 
form among many of a paradoxical and dynamic duality , process 
rather than facr, i .e., passage from darkness inro light rarher than 
final attainment of lighr. In this mobility of consciousness a series of 
poetic metamorphoses occur which transform the "healing thread " 
into "a scale of 'dying' colors ," "existential of the rainbow" (a symbol 
of heterogeneous totaliry), which becomes "teardrop ... held upon 
the fixed coi l and sration of the whirlpool" (46), thus ar once still and 
moving. Because in rhis conjunction the lovers no longer arrempt to 
tyrannize over each or her , they are again as free as rhe natural 
elements. At rhis point the rear (Susan's consciousness, filled now 
with the lovers' embrace) rurns inro a cosmic vessel, no longer the 
vessel in which rhey were joined in vindictiveness in Chaprer l bur a 
metaphor in which the sexual act coalesces wirh Harris 's original 
version of the " myrh of rhe flight of Ulysses from Circe. " 13 

In his critical interpretarion of the myth H arr is sees a saving union 
between contraries in the cooperation between Ulysses and his crew, 
who have ried him to the masr of his vessel, then made themselves 
deaf. Ulysses is a conscious art ist who can listen to the orherworldly 
song of the muse wirhout succumbing ro it, rhanks ro rhe crew who 
steer the dancing vessel with w hich he makes one, though they are as 
senseless as its inanimate mast . The crew become "a dramatic agent of 
subconsciousness," 14 exteriorizing in space throug h the dance of th e 
vessel a reality too obscure fo r them ro articulate. An important aspect 
of H arris's rendering of the myth in The Waiting Room is the utter 
reciprocity of the lovers' roles: 

One embraced and was held in cum by this "deaf' masc co which one was 
truly bound and secured within the elements of discracrion, paradoxical 
scrucrure of liberation , and within a certain undefinable radius of which
acute coherence and conversion of the soul-lay the choirs of vision- sheer 
cenacity (even profane curiosi ty) of the "awakened" eye within che latent 
crash and operation of darkness , sheer relative beam. heavy and light , gravity 
as well as ironic weightlessness .... (47) 
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In their embrace each lover is U lysses "nailed" to the other as to 

" negarive anth ropomorphic crew (ecl ipse of sight-or was it sound?)" 
(48). The flig ht from Circe and rhe Sirens, inspi ring though danger
ously fasci naring goddesses, is a flighr from a rempting but rerrifying 
absolure which drives men to destroy others and themselves in rheir 
arrempr to reach it. Thar is why it is also a flighr from w ha t in oneself 
can succumb ro rempration: the weakness thar turns man into an 
animal and the "self-regard" (47) that m akes him deny others and 
kill. Ulysses can listen to the voice of the goddesses-and to that 
extent participate in thei r infinity-because the crew agree to make 
themselves deaf ro a temptation rhey cou ld not resist and sacrifice 
themselves to make Ulysses' flig h t possible . They are thus paradoxi
cally a source of weakness (temporarily neutralized) in oneself and a 
means of liberation. Each lover has been rhe vicrim of the other's lust 
and of the self-regard rhat made him/her wane ro pursue and possess 
him/ her as an absolute. Susan was raped (even if symbolically) but, in 
Book II , she pursued her lover like a hunted animal, pinned him ro 
the wall, and "punctured" him as he had puncrured her, g iving him 
"holes for eyes" (5 7). Each is the other 's insensitive mast and sacrifi
cial c rew reduced co blindness and dumbness (because deaf) by the 
other's senselessness or "brute soul of solipsis" (50). Bur their embrace 
becomes " life-giving" when self-knowledge enables each to recognize 
that the other is not a mere "tool and plaything" (5 1) but a savi ng 
instrument. Susan becomes both Penelope (the patient , serving wife) 
and C irce, just as in Book II her lover ident ifies with her husband, 
who has given her all rhar she lacked before , "security , marriage , a 
home" (69) even though he is unaware of rhe deeper needs the lover 
satisfies. In rheir d ual role each lover presents the cwo faces of che 
rarionale of man's existence: choice and face. Though these may seem 
identical ac the instant of reconciliation (49), rhe similariry is decep
rive, for choice can only rake p lace through fate, i.e. , thanks to rhe 
sacrificial fare of rhe dumb within and without o neself: 

Cloud or seal, blocking of ears, blinding of sight which rendered one and all 
immune and faithful guides or servants of each other through the unenviable 
passage of the underworld. Vessel of reality. Bond of translation. (78) 
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This sums up the many instances in the novel when Susan and/or 
her lover are seen reaching understanding or vision through the other . 15 

The "conversion of the soul" (47) occurs through an awakening of 
the senses arising from a full recognition of, and participation in , the 
other when each understands chat what used co be a source of tyranny 
in their eyes is indeed a source of liberation , and their "very stare of 
brutal relation" begins to usher "in the fantastic irony of a common 
flesh" (53). The rebirth achieved through this union is of two kinds, 
for the revival of the senses leads to a renewal of sensibility, i.e., an 
awareness of what threw the other into the void and of the livingness 
of what seemed dead. First, rheir "common flesh" is heard "singing in 
one's ears," then the "MOUTH OF THE VOID (seat of darkness but 
also of an 'immaterial conviction'47J SANG for the first pointed 
incredible time" (54). The contrast between "common flesh" and 
"void" is contained, I believe, in the title of Chapter 6, "Thing ," 
which describes both the concrete reality of the lovers and the name
less energy at the heart of the void. 16 This ambivalence involves Susan 
in constant shifts from consciousness to unconsciousness and from a 
perception of "abstract" reality to its concretizacion. It determines the 
structure of Book I , which is not a one-way but a two-way spiral, until 
ac the moment of climax Susan perceives the two movements together 
as "Thing .... It was the only thread of ascent and descent into the 
hold of creation" (52). Significantly, the moment of vision does not 
cancel this ambivalence . It is a perception of community as illustrated 
by the myth of Ulysses, a moment of poise when contraries are 
perceived in their complementarity and the exploring consciousness is 
aware of both without identifying with either: 

he dared to lean as never before (without actually falling) upon the abyss of 
invention and confront the technical blast and hollow within which she 
stood. (52) 
She knew she stood on the threshold of resig ning herself . . . to .. . 
a third seeing vessel and party . .. lying between "him" on one hand , and 
"herself ' on the other. (60) 

The implication is chat one surrenders to one's own and the other's 
darkness and namelessness (the " third seeing vessel") without staying 
there finally. 
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The rebirth that occurs as the void turns into living vortex is only 
complete when Susan 's husband is part of ic. Ar rhe end of Book I 
Susan and her lover are "drawn by the skin of the vortex into the other's rent 
and beauty of consciousness" (54), becoming reconciled co the ambiva
lence of the waiting room, its terrors (arising from the disorientation 
due co a broken state or Joss of a stable self), and its visionary capacity. 
Ar the beg inning of Book I1 "rhe vessel of the room was almost pitch 
black save for the spirall ing light of the horns" (5 7), i. e., the light of 
understanding issuing from the darkness of the vortex. At fi rst , it 
seems to Susan that her husband is an obstacle to her newly achieved 
fluidi ty and freedom of consciousness. for she does not realize rhac che 
"unpretentious obscurity" (61) into which he fades as a result of her 
preoccupation with her lover can be part of a healing darkness. 
Admittedly, her husband's solicitous g uard over her is not devoid of 
an unconscious wish to possess her by his generous attitude, and her 
accusing cry "WATCHMAN. WATCHMAN" counterpoints her 
earlier ''Thief. Thief " The two, however, merge in Susan's con
sciousness, for her husband's sense of impotence when she tells him on 
the phone that she wanes "nothing" makes him as helpless, and 
therefore as spiritually naked , as she and her lover were when deprived 
of their senses. H er husband too is in rhe void, and she cannot 
visualize him (she met him when she was already blind) any more than 
she can now visualize "him ," the "abstract" lover: "Blank. Black" (62). 
The two words refer to both men and in their context link her two 
pregnancies, the fruit of her union with what each man represents, 
phenomena of sensibility and material comfort. H usband and lover 
make one when the telephone conversation is cur off and "nothing ," the 
other's (husband and lover) shadow, begins co move as if" 'nothing' 
were 'something'" (65). It is only now that Susan's operation is utterly 
successful (as opposed to "technically" successful in Book I) and she 
grasps the full significance of her lover's departure in the "Theatre of 
darkness" (70), formerly "operating theatre" (43). 

The counterpart of this "theatre" for the lover is the nameless 
cavern he is exploring in search of a spiritual El Dorado in the 
heartland. There has been a shift of scene, and the lase chapter 
re-creates the lover 's ach ievement of consciousness in terms that 
parallel Susan's. It is entitled "Blase" (a variant of the operation) and 
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evokes a series of explosions that may shatter a man's world or his 
perception of it and nevertheless open the way to a new life. There is 
the explosion of the seal of the sun, 17 of memory, and of the Forrestals ' 
house with the shattering of their logbook. In the wife of his 
Amerindian guide the lover sees Susan returned to him . When the 
guide is struck by a bushmaster, he identifies with him , thus acting 
out Susan's ident ification of lover with husband and suffering the 
impact of catastrophe experienced by another. The " holes in his skin" 
(76) become "puncture of memory" (77) through which "he" sees 
Susan in a new light. Vision is achieved in the darkness of the cavern, 
an image thar prevails in rhe resr of rhe narrative. Aparr from the 
literal cavern the lover explores, immersing himself in the river that 
runs through it , it is a cavern of death, an underworld in which the 
lover recovers his senses . It is also the "cavern of reali ty" and more 
specifically the "subterranean cave of Susan" (77) (l inked with the 
sexual imagery in Book I), in wh ich he sees that "the faint stunned 
eyes [Susan's} ... grew bright ... stars of consciousness blown by 
the very fist of night" (77). In other words, the lover sees now, 
thanks to the regenerated eyes of the muse. 

Finally , the cavern is the underworld of the " midd le passage" (78) 
and the lover is " medium of history" (59). Through the mutation of 
the lover's relationship with Susan, Harris explores the possibilities of 
genuine community or participation in the "other. " The wife-hus
band-lover triangle, which appears in one form or another in most of 
his novels, can symbol ize, among other things, men's rival ry for the 
possession of the earth . The middle passage, one of the most cata
strophic historical facts resulting from this rivalry, gave birth to a 
so-called "New World ." The dramatization in this novel of the 
regeneration of the " raped" muse offers, through the metamorphosis 
of basic human relations, a view of possible change on a wider scale 
and of the possible creation of a really " new" world. In the cavern the 
lover hears "a new distant fai nt blast" : 

He knew ... rhat the blast he now heard had actually occurred ages ago: 
and that, at iong last, ic was able to reach him in an echo long muffled and 
nurcured and preserved (like rhe sound of the sea in a shell) . (79) 
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This delayed blast is rhat of historical catastrophe and " he" (phe
nomenon of a renewed sensibility) relives "with new awareness-his 
descent through the door of the middle passage" (79). The change this 
impl ies is not in himself only but in the past he relives, and the lover 
could ask with Susan "Was ic ten years or twenty or ages ago one 
relationship had died and another begun? In our end is our begin
ning" (70). In both form and content The Waiting Room substantiates 
this answer. The discont inuity of the narrative, each chapter present
ing a new layer of spiritual experience and the potential icy of renewal, 
corresponds ro rhe disjointed diary or shattered logbook in which the 
three characters have participated , the substance of their broken lives. 
T he "punctures" they suffered ("holes for eyes" for the blind Susan 
and her hunted lover, "holes in his skin" for her husband) turned into 
passages toward a new beginning, and it can be said that their 
outdated outlook crumbled wich the explosion of their antique shop. 
Through the mutation of their personality (the gist of t heir recreated 
lives), each was seen tO be the other's guide, unconsciously in Book 1, 
consciously in Book II . The union of these contrary capacities was 
rendered symbolically by Ulysses' and his crew's "participation" in 
one another. The crew can also be said to represent che deaf and dumb 
of the m iddle passage, who were unable to communicate owing to 
their lack of a common language. There is thus a suggestion that 
Ulysses, the imaginative artist, is sustained by the dumb vic tims of 
history to whom he can g ive voice. Indeed, when the lover cells Susan 
"art is the phenomenon of freedom" (66), "The 'deaf' within her stirred and 
listened. The 'dumb' she cherished began to speak" (66). Clearly, 
Harris's rendering of the mych harmonizes che d ivided personality of 
modern man and revises his "misconception of god ... man . . 
beast" (50) while intimating that he is a composite of all three. 



Chapter Eight 

An Epic of Ancestors: 
Tumatumari 

The " treaty of sensibil ity" in which Susan Forrestal and her lover 
participate in The Waiting Room lies at the very Center of the characters' 
preoccupations and is given a wider significance in Tumatumari. 
Formerly a community of feeling between ind ividuals, i t now in
volves •he recog~i r ion of a community of existence between peoples, 
man and nature as well as society and nature if vuyana (any country or 
civilization) is to survive. Tumatumari concentrates on the effects of 
the traumas of history on the soul of individuals and peoples. It covers 
not only the history of one family and of Guyana from the end of 
W orld War I to the late 1960s; symbolically, it also embraces the 
trials and growth of a people over centuries as well as its potential 
future. Like Harris's earlier fiction , th is novel establishes a correlation 
between the exploration of the past and an art that grows out of t he 
individual's modified perception of its generally accepted meaning. 
H ere too form and the metamorphoses of psychic content are interde
pendent and linked with the capacity of a young woman called 
Prudence to contain and transfigure the experience of her family. H er 
imaginative reconstruction suggests that catastrophe need not be an 
imprisoning ordeal but that the very losses incurred in the past can 
give birth to a liberation of consciousness. 

At the beginning of the novel Prudence suffers a nervous break
down due to her child's death at birch , closely followed by the death of 
her husband , Roi, decapitated on a rock in the rapids ofTumatumari . 
H er father, the historian H enry Tenby, died several years before and it 
is his together with Roi 's history that is re-enacted through Prudence. 
H owever, Harris's use of a central consciousness as a medium of 
reconstruction is more complex than in the earlier novels. For Pru
dence is a medium within a medium: her memory is both indepen-
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dent and fused with Roi's consciousness as he descends into the 
waterfall and looks back on life "as in a d ream unravelling itself' 
(19) (in much the same way as Oudin in The Far j ourney looks 
back upon the "match-box world" when he d ies). Prudence, then, 
participates in Roi's descent and sees "her own guillotined sun of 
reflection" ( 17) in the water. Not only is the reconst ruction seen from 
both Prudence's and Roi's point of view (as the rocks press against one 
another in the blinding water), but R oi is both dead and "dying" (see, 
for example, 84, 102). He "dies" t h rough the narrative, and the 
timeless moment of his death is counterpointed by Prudence's at 
the end of the novel. Though a catastrophe, his fall releases images 
of the past, "inner spaces," that restructure themselves in Prudence's 
consciousness: 

FROM W ITHIN THE ROCK OF HJSTORY--<lark room of T UMATU
MARI- Prudence now looked our with Roi's drowned eyes as if rhe land
scape of memory had been assembling itself unobtrusively over rhe years inro 
a number of technological signposts. (72) 

The instant of the fall and Roi's beheading are thus the imag inative 
nucleus of the novel, from which the major and many-faceted theme 
grows and the images proliferate. The central metaphor of decapi ta
tion, reproduced in innumerable variants, is nevertheless the gateway 
to a perception of wholeness and "the deepest alien unity of mankind" 
(67). The very first image is that of a "head" Prudence discerns in the 
river below the waterfall , in one sense a mere "object" or "thing, " in 
another a symbol of her dead child or of her husband risi ng again from 
the botrom of the whirlpool. This duality, reminiscent of the double 
function of "lT" in the earlier novels, prefigu res the significance 
eventually g limpsed by Prudence in her husband's decapitation. Jn 
Book I the "head" is subject to several transfigurations pointing ro a 
different reality. Prudence sees in it a "mask" and "a reflection of her 
own features" (14). There are forms of it in livi ng natu re, in the 
"revolving g lance of the 'black ' head of sun in the water" (15). The 
face of Rakka, Roi's Amerindian m istress, is like "the m ask of the 
sun" (16) while in her mother's death, due to malnutrition , Prudence 
discerns the "death mask of the sun" (22). Rakka and her mother 
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rep resent the "vanq uished Ind ians of the sun" (33), the orig inal 
inhabi tants of Guyana who have lost rheir primal vision of a sun-god , 
" rock of the sun" (32), and, insofar as they have been deprived of rhis 
natural sovereign , have been decapitated as a people. From the stare 
Prudence sees also in the "head " "the O ne" (a symbol of unity) and a 
"cradl e" (1 5,3 1), which she carries toward the well from whose 
depths she retrieves the hisrory of her fam ily. 

Prud ence's "act of memory" 1 proceeds from the very nature of her 
personali ry . Like most women in H arris's fiction, she is the muse who 
can both inspire and deceive thoug h she shares this role with Rakka 
and in ::his respecr is a further development of rhe modern/ Amerin
d ian muse in Heartland and The Waiting R oom. She is also the psyche of 
the modern Guyanese, who draws from with in herself and the world 
of Tumarumari resources indispensable co change. Both Prudence 
and , symbolically, the rock in the waterfall are a womb in which the 
"d rama of conception" ( 4 1) cakes p lace. H er own resources are memo
ry , the mainspring of her re-creation of t he pas t ; imagination which , 
as her father says, is the only hope for the future (63); and foresigh t , 
as she shows in her capacity co envisage the future while reconstruct
ing the past , notably when she recalls her visit to the abandoned 
nat ive village and envisions the "T UMATUMARI OF TOMOR-· 
ROW " (66). 2 The interaction between past , present , and future is an 
essential feature of Prudence's perception of events and , conseq uent
ly , strucrures the narrative . As in The Eye, history (personal and 
national) is freed from chronology and gradually pieced rogether by 
Prudence's associative memory. Thus remembering her recent past 
when she wondered whether her child would be black or white, she is 
naturally led to recall that her fam ily (t he Guyanese community and 
the family of man) is racially mixed : her mother and her sister Pamela 
passed for whi te, her father was dark with Indian features, and her 
brother, Hugh Skelton , black and forced by his mother to hide and 
play " skeleton in the cupboard " when d istingu ished visitors came. 
T his was done with the racit ag reement of H enry Tenby who was 
torn , nevertheless, by the contradictory pressures of prejudice and 
conscience. 

T he remote past ofTumatumari is mainly that of the Amerindians, 
who s ince the Renaissance conquest have repeatedly vanished into the 
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'.orest bu r reappeared from time to time to sell rheir Jabor , subsisr ing 
in rh1s way "upon a dis located scale of t ime" (80). When Prudence 
firsr lifrs rhe lid of the well of hisrory (3 1)--an abandoned stone well 
built by Roi five years before his dearh-she sees rhe symbolical lose 
tribe of rhe sun moving at t he bottom of the falls. T hey are a constant 
remi nder of her own, G uyana's, and humanity's origi ns. Yet through 
Tenby's yourh and maturi ty, which evoke rhe colonial pasr as well as 
the more recent period of crucial choices for Guyana's future , the 
Indians have been remorselessly exploited as a people and as individu
als. Rakka, who appears in Tenby's life as " rhe waif-of-the street," is 
rhe cheap muse (and whore) of successive generar ions. Even Roi , 
himself half-Amerindian, declares char the Ind ians "are the con
science of our age" (35), yet admits that he roo exploits chem. For 
Prudence the retrieval of the Indians from the "bandage3 of history" 
(49) becomes more than a question of economic justice. T hough 
unaware of it , they are the remaining link with a primordial outer and 
inner landscape ('T hey sp rang out of rhe ragged armosphere within 
one's head"{3 l }) peopled with ancient gods (despite rheir fall) and 
animals, which man too often refuses to recog nize as a part of himself. 
To rerrieve t he Indians from their eclipsed condi rion is t hus to move 
toward a fuller conceprion of man. 

In an extraordinary passage which re-creares the meet ing between 
"huntsman and hunted " (37) Roi's hunt of a wild boar is superim
posed on his descent into the waterfall (see 53). The rock toward 
which he falls looks like a boar. After the hunt Roi and the boar 
"sw(i}m towards each other" (apparen rl y enact ing rhe meeting be
tween hunter and hunted). T hen in Prudence's "dream of a loved 
one, drowning, decap itated" (54) it is as if the animal's head merged 
wi th Roi's: "the boar's lips . . . mingled now with hers as well as 
Roi 's like the water of l ife" (55). Further, experiencing the " birth of 
conscience" (87) in both husband and father , Prudence sees that it 
involves the recognition of rhe animal in m an and confesses that 
"deity wore chains after all- the chains of man's terrifyi ng relation
ship to the mire of the depths as man wore chains-chains of primor
dial animal to which he was ironically indebted for his susceptibility 
co the 'openess' of nature" (87). H arris's rendering of rhe openness of 
narure and of rhe effect of man's response to it is most im pressive. The 
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following short extract will show that the growth of consciousness in 
Prudence goes together with her integration into nature and partici
pation in its rhythms of life. In a moment of illuminatio n the shock of 
revelation is so g reat that she begins to tremble: 

At fi rsr she could not cease from trembl ing ... but as she shook, vibrations 
were set up which rippled and fled across t he basin of the world- Amazon co 
Orinoco-Atlant ic co Pacific--a continent bedded in rivers and oceans. It 
was as if she gained some consolation from reciprocity, from reaction. (I 12) 

The n1'1in <heme of the novel is rhe conwrsion of Prudence in 
conjuncrion with Roi 's and Tenby's as a result of the reconst ruction of 

the collis ions of history and its dismemberments of individua ls and 
peoples , a conversion stimulated by a growing awareness chat h istory 
and its dead actors are themselves subject co change. I t develops 
through a rem arkably coherent use of imagery. The " head" or first 
symbol in the narrative presents together the two entities Prudence 
must reconcile: nature, whether represented by the sun or the whole 
landscape ("a dense face reeking of vegetation"(67}), and society 
represented by the different masks wh ich the head motif introd uces . 
As already suggested, the head covers a whole spect rum of meanings, 
positive and negative, for it is not only the tragic emblem of all 

dismemberments-Roi's in the rapids , t he tribes ' which Ro i's fall 
re-enacts, Prudence's (psycholog ically " trunkless and leg-less" ( 14} , 
and Tenby's (92}--it is also the embryo of reconstruction. Ivan van 

Sertima rig htly points o ut chat "there are images of all parts of the 
human anacom y, which seems co be breaking u p and reassembling 
itself in t he restructuring of man. "4 H e underlines the importance of 
the eye, and indeed its appearance on the rock-face (another " head' or 
"mask") of Tumatumari marks t he beginning of Prudence's conver

sion. T h e eye is equivalent co " IT" ( 114) and, as in H arris's earlier 

novels, s tands at once for the concrete instrument of exploration and 
vision and the metaphys ical reality it discovers, the alien dime nsion 
Prudence discerns in the Amerindian and African victims of history. 
From the beginning, then, the "head" stimulates the reconst ruction 
o f its own severance and rebirth: "the vis ion of the 'head' in t he 
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water ... was instrumental in invoking both t he processes as well as 
the p remises of recreation" ( 17). 

The premises of re-crea tion are the falls of Tumarumari and the 
well Roi dug above them to measure their hydroelectric potential. 
The waterfall and rhe well a re complementary and linked by a secrcr 
sraircase, which co Prudence is "a passage ro her own name" (3 1), 

which she has inscribed on the lid of the well, i.e., a passag e co 
self-knowledge. In her eyes the upper pare of the wel l has the 
configuration of her fa rher's "chair ofhisrory" and ro p lumb its depths 
is to reconstruct Roi's fall in the rapids, which stands for a ll collisions 
due tO the violation of men or cultures. The wel l enables Prudence co 

understand Roi 's failure co harness the energy potenc iai ol chc: !a ils, a 
task he undertook in a technological attempt to consc ript nature for 

the benefit of a firm on the coast . His first collision, when he fell inco 
the wel l and knocked his head against its concrete framework , made 
him aware of nature's power to strike back, of the falls· "electric fiend " 

(also his own daemon behind h is mask): "I was stricke n ... Electric
ity co last a lifetime. I saw everything lit up from w ithin" (24 -25) . 

This incident is co be li nked with the recollection ofTenby's deathbed 
scene when he struck Prudence a blow on the temple wh ich "ser 
everything ablaze and she saw his li fe illum ined ... the smallesr 
c racks in an otherwise impeccable exterior became th e gaping light
house of the past" (46). 

T he boili ng waters of the rapids striking the rocks with fiery energy 
seem co correspond co t he passions of men and exemplify a perilous 
bur fertile dual ity in nature and man. T he very name of the falls , 
T umacumari , means "sleeping rocks," and these are susceprible ro 
"awakening," and "convertible" (26) like Susan Forrescal's waiting 

room. All the characters possess the falls ' dual natu re and can be 
"ignited by an element far older, t hough fra ile r, t han uni formity or 
persuasion" (2 1, italics m ine). Rakka's face, at first a dark mask , seems 

co Prudence "ro wave and burn" ( 16). W he n Rakka 's mother died 
her "eyelids turned co scone: lapis of populations with in which ~ 
sombre fl ame shone·· (22 ). The eyes ofTenby 's Rakka (the woman he 
vis its in t he " brothel of m asks") are "made of scone" (94) but become 
"suddenly afire" (95). The Indians peer at R o i " like scones" (50) and 
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appear ro Prudence as "strange stony faces in the falls" (56), but they 
have merely reti red after conquest into their" 'death' or 'sleep' of fire " 
(32) . Prudence's wish ro balance the two proportions of loss and gain 
inherent in the past- a lei tmotiv in the novel- rather than concen
trate on its face of disaster alone shows her awareness of the possible 
discovery of "fire in stone" ( 17). In this her attitude differs from Roi's 
in his lifetime. H is eyes too were "stone-dead" (23) and would 
suddenly be animated by a spark. But though aroused by the "sparks" 
(26) that flew through him when he was electrified in the well, he did 
nor adopt the kind of behavior that would benefit the region and its 
early inhabitants. Instead , he took advantage of his recovery to 
impose his sovereignty over the Indians by way of "the Ceremony of 
the Rock" (36), in one sense the assumption of a monolithic persona 
that enabled him tO parade a "mask of enlightenment" (35) as if he 
were the Indians ' new god or Rock-Sun while actually subjecting 
them to his one aim of "upholding an economic establishment ... 
by fair means or foul" (36), which he thought was the only means of 
survival. 

Book II , entitled The Ceremony of the Rock, shows other char
acters involved in a similar process of hardening. There is Rakka, 
looking tragic , render, and full of compassion but also "tempered as 
steel" (42). like the rocks that her name evokes, she is both barren 
and fertile: barren owing to a fall for which Roi was partly responsi
ble, yet pregnant "metaphysically speaking" (71) because involved in 
a relationship of reciprocity with him. This the Indians couldn't 
stand, wishing ro preserve the tribe as a monolith for "fear of the 
stranger creeping in" (71). A similar fear kept Tenby 's black and 
white children divided (45), as it was " the secret hardening of fear" 
(60) that made him agree co Pamela's marriage followed by the 
rejection of her black child and its adoption by strangers in America. 
In both the deathbed scene, when he cursed "god" and his progeny for 
their division, and in his paradoxical reproach ro Pamela for acting 
according ro "the pattern of conquest, ofhisrory as [he} had accepted 
it, l ived it and written it" (60) Tenby revealed the stress and illness of 
which he seems ro die, the result of his constant assumption of a 
"bogus hisrorical mask" (62). So that in the last moments of his life he 
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seemed ro Prudence "a creature cloven in two, one face on rop 
mask-like as before , the other face emergi ng from the old" (45 ). In the 
las t section of Book II Prudence recalls a speech she heard in her 
childhood by one comrade Block (another monolith) at Port Mouranr . 
His condemnation of the social and economic situation in Guyana was 
largely consistent with Tenby's awareness of its evils, though he would 
not acknowledge it when he heard the speech in 1952. Bur Block's 
accusing words were intended as "persuasion" only and offered no 
alternat ive for genuine change such as Roi intuits just before Block's 
speech is reported. Block 's refusal to adm it that the East Indian 
woman T enby nearly ran over is alive- possibly a refusal to see rhe 
vict im as other than a conventional flag ro be branded for political 
purposes- throws an ironic light on Tenby's own self-decept ions , for 
in this instance it was Tenby who became the victim of misconcep
t10n . 

Both Roi and Tenby differ from the characters in Harr is's earlier 
fict ion, who had to discover in what way they erred in the past. T he 
two men knew that their country's natural configuration and the 
social idiosyncrasies born of oppression demanded a complete revision 
of former policies. Yet out of self-interest and fear both steeled 
themselves against their deeper insights. P rudence stares that her 
husband and father "shared ... one vehicle of the imag ination" 
(46), and, as her creation of " the epic of ancesrors" ( 133) indicates, 
that vehicle or carriage is clearly herself (note that the al ternative ro 
her name on the lid of the well of history is "C-A-R-R-I-A-G-E 0-F 
T -H-E S-U -N"[79}). That she has imagination is emphasized by her 
father , who was hoping she would marry an engineer in order to 
achieve the union between science and arr that he saw as a prerequisite 
ro t he " treaty of sensibil ity" (104, 109) he secretly longed for. But 
hers is an imaginat ion in great need of recovery. The re-creation of the 
brief period of her marriage to Roi shows that Prudence was already 
breaking down before the death of her child and of her husband, that 
she was ridden by fear since her arrival in Tumarumari: "' pregnant ' 
fear of darkness" (28), fear of the content of the well (29), fear of "the 
seed of the future . . . bri nk of self-knowledge" (3 3) , and above all 
fear of Rakka 's power over her h usband (68) . These fears of what the 
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interior represents are of the same ki nd as those that prompted her 
spiritual concept ion by her father. In Books Ill and IV (The Chair of 
the Well and The Brothel of Ma1ks) we learn of Tenby's sym boli
cal conception of his children in reverse order of their actual birth 
after his return from Europe ro Guyana in 192 L The symbolical 
conception of each child corresponds ro a crisis in his life and a 
catastrophe in the country, their real birth ro his wri ting an essay or a 
play, in which his genuinely creative views were expressed, but which 
remained secret until Prudence reconstructed his subterranean life 
from them. Thoug h the youngest of his five chi ldren (the fi rst two 
were in his mind solely conceived by his wife) . Prudence, born in 
1940, was the first ro be conceived as an ideal in 1922. Tenby was 
then "shopping in the womb of place [the brothel of masks) for rhe 
mask of a lifetime" (93). Finding himself face ro face with the eternal 
Rakka, he was so horrified by "the stranglehold he detected upon 
[her) flesh and blood" (96) t hat he decided never ro lift a hand ro his 
unborn child ren and acquired the mask of gentility he would wear for 
the rest of his life. He was wholly deceived , however, since, as he 
bi t terly acknowledged later , by refus ing to recognize the "callous of 
hisrory" (96) he was sacrificing whole populations ro his illusion of 
recti tude. That i t was an illusion was confirmed by his decision ro 
march his outer mask with "a conception of . .. inner space" ( 130), 
i. e., the symbolically named Pamela, "virtue allied ro beauty" (1 30), 
although as Roi explains ro Prudence (71), virtue too can be the fruit 
of fear.~ And fear was also at the heart of the conception of Hugh ( 130) 
as well as behind the impulse ro "shove him underground " (10 1) 
when he was born black. Hugh was to be killed in the 1962 riots by a 
bullet fired by his 'father'J rich kith and kin" ( 120). 

To come back to Prudence's role in her father's and husband's 
existence , it should be clear that whenever they acted in her name , 
they were moved by fear , the reverse side of Prudence . Even Roi 's 
decision , prior to his death , to cross the river alone in the dark was 
motivated by a fear that his wife and his rerrirory were in danger. T he 
two men's self-deceptive notion of prudence explains why the young 
woman's reconstruction of t he past is also a process of self-examina
tion and renewed conception of herself. 6 It explains her vision of Ro i's 
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death in the falls "THROUG H HER" (28) and " IN H ER NAME" 
(5 0), a death symbolizing, it must be recalled , the disasters incurred 
in rhe name of misconceived prudence. Her knowledge that Roi and 
Tenby exercised "an underg round imagination ... over a life-time 
of bitterness unril from their own lips a heanrendering cry arose" 
(46), though at fi rst a cause of resentment in Prudence left with rhe 
"burden of conception," is nevertheless a st imulus ro her own and 
their . conversion. Roi himself had rold Prudence: "Must not my 
scept1cal law as well as your sympathetic love .. . re-structure them 
selves through dislocarion , poison, fissure, weakness .. . learn of 
themselves through alien proportions?" (35) His timeless fall is the 
lvss _rhar g ives P;uder:ce <ja s ~::..:crure of meta~o:-phos ! s . .. the 
medium out of which a new illumination of feeling would emerge" 
( I 7). Though he used to wear the brutal mask of reified technology, 
he was a"."are of "pockets of darkness, fi lth" (35), in the body of the 
c?mmumty and knew that he was equally a "scapegoat" (36), who, 
like the "sick king"7 in all mythologies, was responsible for rhe 
reg~neratio~ of his people. Like Carroll 's death in Palace of the Peacock, 
Ro1 s is accidental and not intended as a sacrifice. Indeed death in 
this as in all Harris's novels is roo trag ic a loss ever to be con,sidered as 
in any way desirable. Bur because it does occur , the possibility of 
compensating the loss by unearthing its p roportion of gai n must nor 
be ove~looked . Wi~h Roi , who also represents the "dying god ," die 
the rul ing assumptions of an age, though t he images of suffering and 
death evoked by his fall are the prelude ro a creative rebi rth . On the 
other hand , the abandoned Indian vi llage of Tumarumari reminds 
Prudence of the sudden fall of ancient American civilizations, "the 
head of ruler or rule Jevered in a fla1h" (67), but she m ust resist the 
temptation ro romanticize the past. Throug h the reconstruction of 
Roi's death in the rapids both she and Ten by , the "far her of his tory" 
024), ~an face and comprehend " the reali ty of sacrifice" (1 3 1). 

S1gn1fi canrly , the long section entitled "THE DEATH AND FU
NERAL PROCESSION OF THE KING OF TH E SUN " (85) recalls 
Tenby's youth and its major options: first , his encounter in 1919 in 
Marseilles with Isabella, the " muse of t he century ," who refl ected its 
contradictions of dazzling beauty and lust all ied ro inner misery and 
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starvation. Each concealed from the other his/her material and spiri
tual poverty so that from the first there was an element of deceit in his 
re lationship with the muse, who at this period vanished from his life 
as suddenly as the Indians were to vanish from Roi's. Back in Guyana 
he bought his mask of prudence, then in 1924 met "the waif-of-the 
street. "8 He treated her as a whore frorp the start and in retaliation she 
silenced him for the rest of his li fe with the effect that her prostitution 
meant the muzzling of his art. On each occasion of his encounter with 
the muse Tenby failed ro realize that his real source of inspiration lay 
in visualizing the funeral processions of the past, whether of "the 
slaves of the sun" (90) or of African slaves, in whom he feared to 
recognize his ancestry, conceiving therefore his son "in the HEARSE 
OF THE WATERFALL" (97) (destined co be a victim); there was 
also the procession of the postwar starving millions, of those, in short, 
whose t ragic fa te Tenby did not have the courage tO confront in his 
lifetime. That Rakka in her different guises represents them all 
appears clearly from Prudence's illuminations at the beginning of 
Books III and IV. These moments of vision g ive Prudence an intuit ive 
perception of what recollected events substantiate, namely , that the 
arousal of imagination involves , to begin with , a reconciliation be
tween the two faces of the muse, herself and Rakka, the one born of 
Tenby's (mankind's) attempt ro reach an illusory perfection and draw 
"from the bottomless well of the sky," the other moving endlessly at 
" the bottom of the pool . . . the depths of history" (8 3, 111). The 
reconciliation is conveyed by a symbolic vision of harmony between 
Prudence and Rakka (fi re and water) who revolve and change places on 
the circumference of the whirlpool of death and rebirth . They draw 
roward them a "mountain of souls"- the "dead" of all funeral p roces
sions. 

The reciprocity between Prudence and Rakka, a prelude to other 
"confrontation[s] of extremes" ( 13 5) and their symbolical harmoniza
tion into "a fantastic reprocity of elements" ( 114), foreshadows Tenby's 
resumption of the conversation with the muse or waif-of-the
srreet since his own conversion partly depends on Prudence's and her 
capacity ro contain imaginatively al l latem , then gradually percepti
ble relationships . He must "descend into himself as inro all men" 
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(104), "crawl back into the interior . into the womb" (1 34), bur 
it is " through the eyes of Prudence" and " from within the seal of 
death" ( 144 , 145) that he fully understands the role he played in life 
and its previously unsuspected effect . 9 Prudence's compassionate 
probing of her husband 's life and Tenby's years of silence bring ro 
light their hidden motives. She had been shocked by Roi's indiffer
ence to the death of Rakka's mother but realizes that his mask of 
harshness concealed a deep anguish ; she also sees that he had no 
alternative but to act "in the name of rules he knew to be obsolete" 
(8 1). Similarly, she sees (and Tenby with her) that her father's si lence 
was self-betrayal but that tO be "non-party, non-vocal" was preferable 
ro following che "new banners of serfdom .. (132) under which he 
would have had to protest. She feels, moreover, that imprisoned as he 
was in his own fear, he shared the fearful si lence of those who 
remained conscripted in the well of history. Just as Roi's contradic
tions (see 8 1) stimulate Prudence to an understanding of the "Meta
physics of the Alien, " 10 so her father's d ichoromy becomes for her the 
catalyst of the treaty of sensibility they are both trying to achieve. As 
the past reveals its hidden face, Tenby's deathbed curse turns our ro 
have been a blessing containing "the wisdom of conception" (1 3 1). 
Even Pamela and Diana, Tenby's seemingly self-possessed but neu
rotic wife, appear as pathetic fig ures , victims of their own uncon
fessed confusion and g uilt . 

lt is thus through the characters' very limitations and an under
standing of them that the birth of consciousness occurs. The Cere
mony of the rock , now called "Ceremony of dreams," also involves t he 
reverse process of hardening: "who could tell when . . . ROCK 
WOMB would part, until there emerged . . . ONE who had spent 
but a Night beneath the unequal burden of time?" ( 100) What would 
have been "premature" (8 1, 14 1) in Roi 's and Tenby's lifetime re
mains, nevertheless, the seed of the future. Time plays a major role in 
the mutation that occurs in nature and in Prudence's inner world. The 
"womb of time" (67) secretes its own resistance against the conven
tions of each age, and history itself is like an egg whose frail shell 
(114) protects infinite resources. Not only does Prudence's vision 
change (like chat of Harris 's earlier characters) but the "poi nted eye of 
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time [comes} alive" (112). In other words, with the passing of time, 
the seemingly frozen past begins to move ("resumption of traffic into 
rhe psyche, into space, into the hinterland" [ 142)) and co return with 
a partly different complexion . Though Harris's earlier fiction implied 
as much, 11 it is only in Tumatumari that the resurrection of the past 
and the interrelatedness of past, present , and future in the characters' 
consciousness is so explicitly realized . 

The unpublished work from which Prudence re-creates Tenby's li fe 
shows that the social and political monoliths hewed by the history of 
Guyana are liable to the same displacements as its soil (see the fissures 
in the rock ofTumatumari,the landslides in the Canje region); it lays 
bare " the unborn future in the heart of the dead" (99}-hence the citie 
of Tenby's play "Funeral Cradle" ( 115 ). After immersing himself in 
his past with Prudence, he rises from "the bottom of the pool" with 
the muse (Prudence and the waif-of-the-street); because his former 
prejudices have melted, he himself turns into a "door of conceptions" 
(11 7). In this way he actualizes Prudence's earlier intuition that by 
entering the apparently empty settlement ofTumatumari (the seat of 
history) she was pushing open the "DOOR OF THE FUTURE" (69). 12 

Equally important is the fact that while representing the dimin
ished state of man ("primitive child, scarecrow" ( 142}), each character 
is also a child of the future. No progeny is born of Prudence's 
generation since her child, the offspring of her fear and Roi's anguish , 
dies at birth, Rakka is barren, and Pamela gives her child away. Tenby's 
imaginative return to the Canje (a region associated with the blackest 
features of Guyana's history where, significantly, he finally achieves 
consciousness) is punctuated by references to "children impaled upon 
the ramparts of inner space," at once the symbol of a sacrificed future 
and the price paid for the lifting of spiritual drought. But the 
representation of Roi as "CHILD OF THE SUN" (80) expresses both 
his doom and his rebirth through Prudence, and throughout the 
novel the symbol of the child and the cradle Prudence carries in her 
arms announce her own regeneration and the liberation of " the Child 
of Nature" (15 5) together with her participation in the "Game of the 
Conception" (156). 

Roi's and Tenby's cltange in conjunction with Prudence brings to 
full maturity and blends three unique aspects of Harris's art: his 
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conception of character, his view of a changing past, and the ambiva
lent function of imagination in his fiction . Increasing ly since the 
Guiana Quartet Harris has tended to stretch the limits of his charac
ters' personality and to present each central consciousness as a crucible 
in which all the elements of his/her country's and humanity's complex 
past merge and dissolve again to keep open man's infinite possibilities 
of renewal and progress. Whether consciously or nor, each characrer 
carries an unlimited variety of experience at all levels and all stages of 
existence. Fulfillment consists in acknowledging it, in refusing ro 
consider time and space as implacable and self-sufficient frames of 
life, and in transforming the separate monoliths of material selves into 
doorways opening onto the fluid mixture of instincts emotions 
high and low aspirations, that all men share and rherefo;e should b; 
sensitive to in each other. Our of this grows Harris 's conception of 
character as a personality "cognizant of many existences through the 
fact that those existences are not sovereign devices. " 13 Ivan van 
Sertima calls Harris 's characters "microcosms or foci ofcommunity. " 14 

Prudence is indeed made to realize that the blend of races wirhi-n her 
family and herself corresponds to the spiritual inheritance of her 
mixed ancestry. That is why she is the dynamic receptacle of her 
husband's and father's experience and becomes the seat of an interac
tion between the effect of time on the immaterial residue of men 's 
lives (Roi 's and Tenby's concealed emotions) and her own convening 
power of memory . She discovers that the past crumbles in time and 
discloses the disregarded or unsuspected feelings of individuals and 
peoples, the meaning also of their sacrifice. Once t he barriers of time 
and space crumble, the recognition and assimilation of a changing 
past by an individual mediating consciousness can be seen as the fruit 
of reciprocity (note Tenby's realization that he must "transfer to 
Prudence the ... equipment she needed to retrace his seeps ro [ the) 
scene of liberation" (jl3 1, italics mine}). As Prudence's imagination 
reclaims and transm11~es larger sections of her father's past , it is being 
healed by its very P,erception and digestion of the extreme and 
contradictory feature~· vf Guyana's hisrory. This reciprocity between 
increasingly deeper (br further removed) elements in the landscape of 
history and in herself is most eloquently expressed in Prudence's 
illuminations : 
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she recognized that lT (the eye on t he Face of the Wall) was itself but a ring or 
clasp in a chain of identity extrapolated into her fluid grasp and that in 
glancing at her, through her , with her (i n binding her co itself in one light) it 
was being g lanced at itself from another source through the window of its 
own disparity of perception and therefore unbinding her in another light. 
(114, 151) 

It is only after Tenby's complete release from the shackles of his li fe 
that Prudence's final liberation takes place. This, it must be under
lined, is as terrifying an experience as Roi's fall. The " treaty of 
sensibil ity" toward which she has been moving with her father in 
hum ility and compassion has entailed the breakdown of all former 
assumptions, "idols" or "models" (152), as Harris calls them, and the 
discovery of a tradition of sacrifice and endurance which she genuinely 
suffers with by yielding to the depths of the waterfall. Prudence 
wondered at the beginning of the novel whether she stood on the 
brink of self-destruction or self-creation ( 15 ). Through her actual and 
symbolical descent into the waterfall she ach ieves self-creation through 
self-destruction and participates in the endless dissolving and reshap
ing of the canvas of existence, a natural never-to-be-finished process 
that man (and society) must adhere to if he is to avoid petrification. 
Having formerly contributed to the arrest of that process (her jealousy 
of Rakka amounted in part to confining the "other," individual or 
group, to real or spiritual death) she experiences the remorse necessary 
to envisage a different future. 15 Her own Ceremony of the Rock is the 
"Translation of a non-reciprocal establishment. Spatial womb ... Tram
lation of the Gorgon of History (154 - 15 5 ). 

Once again Harris finds in the individual consciousness alone and 
in its willingness tO confront its own components, however terrify
ing , the term of a national consciousness (provided "national" is used 
in an unrestrictive sense). Indi rectly, he has also exemplified in 
Prudence and, through her , in her father the role of the West Ind ian 
artist who, as he has written elsewhere, must "descend into [and) 
suffer creatively" the disorder of his people's alienation and so-called 
"historylessness." 16 In his re-creation of his characters' descent there is 
a striking correspondence between the use of symbols (particularly the 
waterfall , the well or chair of history, and the splitting rock) and the 
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mutations of inner landscap e they convey. On the whole this novel 
~om?i~.es a greater v.ariety . of styles than its predecessors'. Primarily 
social characters like Diana and Pamela are portrayed in a few 

accurate strokes revelatory of their moral deficiency. T he narrat ive 
alternates between the density of The Eye and the "refined" or 
quintessential texture of The Waiting Room. Discursory passages com
plement and clarify Prudence's momenrs of illumination without 
howe~er,_ ~eplacing them. Each of the five parrs begins with Pru~ 
d~nce s v1s10nary per~eption of truths she must realize painfully and 
d 1.ge~t so that the.sen es of illuminations (there are brief partial ones 
~1th10 e~ch part) is balanced by Prudence's conscious efforts to g rasp 
r~e s 1g~1fic~~ce of the hmory she is piecing together. The juxtaposi
t ion of mtu1t1on with a more rational approach ("vision and idea " as 
Harris wr.ites in P~~ace) is naturally reflected in the style, the hig h 
metaphoncal conCis1on of the opening section in each book alternat
ing w!th dialog~e or with the more explicit but still symbolical 
narrat10n. Occas10nal authorial comments about Prudence throw 
!ight_~n her difficult progress without, I think, inrruding inro or 
1m.pam_ng t~e unity of the narrative, a unity of content and form 
ep1tom1zed 10 Roi 's fall and decapitation. 

~~the end. of the novel Prudence's liberating vision culminates in 
t~e concept1on of the game," the sum of the many partial concep
t10ns she has formed during her exploration. What was merely a 
tentative ga~e at t~e outset, possibly a reiteration of "the game of 
T~matuman, sleep10g rocks in her head" (23) that she used to play 
w1~.h he~ f~ther as a child, has involved her in the great game of history 
or .~emfy.~ng Conception of the Game of the Rapids" ( 15 2). The pun 
on ~ame .sug~ests the hunted game, the boar or "human" game at 
last conceived and therefore susceptible to rebirth . It is also the 
game of death and life which, for Prudence, has been at once " the 
gam~ of exploratory nature" and the "game of inner space" ( 15 2) that 
enraded the fall and splintering of all one-sided ideals as well as the 
op~ning of outer and inner rock-womb to give birth to the Eye of 
v1s10n. By that ~ime the severed head or "mask of phenomenon" 
Prudence beheld 10 the opening section of the novel has begun to Jive 
and move: 
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with each fluid bubble the Gorgon's head smiled, wreached by the elemenrs, 
translat ion of suns, subterranean as well as extra-stellar, across space, co
wards a reciprocal vacancy. An unprejudiced flesh and blood. (155-156) Chapter Nine 

A "Novel-Vision of History" : 
Ascent to Omai 

Ascent to Omai is the climax of H arris's second fictional cycle, his most 
daring experiment with the form of t he novel , and it comes nearest co 
:iet:..::llizing his con ept Gf r;arrarive as a dynamic srruetural design. lr 
could be likened tO an abstract painting whose components would 
have the capacity co move. T his novel brings rogether t he different 
perspectives from which Harris has approached his material since 
Heartland and init iates yet another line of development. The first part 
of the novel alone combines the inland expedition fundamental co 
Heartland and The Eye with the spiral-like progress of t he lovers in The 
Waiting Room and the coincident movements of ascent and descent co 
be fou nd in Tumatumari. T he fragmentat ion that characterizes the 
earl ier novels is still a necessary stage of discovery in Ascent but it goes 
together with a constant awareness of wholeness. J t seems even that, 
to understand it rightly, the reader should be able to g rasp the novel 
as a whole while d iscern ing at the same time its interwoven elements 
and the correspondences between its several layers of meaning. H e 
must also keep in mi nd that this novel is more clearly than any other 
about writing a novel and that it offers the most eloquent example in 
this cycle of Harris's conception of character as a vessel for other 
exis tences. 

As in the earl ier novels, events and act ions can either imprison the 
characters in a dead lock of frustration or make them discover the light 
of compassion that explodes all self-made fort resses. T he first con
scious memory of Victor, the main character, is of a clout in his side 
his fa ther, Adam, gave him when he was three years old because he 
was cryi ng on the floor of their one-room lodging while his parent 
made love with a prostitute he had brought in from the street. Ar such 
moments of crisis a voluminous old petticoat of his mother would 
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serve V icror as a refuge, a fortress of love. As an older child, he would 
wait for Adam , a welder by profession, to come out of the foundry . 
From the symbolic wound in his side inflicted by his father, he would 
flash the light of the sun reflected in a mirror on to Adam's brow and 
blind him. Victor had reached the age of puberty when his father 
starred a six-month strike which ended with his burning down the 
facrory and his own bed and board . On that same day Vicror, by th~n 
an exhibition scholar in the best school in the country, burnt a hole tn 

his exercise book and was caned. Adam served a seven-year sentence, 
then staked a claim as a pork-knocker on Omai , where he made and 
Josr a fortune. while Victor was thought to have run away to sea after 
his father 's trial. What became of him subsequently is uncertain . 

The novel opens with Vicror's search for Adam forty years after his 
uial and takes place in the six hours that separate Victor from his own 
death on Omai , a cloudy mountain covered with jungle in the 
Guyanese interior. Although the main facts relate ro Caribbea.n 
hisrory, Adam and Victor are representative of humanity, and their 
life-span even evokes the geological history of the earth . In the story of 
Victor the successive ages of mankind are eventually harmonized. 
Striking correspondences make clearer than ever H arris's view of the 
individual soul as an epitome of the world . There is, for example, an 
implicit parallel between the prehistoric Magdalene 1 period and a 
child's prenatal " ' trial or experience' "(123). There are signs of the 
civilizations that left an imprint on Adam and of the imprisoning as 
well as liberating agents they may have offered . In the first few pages 
alone Adam brings co mind the Christian church and its achievements 
(" Patron saint of the watershed . .. stained glass window" {15]), then its 
dual role ("saint and executioner of the watershed" {16]), as well as 
the Renaissance and the Russian revolution ("Donne to Mayakovsky" 
{ 17}). Later in the novel Osiris and Christ , who suffered a similar fate 
in separate eras, are both shown as possible objects of idol~ry or, on 
the contrary , as omens of grace. 

The power of the individual soul ro fuse disparate areas of experi
ence also applies to time apprehended subjectively and objectively. 
Forry years separate Adam's trial from its reconstruction which takes 
place in six hours. This specific frame of time is balanced by a timeless 
apprehension of events , appe?ring not as isolated occurrences but as 
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foci of activity related to what has gone before and what will happen 
after. Similarly, the participants in events have a counterpart in "the 
disembodied ghost of time flying in anticipation and reality before 
and after, below and above the aircraft {the latest version of the 
courtroom of existence}" (56). Events in time are thus counterpointed 
or reversed in a timeless dimension in which chronology is meaning
less. Harris even suggests that in the characters' vision the two 
dimensions are interchangeable: " It was also possible to reverse the 
material/immaterial function of the court" (5 7). It explains, for 
example, why Adam can stumble " upon the wreckage of his own 
past" (52) or why he can tell Vicror "one must view the conqueror 
from the rear" (18). This is at the beginning of the novel when Adam 
is fleeing up the hill and dissolves into the elements until there only 
remains , in Mayakovsky 's words, "a cloud in trousers" (17 ). The 
image firs Adam admirably , for he is a nebulous figure, a faceless and 
blind man ("holes for eyes"2

) the eternal victim reduced to nothing 
ness or tabula rasa. Victor's evanescent perception of his father is also 
in keeping with the "spectral" and "diffuse character of the environ
ment" (15). The veil of cloud that separates him from Adam is a veil 
between life and death , and the territory he is treading , thoug h 
unmistakably concrete, suggests both the mountainous jungle and a 
mysterious nowhere just above him , the unseen peopled land whose 
existence Stevenson had only suspected in Heartland. The narrat ive of 
The Waiting Room concentrated on a borderline between opposites that 
became reconciled throug h the metamorphosis of formerly static 
images. In this novel opposites are apprehended together from the 
start. 

M.ore than in any other novel the language of Ascent weaves a dense 
though extremely concise narrative which can best be unravelled by 
tracing essential metaphors and their meanings. To t he superimposed 
structural patterns in Omai Chasm mentioned above correspond three 
complex metaphors. Victor's perception of the "chasm" opens the 
globe of his life. The chasm in the landscape is " the abyss of hisrory" 
(17), containing the "psyche of history, stigmata of the void" (23) 
that Victor must understand . Its equivalent in his own life is the 
wound in his side inflicted by Adam's clout. His insatiable appetite as 
a boy made him want to fi ll his side with more t han his father could 
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give him. A pun on OMAI, "OH MY CHASM," expresses this 
solipsism. But facing now Omai chasm, he realizes that the symboli
cal spear that wounded him as a child could be a spear of renewal 
opening a "chasm of daring" (29). The second structural metaphor, 
linked to the chasm which opens the way co the inward journey, is the 
circle. When Victor follows the rim of the chasm he moves "within 
humid and arid cycles of memory. FORBIDDEN CYCLES OF THE 
HEARTLAND" (23). This form too offers contrasting possibilities 
since, from the beginning, Victor is aware that all imprisoning circles 
can open out and knows he is engaged in a "Reformation of the loop" 
(17 ff.). His mother's round petticoat, and his circular climb around 
his father's factory when he prevailed upon him to fill his side, created 
for Victor limiting horizons. But the liberating power of a moving 
circle is suggested in Victor's realization that the spear in his side 
created "its own revolving wheel of compassion" (34), which implies 
that the wound may be the origin of "reformation." 

The third basic metaphor is the stone which unites outer and inner 
heights and depths, and at the end of the novel sends out the ripples 
and concentric rings that free both Adam and Victor from the 
enclosing horizons of Victor's childhood and adolescence. The stone 
too has a dual function from the start . The vanishing Adam dislodges 
a scone that strikes Victor on the brow and makes him temporarily 
unconscious but also helps him understand the "Dialectic of the boot" 
(17) and by association the "Metaphysics of the axe" (17),3 the two 
methods by which people were ruled from the Renaissance to the 
Russian revolution. There is also the stone flung by the French 
founder of a plantation; it killed his young brother, as a result of 
which he went into self-imposed exile. Thanks co the money he left 
for orphans when he died, the scone of death initiated a "dance of the 
muse. Dance of evolution" (20) which clearly prefigures the "Dance of 
the Scone" at the end of the novel. And there is the stratified rock on 
Omai, seen as a "lantern of geological age" or as Adam's "Tombstone 
of light" (20-21). The rock on Omai is volcanic and can therefore 
rebound as Victor's past does in his consciousness. In this capacity to 
erupt and change the configuration of the landscape Victor reads an 
Opus Contra Naturam, i.e., the possibility to escape conscription by 
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nat~re _whether in the o~ter world or in oneself, to avoid being tricked 
by its images and the illusions it creates. 

The dual function of all natural elements has a counterpart in 
Victor's experience. The juxtaposi tion OH MY/OMAI reminds us 
that for Harris !t is the physical self (OH MY) that opens the way to 
the correspondmg unseen reality that is being explored (OMAI). 
Omai is semantically related by Harris ro "omen"; it is also associated 
with the lose_ or mythical worlds of Atlantis and Roraima and is clearly 
another vers10n of El Dorado. Bringing to gee her OH MY with OMAI 
amounts co balancing gains with losses. Adam is Victor's doppel
?ange~, ~ is ·:senet a~e~c" _(18), and in a sense his "Joss ," though, 
rrom cne oegmnmg, ne is aiso an agent of eniightenment. O ne of che 
difficulties in the novel is that in addition to the opposition between 
the living and the dead (Victor and Adam) each is presented with his 
own contradictions. In his ascent Victor shifts between a half-visual/ 
half-intuitive perception of Adam in the landscape, spells of complete 
blackout , rationalizations of his intuitions, and finally a dreamlike 
reconstru~tion of his childhood and adolescence when the chasm parts 
the curtam of a stage on which his play, "SOUL," is enacted. 

To sum up the four chapters in Book I: as Victor climbs toward 
Omai a myriad of contradictory impressions, all related co his and 
Adam's life, assail bis senses and mind from the heights and depths of 
the landscape. Geology and history are united by the imagery. The 
stra~ifie? rock of Omai not only shows traces of the Magdalene period 
but its tm, copper, and gold deposits are so many witnesses of Victor's 
(man's) experience. To g ive one example, tin as a raw material 
corresponds to one stage in Victor's making ("Tin soldier of fortune" 
{32]) and to what Adam can afford to give him then; in Book II Victor 
first flies to Omai as Pilot Tin . Michael Gilkes has rightly suggested 
that Adam's Welding factory is the "melting poc"4 of the Caribbean. 
his also the wel?ing shop of creation, at once a locus and a capacity 
given man to dissolve and weld again (as nature itself does) the 
multiform elements of his world. In this lies Adam's revolut ionary 
power, tho~gh he does not seem to have known it . Victor's approach 
to the Oma1 watershed is sustained by his awareness of both the sacred 
and the profane (31) and of the convertibility of each into the other . 
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This is confirmed by what he sees as milestones on his way to Omai: 
the bump on his forehead made by Adam's stone and the scar on his 
neck where he (Caribbean man) was beheaded long before. There is 
also the " rain of many colours" (2 1), assailing his blinded (and 
therefore void) eyesight as a result of a meeting of opposites, enabling 
him afterwards to discern "a frail multiform conception of unity, 
terrestrial and transcendental" (22). The fourth milestone is the "spear 
of renewal" (29) which re-opens his side and makes possible the 
reconsruction of his past life and of Adam's trial. 

This reconstruction , arising from the "chasm of memory" (24), is 
described in Book II , an enlargement of Book I , the medley of 
impressions and intuitions first received being now sifted out and 
clarified as Victor's understanding deepens. The exploration of Omai 
is a composite metaphor for Adam's (man 's) trial , for Victor's g radual 
apprehension of the "fundaments of existence" ( 123 ), and for his 
writing a "novel-history" (52). In the Guiana Quartet Harris was 
preoccupied with a conception of genuine authority , and since the 
ending of The Secret Ladder he has built up his vision of the existential 
trial (both ordeal and judgment) through Heartland, The Eye, and 
Tumatumari , using it as a central metaphor in Ascent. Victor's re
enactment questions more than the judgment of Adam; it is a trial of 
the trial itself, of the court and its values, and of the role of the judge 
(Victor himself) in the sentence passed on Adam; it is also a re
examination of the identity and the essential "function" of man. 
Adam's trial, partly re-enacted in Chapter 6, comes as a revision of the 
sentence and its effects evoked in Chapter 5. Both Adam and Victor 
have been condemned for squandering taxpayer's money, and the 
effect of the sentence was similar on both. In appearance at least they 
became utterly insensitive, "robot prisoner{s]" moving in concert 
with "robot millions" (38). If I understand rightly, the sentence 
"passed in the very entrenched nature of things" (5 1), i. e. , within the 
"fortress of the Jaw" (54), was a negation of life, "extinction of 
species" (42). The "crucifixion of the robot" (4 1) is the martyr of man 
"desensitized" by an exploitation or a "sentence" which he accepts 
because he cannot conceive of a reality other than the "gross material 
idolatry" (42) of his judges. The sentence is a way of being as much as 
a form of punishment . 
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This is confirmed as the crial re-opens in a "courtroom of truth . . . 
as large and painful as the globe in Victor's head and as subjective as 
the mirror in his side" (42). Contrary to the one-sided court Adam 
rejects, this new courtroom is on the borderli ne terrirory Victor 
approaches. The essence of the revisionary trial is Vicror's conscious 
apprehension (as opposed to intuitions and flashes of revelation in 
Book I) of a "sacramental union or balance" as well as "alternat ives 
within history" (76) owing to his simultaneous perception of two 
existential dimensions. The mirror in which Victor used to reflect the 
light of the sun in order to blind his father becomes the instrument of 
his own reformation and vision. In order co understand its dual role, 
however, it is first necessary to see t he link between Victor 's "game" 
and Adam's destructive action since it was Victor who unconsciously 
pushed his father to set fire to the factory. As Adam realized after the 
death of his wife (whom he loved though he "never really felt for her" 
(94}), his desire for a son actually killed her; she died in a Caesarian 
operation. So that Victor's birth was due to a la'ck of genuine feeling 
allied to a wish for self-perpetuation , and it can therefore be said that 
Adam , a victim , fathered a "victor. "5 When his wife d ied, both Adam 
and Victor were cut off from the mother, the original source of life . 
Adam sought comfort in materialism , while Victor ideal ized-idol 
ized even-his absent mother, turning her into a "madonna. " As 
Victor g rew up, he both hated his father for h is poverty and idolized 
him as the one on whom he depended entirely for subsistence. I t was 
then, out of love and hate for his father, that he started pouring on 
him the "light of attack" (46) from the "mirror of subsistence" (64) 
or "minor of appetite" (1 26), planted in his side when he was born . 

Clim bing higher and higher in a spiral of greed, he extracted from 
Adam first the eq uivalent of tin , t hen copper, and was dreaming of 
gold when Adam set fire co the factory or "claustrophobic Eden" (42). 

The instrumental mirror could be Victor's sou l, his consciousness 
or his imagination, entirely dominated in boyhood by conflicting 
emotions and only capable of reflect ing the blinding light of a 
conquering sun, idol or ideal. Forty years later on Omai the sun 
reflected on the wing of an airplane blinds him but gives him the cue 
he needs , for he then experiences what his father had gone through 
and realizes that the mirror d id not merely reflect the light but t hat 
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somewhere there in space, over the years of subsistence, the energy he had 
stored as a child each time he flashed the light on his father's brow on his way 
to or from school possessed both psychic and technological features that were 
bound to return from rhe depths and heights of proliferate nature. le was as 
thoug h each time he flashed rhe mirror he was relaying a series of ghosts char 
were born of his own unconscious reserves (past and future) within which 
lived a series of mirrors at various removes in rime and eternity. (46) 

The mirror is thus also a revealing instrument through which Victor 
discovers a series of inner selves and which now "translates" him, 
stimulates his perception of contraries , and in doing so liberates him 
from the limitations of space and time. Victor approaches Omai from 
below and , as we realize later, from above by plane. He sees that 
Adam fi rst reached his claim after stumbling not only through the 
wreckage of his factory but also through the shattered aircraft in 
which he (Victor) would meet his death, a fact which he anticipates 
("omen or warning ... before and after the crash" (50}) just as he can 
visualize Adam stumbling on the wreckage a year or two later. Victor 
feels under "hypnotic compulsion" (56) to travel to Omai although in 
the words of the poet Donne which come to his mind the "currants 
yeeld returne to none." His capacity to look forward and backward as 
he nears the borderline between "West and East" unlocks the " tomb 
of space" which corresponds to the "fortress of Jimbo" in which he and 
his father have been living. He is now experienc{ng the ruined and 
vacant condition of the victims of catastrophe (his father's and that of 
the pilot of the aircraft), and he becomes aware of a rapport between 
Adam, the pilot , and his crew. They are all conjured up by Victor as 
he is "touched by his own holy/unholy lightning reserves" (49) and 
they appear as both witnesses of the past and the "serial ghosts" 
relayed by Victor's mirror. At first terrified by the "duality of 
function" (50) revealed to him on Omai, Victor becomes aware of its 
creative nature. It implies the "repudiation of the robot," which 
reveals itself as the "ruined instrument of an unruined conscious
ness ... lighthouse within and beyond .. . fortress or wall " (50). 
Yet it is the ruined state he shares with Adam and the pilot, his 
incapacity even as judge to define either Adam or himself (a typically 
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West Indian predicament) that enables him to assume a multiplicity 
of roles and to proceed with the revision of the trial. 

Victor's identification with the judge coincides with his attempt at 
self-definition, which demands that he define Adam first. The latter's 
origins are uncertain. He claims to belong to El Dorado, though the 
judge suspects him of being a communist agent and "the sick man of 
the world" (60). Adam himself reverses the procedure of the court and 
forces it to reconsider its own object by challenging its authority on 
the g round that it cannot feel his existence as a person. It is only when , 
prodded by Adam, Victor faces his responsibility as a judge that he 
ad mits the " lack of feeling , quasi-feeling" of the court and questions 
his own authority. Then for the fi rst time he commits himself co a 
synthesis "beyond and beneath all crucifixions of the robot-into the 
lightning omen and revelation of true Christ as an organ of capacity 
for all men, dying Man .... " (62). This difficult sentence contrasts 
the callous condemnation of desensitized people ("crucifixion of the 
robot") "beyond and beneath" which the judge must travel to dis
cover the "true Christ ." In other words, the robot himself leads on to 

the true Christ , who is not necessarily the real Christ but any vict im 
who, as a result of his undoing, becomes an "organ of vacancy" (63)6 

through which the Jost balance between contraries can be restored . 
Adam is such an "organ" or "ruined instrument ," who gives the court 
an unexpected version of his act of sabotage: "I sought to unmake 
m yself to make something I had lost before I was born . The land that is 
nowhere. Manoa" (58). 

Looked at in this light, Adam's sabotage of the factory was both a 
destructive and a creative act . Defense counsel· s argumentat ion is less 
concerned with Adam's guilt , which he does not question , than with 
rhe need to demonstrate Adam's "evolution . .. from nothing into a 
source of revelation" (63). He first uses a passage from Darwin's The 
Descent of Man to show that in their evolution living creatures acquire 
features that may serve as mere ornaments , irrelevant "excess bag 
gage ," or, on the contrary, be instruments of survival. Similarly, the 
poem called "FETISH" (one of Harris's early poems), which defense 
counsel submits as a genuine expression of Adam's being , possesses an 
"ornamentation of features" disti nct from "omen of grace." Yet it is 
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again through its apparently lifeless elements, through ornament or 
fe tish (as above through robot or ruined instrument) that the court 
(humanity) is urged to discover the light of omen. FETISH, defense 
counsel argues, "is a poem about disintegration ... but you are 
unable co see you are being assisted . . . co break the callous you 
deplore" (72). Fetish (the poem and the condition it expresses) may 
appear co be "unfeeling raw material ." It is, as everyone agrees, " the 
rubbish heap of civilizations" (72). But this untidiness and the 
process of disintegration it implies (as opposed co tidy "callouses of 
conceit we plaster upon everything") precisely lay bare the "flesh and 
blood within rhe masks of history" (74), the real man rather than an 
abstraction, and so can become a source of compassion, the "new 
experimental source of wealth" that defense counsel advocates. In this 
first part of the reconstruction Victor has successively discovered in 
Adam a desensitized robot , the ruined instrument of an unruined 
consciousness , and finally a possibly ferti le fetish . There is in this no 
exaltation of "base idolatry" but an attempt to uncover a "sacramental 
vacancy" (7 3) or void suffered by the victims of history . 

Chapter 7 shows the judge (Victor) approaching Omai in an 
ai rplane and makes clear the role of one witness, Dr. Wall, who, the 
judge now realizes, was often quoted at the trial though he never 
appeared. The revisionary process by which the narracor ceaselessly 
approaches and presents the same material in renewed guise illustrates 
in the very form of the narrative the nature of the trial as defined by 
the judge: 

" It 's a question of the uncomfortable region one must approach time after 
rime, again and again, down the ages shrouded by death in order to learn to 

bear by degrees what would otherwise be quite clearly ... unbearable. " (5 5) 

The judge is now elaborating on sketches he made forty years before: 
ic is a reconstruction within the reconstruction, which therefore 
juxtaposes two time periods coo: the first (in chapters 5 and 6) when 
Victor (the judge) is shown mainly ascending the hill of Omai and 
relives the actual trial; the second (in chapters 7 and 8) when the judge 
(Victor) approaches Omai from a plane which he knows is going to 
crash and the forcy years that have elapsed provide him with a new 
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perspective. His instrument of revision, like the novelis t 's, is " imagi
nation" (78). H e now discerns in his sketches of the original trial the 
invisible presence or essence of W all "whose voice sprang from 
nothingness like an archetype of silence ... ruined personality within 
whose rubbish shone nevertheless an illumination of function" (80). 
This associates Wall with Adam and Fetish, though a new element is 
brought in with the description of time as "the spectre of humanity" 
responsible for the breach in the wall and consequently the appearance 
of "one frail thread ... unity [or] love" (80). H arris is suggesting here 
that the invisible but very real wall embedded in most human 
attitudes crumbles in time, provided time itself is not an absol ute or a 
material prison. To be aware of the possibie d islocation and speccrai 
function of time is to be able to see a nontemporal dimension throug h 
,linear or cyclic time7 and so allow, as rhe judge does, "a quali tative 
illumination" to emerge. In fact , the judge has been engaged in 
transforming the rigid frames of existence into transparent vessels 
allowing the coincidence of contraries. He has liberated fi rst space, 
then time, from their exclusively "material base" (84). The last stage 
of the tri al is the realization of h is intuition t hat "the ruined fortress of 
personality could subsist ... as blank cheque of compassion . . . As a 
consciousness without content which nonetheless permitted all alien 
contents tO exist" (85). This is the object of his art . 

Enough has been said so far about H arris 's purpose as a novelise co 
understand the identification of the exploration of Omai and che 
reconstitution of Adam's trial with fiction wri ting. In Chapter 7 the 
judge probes further into the possibilities of his art when he shuffles 
like a pack of cards the sketches he had made at the trial. These elicit 
now 

the other silent voices he felt beneath everyone and everything : mute sensa
t10ns ... that returned to address him as if he, himself, were on trial , and 
what had not been said then was endeavouring ro be heard now. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . ...... .... ..... . . . 

Those pencils [of the imagination) spoke by illumining the curious disin
tegration of the past and invoking throug h rhe granular sensation of im
ages-the dust of memory, the rubbish heap of landscape---a sequence of 
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words allied nor simply co pictures bur co che very brokenness of all fabric 
inherent in vision. Language for him, therefm, was a vision of consciousness as if 
what one dreams of in the past is there with a new reality never so expressive before 
because nothing stands now to block the essential intercourse of its parts, however mute, 
however irrelevant. (78) 

I have quoted this passage at some length because it sums up what 
Harris and, at a further remove, the judge are doing and because it 
adumbrates Harris's conception of the "novel as painting. "8 "Paint
ing" for Harris implies a vision of the reality within and beyond 
appearances. It is process rather than a finished picture , an explor
atory metaphor expressing his attempt to render the ineffable through 
an accumulation and transformation of images which are necessarily 
partial expressions of a wholeness that can never be represented in its 
totality. In the "novel as painting" the writer is engaged in constantly 
revising his limited and therefore prejudiced view of the past, as the 
judge does when he elaborates on his sketches iri order to approach the 
unbearable. In this respect there is no distinction between the judge 
and the novelist. Earlier in the trial the judge thought it possible "to 
reverse the se·ntence of the court" (67) (change the insensitive spirit of 
the age). Discovering what had not been expressed forty years before 
and illumining "the dust of memory" with "pencils of the imagina
tion" (thus meeting the unexpressed in its attempt to make itself 
heard) he is breaking down the earlier tyranny of the law and as a 
novelist breaking down a one-sided, conventional version of events
so that what the narrator calls "the very brokenness of all · fabric 
inherent in vision" now makes possible the reversal of the sentence. 

The judge repeatedly approaches the same material from different 
space and time perspectives. While shuffling his cards (the partial 
images of the reality he judges), he is envisaging alternatives co the 
accepted interpretation of Victor's and Adam's history and the roles 
they may have played. In Chapter 8 the judge rereads his early version 
of the catastrophe and the court's sentence as he reaches and flies over 
the lost city of Manoa. Immediately , a reversal of this early version is 
set in motion as he sees Manoa "like a pool in the clouds into which a 
stone . .. had fallen, and concentric rings representing frontiers of 
memory spread across the sea of the atmosphere" (89). The stone, 
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which at the beginning of his quest made Viccor unconscious, is now 
" lapis of ambivalences, " the catalyse which enables him to see at once 
the density and transparency of the inner territory or past experience 
he is exploring. The material of chat experience can be either "a 
fortress of illusion" or a source of revelation . As the stone falls into the 
pool of Manoa which contains the material of Victor's past, this 
material becomes "the dark mirror of judgement seat" (89). And the 
mirror (Victor's childhood reflector) is seen to contain "an inner 
lighthouse whose store of energy re-activated horizons of conquest as 
subsistence of grace or memory" (89). 

The horizons of conquest are drawn in a diag ram representing the 
falling stdne and the ripples it sends out. It is inspired by a game 
Victor used to play as a child. First he threw into a canal the stone on 
which he fell when nearly run over by a car at the age of three-and-a
half; then he went on throwing other pebbles in order to feel , as the 
ripples expanded and each horizon died, the numbness and sense of 
being born into a new self he experienced when he fell under the car. 
Each ripple on the diagram is the reversal of an "epitaph" named after 
the successive shelters or masks which have protected and imprisoned 
Victor in his life. The legend of the diagram points at once co the 
double function of the stone and the horizons and sums up man's 
history down the ages (FACTORY OF THE GILDED MAN). In the 
subsequent revision it is as if the scone became the element through 
which Victor's consciousness frees itself from the burden of the past 
since it reverses the horizons of conquest of his youth (the landmarks 
of his solipsism) into living, expanding ripples and links together the 
self that began to live in his mother's womb with the many selves into 
which he grew or may have g rown. 

The new feature manifest in this lase version of the reconstruction is 
feeling. The very stone on which Vicwr fell as a child had bled for 
him. As the incidents of his child hood are recalled, Adam's deep 
concern for his son becomes obvious as well as the terrible anguish 
chat made Victor seek refuge in one overarchi ng shelter after another. 
Ar this stage the judge interrupts his narrative and uses a blank card to 
offer an alternative to conventional novel writing, reminding his 
reader that genuine arc, if it is to illumine man's predicament, cannot 
shirk the difficult task of confronting the origin of man's suffering, 
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~he mystery of " inequality, repression , oppression" (96), however 
obscure it may be. Similarly, when the moment of illumination 
becomes possible, its meaning asserts itself through Dr. Wall (che 
personification of disintegrating material life) addressi ng posterity on 
a blank card too. More precisely, it is the significance of Victor's 
experience after che catastrophe chat speaks through Dr. Wall. 

Child Three represents che crucial age of puberty when Victor used 
co make concentric rings around his father's foundry. In t he light of 
the present revision Victor appears to have been at once terrified of his 
father's workplace (of the unendurable blaze of its furnaces) and 
relieved by his father's reappearance at night and the shield he 
provided against fire. The paradoxical image "dawn of night" epi to
mizes V ictor's contradictory reactions of fear and relief arising from 
one identical source, the basic feelings men experience in the face of 
incomprehensible forces. His present insight into his own contradic
toriness and into his father's role in exposing him co, yet shielding 
him from, fi re frees him from his earlier idolatrous fixations, his 
mother's petticoat or womb co begin with. And the fee ling by which 
he is moved as he looks on the ruined state of such fortresses (a mixture 
of desp ai r and tenderness for man who needs co build them) prompts 
him again to the essential stage of the exploration , the negative state 
in which opposites coi ncide. H e himself is by then a vessel or "vicar of 
lighthouse" in which fe tish or ornament and omen or vision exist 
through one another. As "Sailor" he reads out a letter from Rose , a 
prostitute and one of the horizons in his globe, which testifies to the 
fertilization of t he living by the dead as if there was always an "absent" 
Christ-l ike or Osiris-l ike victim to make us feel "che weight of our 
non-feeli ng" (106). 

As in the earl ier novels and in spite of the three letters by the judge, 
Dr . Wall, and Rose, t his final section of the reconstruction is highly 
symbolical , nor only of Victor's state but also of the kind of fict ion the 
judge is writing about him, the "equation in art or lang uage co the 
fundaments of existence" he is groping for "through his tory or the void 
which was native co hiscory" (1 23). There is, for example, Victor's 
immersion into the "uncharted seas" (of his unconscious, of his past 
and the past of the limbo populations whose history went unrecorded) 
and the evocation of the different personali ties he may have become 
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(writer, j u~g~, expl_orer , sailor). Although he reappeared forty years 
after the_ ongmal ma!, we never know with certainty what he really 
did: the Judge'~ novel about him remains unfinished, which may be a 
way of suggestmg that he never reaches one condition finally. On the 
other hand , his alternative existences seem to imply chat life, whether , 
in reali~y or in fiction, need not be imprisoned within one possibility. 
The sailor at the bottom of the sea counterpoints Victor who had 
"sketched in charcoal on the housecoat of stars" ( 109). Charcoal is 
only o~e of se_veral meta~h~rs for a ruined dark state chat is yet 
susc~p~1ble of1 1g~t. All this time, as we are frequently reminded, the 
dual1snc scone smks into the pool or sea. T he fixed horizons and 
shelters ofViccor's known life expand while Sailor and Rose begin ro 
?ance at the bottom of the sea and "restructure" the formerly fruscrac
mg scenes of Victor's youth. The dance, Sailor says, "celebrates the 
alternatives that lie before you, within you" ( 111). The end of the 
reconstruction is a dramatized exchange between prosecuting and 
defense counsels, between Victor and Sailor, and between Sailor, 
Pa~~ot, and Raven, all of which illustrates what the judge has defined 
as the essential intercourse of (the} partJ (of comciousness}, however mute, 
however irrelevant" (78). 

In t he last chapter th is free intercourse is represented by the " Dance 
of the Stone," which reverses the stunning action of the stone at the 
.beginning of Victor 's quest and ini t iates the true "reformation of the 
11oop_. ". ~hroughouc the novel the dance metaphor has conveyed the 
poss1_bd1ty of movement (usually the sign of a progress in conscious
~;ss m Harris's fiction) and harmony. It was linked with imaginat ion 
( dance _of ~he muse" [20)) or ~eeling ("dance of mercy, dance of 
compassion [3 lJ) and evoked limbo which "spatial izes" t he West 
Indian predicament as well as the capacity for rebirth it offers. The 
dance of the scone is a dynamic metaphor which harmonizes slices of 
Victor's life as well as their "equation ," i.e., extracts of the narrative 
repr~duced as movements of the dance; it finally frees him from the 
fixat10ns of puberty when h is father burn t the factory. T he last two 
movements in particular free him from his most constricting for
tresses: the baboon (possibly the consenting scapegoat) and its very 
opposite, the madonna; these movements issue into the moment of 
vision above Manoa or El Dorado, similar in essence co the vision in 
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Palace though more far-reaching and complex. The judge remains to 
the end the chief medium of narration . He is "a creative struggler" 
involved in the "task of being born through words" (123), who 
therefore sees his art as an instrument of rebirth. His (Victor's) 
vision coincides with the moment of death and metamorphosis. H e is 
one and many, Sailor/Adam counterpointing Victor/Adam on the 
"ground of alternatives," the negative ground on which all possibili
ties exist and all opposites meet, which can yet set up its own activity 
"beyond' (126, italics mine) these opposites. From this "beyond" 
Victor feels pushed for the last time out of the madonna fortress and 
the d ifferent forms it has taken . He had run away after the orig inal 
trial because the catastrophe and its consequences were unendurable 
to him. But at the climax of vision he stares at the fire ("the last 
flickering beams of El Dorado" { 127)) and sees that "his father had 
been engaged in fighting . .. the very blaze he had started. Originator 
of the fire" (127-8). This confirms the dual role of man and god as 
both creators and destroyers. We are back where we started for Victor 
sees his father once more in rags. His own breath, like the wind, 
dissolves his main refuge , the petticoat of the idolized madonna: 

His faint breath lifted it , expunged it of fear, of loss, of degradation , of 
extinction of species, so that- in conformity wich the very ruin of catas
trophe--it retained a living spark, a frail scar, scar of che Madonna. (128) 

In the light of the whole novel this dissolution of material life into a 
living spark becomes the seed of the future . The madonna figure is 
also at the center of Harris's preoccupations in his next fictional cycle. 

The novel ends with an implicit affirmation of the resurgence oflife 
in which catastrophe (burning factory or plane crash) can issue. The 
whole catastrophic spirit of an age has been reversed into a living 
spark of creation. Instead ofleading to imprisonment, the reconstruct
ed trial has broken the rigidity of the law and enabled the prisoner to 
reach "freedom through knowing unfreedom" (111). The multipliciry 
of forms that convey the attainment of a spiritual realiry (Omai) 
through its opposite or its material counterpart (Oh My) is, ro say the 
least, astounding. Sections of the trial read as a dramatization of ideas 
and these also assume various concrete forms9 in other parts of the 
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nove!. The trial as a whole combines different styles (narrative , m eta
phon cal , and ex~osicory) and different literary forms (prose, poetry , 
d ra.i:na) ._ ~uch van ety is clearl y part of the novel ist 's view of lang uage 
as a v 1 s~on of consciousness," which has required many ways of 
approachtng the source of vision (the ru ined Adam). 

It has been objecred that the judge's address ro the read er to explain 
his conceptio.n of the novel smells of the lecture hall and t hat the page 
numbers which locate the extracts equated with movements of the 
dance are an authorial intrusion . This second objection carries little 
weig ht , for Harris would have obtained the same effect if he had 
omitted the page numbers as he does at the end of The Eye. 1t would be 
more ~el evanr tO wonder whether the juxtaposed extracts or slices of 
narran ve are ~onvincing com ponents of the dynamic design the dance 
of the. scone is m t.ended to create. I can onl y answer t his question 
tentativel y by saymg that , as far as I can see, Harris's experiment 
~a.kes sense when viewed in the light of his equation of language with 
v1s1on or the "fundaments of existence" and if one keeps in mind the 
structural function of the extracts quoted . Nevertheless, it remains an 
e~pertme~t which does not seem to have led to new developments in 
his narrat 1~e technique although it has contributed co the makeup of 
characters ~n s~ch novels as CompanionJ and The Tree of the Sun . The 
first ob1~cr1on is a more serious one for the judge's Jetter does read as a 
declarat ion .of his. intention as a noveJisr , which is the more scriking 
for contras ttng with the metaphorical texture of, say, Book I. But can 
one.confu~e H arris with his character even if their approach to fiction 
'..s s1.m '.!ar. The judge's voice is only one among many in H arris 's 
~en al character, and he meditates on a subject-matter that Victor , 

his al~er ego, has approached through a series of illuminations. The 
iudg~ s le~ter on a blank card is both st ruct urally fitting and in 
k~e~1~g with the role he is playing. 10 It must also be pointed out that 
crmc1sm of the novel in Eng lish has often looked askance at the 
nondramaric presentation of ideas in fi ction , whereas in France the 
novel within the novel , and the refl ect ions it leads co in the hero has 
b.een acclaimed. i~ Andre G ide's The Counterfeiters and overexpl~ited 
smce then . This is a far-reaching issue that should be discussed at 
g reater leng th t~an is po~sib l e here. Ascent to Omai no doubt pursues 
the effort of earlier twentieth-century writers ro render the totality of 
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experience. 1 t is perhaps too early to say whether the result is fl~wles} 
unless we are absolutely certain we understand the real fun~tton _o 
each part in this complex composition. I woul~ not make th1sbcl~'.~ 
but suspect that, like Dr. Wall's theory, this novel may e in 

advance of its time" (82). 

Chapter Ten 

"The Novel as Painting": 
From The Sleepers of Roraima to 
The Tree of the Sun 

Between Ascent to Omai and his next novd, 13/a,k Mandm, Harris 
wrote two volumes of short stories based on Amerindian myths and 
ri t uals and historical anecdotes. There are seven novellas 1 in all , 
which, rogether, form a unique experiment in fiction , an essential 
link or, to use a Harrisian term , a gateway between the second and 
third cycles of novels. I hope to have shown clearly so far that the 
so-called "historylessness" and cultural void of the Caribbean were for 
Harris an essential source of originality which , to him , does not lie in 
dominant cultural or behavioral models but in frail hidden resources. 
Such resources are to be found in remnants of African m yths, in limbo 
and voodoo, and in Amerindian vestiges of m yth and legend . Harris 
dealt with the first in his earlier fiction, while in his volumes of short 
stories native Amerindian myths and history are his only source of 
inspirat ion. This is important if one keeps in mind the fact that the 
novels Harris wrote subsequently all stage a confrontation between 
conquering and suppressed civilizations not only in the Caribbean but 
on a g lobal scale. Before moving on tO this wider subject, he explored 
the creative potentialities of what appears today as a neglected cul
tural inheritance. Yet as Yurokon exclaims in the story that bears his 
name: "here am I .. . no one and nothing, yet here I stand ... . 
Whose spirit is it that will not-cannot-die?" (69) We know that 
tradition as a living though often unacknowledged reality underlying 
conventional and unquestioned orders of exist ence is central to Har
ris 's work. Related to it is the distinction he illustrates in the novellas 
between history as given authoritarian consensus of opinion and fables 
or myths as carriers of a seed of renewal, the germ of a " nat ive host 
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consciousness."2 In "The Mind of Awakaipu, " for example, Harris 
starts from an anecdote3 according to which Awakaipu , a nineteenth
century Arekuna Indian , behaved heroically but unf~elingly w~en 
bitten by a perai, and he indirectly suggests that this 10rerprerat1on 
was probably plastered over the sroic behavior of the Indian. Actually, 
the wound he received (nor only from a perai but from the conqueror) 
had aroused a "seminal tear," the expression of a deep anguish that 
remained hidden from his masters bur is seen by the artist as a 
"phenomenon of sensibility" capable of dispelling the drought of 
history and of eliciting a new consciousness, "rain of nativity" <.5 7). 

The theme of resurrection, so important in Harris's third firnonal 
cycle, is present in all the stories , nor as an achievement bur as an open 
possibility through the retrieval of what Harris has called the "phe
nomenal legacy" or "alternative realities. "4 In this way history is 
redeemed by myth provided the mythical imagination is viewed both as 
individual (and therefore susceptible of breaking given hisrorical 
molds through feeling) and universal. Closely related ro the theme of 
resurrection is the archetypal child, the central consciousness in each 
srory of The Sleepers of Roraima, who learns to understand and trans
form the myth in which he himself is involved . All the myths and 
fables are presented from the inside through the consciousness of 
individuals, the sleepers and rainmakers of the titles, who are both 
Amerindian mythical or historical characters and present-day "art
ists." Indeed , each becomes an art ist through his own regenerated 
vision and the transformation of the myth which rakes place through 
him. H arris m~kes the most of the poetic or metaphorical and 
transformational nature of myths as defined by Levi-Strauss, the 
French anthropologist, specialist of Amerindian myths and one of the 
pioneers of structuralism. 5 More important still , both for the form of 
the scories and the developments it leads to in his third cycle of novels, 
is Harris's equation of language with music and painting, using all 
three as living "texts. "6 In order to illustrate this, I shall briefly 
discuss "Yurokon, " often referred to by Harris himself as a good 
example of the kind of analogies he was exploring. 7 

The main theme in this srory is cannibalism, surely the most 
· misunderstood ritual of primitive peoples. It appears here as in all 
Harris 's fiction as a metaphor for an unbounded lust for possession of 
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material riches or of people, a way of gaining strength at the expense 
of another. "Conquest," writes Harris , " is cannibal real ism."8 The 
Caribs, whose name was distor ted into "cannibal, " were themselves 
fierce conquerors before being conquered by Spain. The basic data of 
the story are mythical elements and a few know facts about the Caribs. 
The myth ofYurokon, the Bush Baby specter arisi ng from their pots, 
appeared among them in pre-Columbian times just before their decline , 
which they seem to have sensed coming (partly because they saw their 
intermarriage with Arawak women as an encroachment on their 
hegemony and strength). The myth was linked with a strong sense of 
guilt among the Caribs, for it cold how a woman threw the Baby 
Yurokon (who had appeared among them as mother and child) into 
her pot , as a result of which its mother brought pain , misery , and 
death into the world. 9 It is interesting to note that cannibalism 
(throwing the baby into the cooking pot) is the source of guilt in this 
version of the original sin. In the various spatial forms he took (not 
only mother and child bur also tree or dog) it can be said that 
Yurokon was similar in nature co the Arawak Zemi. 10 The pot or 
vessel in which the specrer appeared is itself sig nificant , for the Caribs 
were known for their beautiful pottery. Harris merges these elements 
with the facr that, after eating a ritual morsel of the flesh of their 
enem ies, the Caribs used co fashion flutes our of their bones, thus 
transforming dead human bone into music, a process called in the 
srory "transubstantiation of species" (67). 

From the beginning Harris juxtaposes in "Yurokon" rwentieth
century with mythical or "dream" time, the imaginative dimension 
in all his works . Yurokon is at the outset a twentieth-century Amer
indian boy who questions h is uncle about the Caribs' reputation as 
"huntsmen of bone" (66), i.e., cannibals; he identifies in dream with 
a sixteenth-century Yurokon and with his mythological namesake. 
The experience of conquest he relives explains why he is the last Carib 
and "the first native" (68), this expression suggest ing the state of 
noth ingness to which the Caribs were reduced together with the 
spiri tual renascence and "orig inal" identity inherent in this state. 
Yurokon has been given a kite by Father Gabriel , a missionary, and 
has fallen asleep at the foot of the tree to which his kite is attached ; his 
sleep is at once real and representative of the Caribs' unconscious state 
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immediately before and after conquest. While awake, he sails 
"through the book of space" with his kite but in his dream he sails 
" in pages of psyche" (66). There is thus the usual equation between 
space and psyche, and the ensuing re-enactment of history takes place 
within Yurokon's psychological landscape. The musical analogy has a 
deeper meaning than obvious formal elements would suggest. These, 
however, can also be taken into account. The srory has four move
ments like a symphony. The tension between cwo different tones and 
the resolution of this tension at the end, typical of a symphonic 
structure, find a correspondence in the confrontation between Caribs 
and Spaniards resolved in che denouement . And the orchestral com
ponent is there in the g uise of ancestral participants but above all in 
the interplay of natural elements which, in Yurokon's inner land
scape, cake part in an "unwritten sym phony." 

One essential feature in the srory is chat t he encounter between 
Caribs and Spaniards is rendered wholly through images , some of 
which evoke sounds, and one is reminded of Levi-Strauss's assertion 
chat there exists "a logic of sensory qualicies." 11 Among the key 
images introduced in the initial movement or exposition is the cross, 
in the name of which the Spaniards fought but which they also had to 
bear when they fell into Carib hands. In this sense the cross is 
interchangeable with the bird (an emblem on the Spanish flag) whose 
wings were transformed by the Caribs into a musical instrument . 
There is also che image of the octopus and of che sponge suggesting 
alternately che voraciousness and spiri t of absorption of Caribs and 
Spaniards, who both behaved as godlike conquerors. The central 
metaphor is the kite which takes on innumerable forms such as 
sea-kite (Spanish) and land-kite (Carib) but also stands for "a t imeless 
element in all places and things" (8 1). It is throughout Yurokon's 
instrument of exploration and gradually becomes an instrument of 
vision, thus reconciling, as in all Harris 's fic tion, the means with the 
end of exploration. All through there is a juxtaposition of contraries 
but also cwo ways of looking at the same phenomenon. For example, 
when Yurokon first hears an unwritten symphony , he perceives "a 
strange huddle of ancestral faces attuned to quivering wings [of the 
Spanish bird] which they plucked wich their fingers like teeth" (67), 
an image which combines the eating of a Spanish morsel with the 
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Spaniards' transformation into music. But he also hears for the first 
time the fear of the strings (the Spaniards'), and this helps him 
understand his ancestors' own feelings, the fact that they resorted ro 
cannibalism partly in self-defense, to persuade the Spaniards chat che 
Caribs too were conquerors , "Make them think they had been eaten" (67) . 

In the second movement Yurokon , a manifestation of the spirit, 
arises from his uncle's pot as a spiralling twine of smoke, a breach in 
the proud homogeneous psychological landscape of the Caribs. The 
twine of his kite, at first a chain, is the instrument of rupture that 
entails the disintegration of the Caribs' outer and inner landscape or 
psyche ("Break the land . Break the sea . Break t he savannah .. . . " 
(69}). This enables Yurokon co hear the "unwritten symphony of the 
wind" (69), which is both a "music of ignominy," the "song of 
si lence" that follows che Caribs' defeat , and "che m usic of origin" 
(70). The encounter of the "wild warring elements" shows that these 
play a dual role. For example, fire (the sun, which stands for the 
former gods or Caribs) is, contrary to all expectations, cooked by water 
(the misc, but also the Spaniards who came from the sea) , and this 
suggests a complete reversal of si tuation for the formerly godlike 
Caribs now conquered and "cooked" by the new gods of Spain. The 
Caribs' arrogance and the guilt of their spirits ("Yurokon bowed his 
head to conceal the ash of many a war feast, sculpture of blood" [ 68]) 
subside as they become victims, and their "victorious shroud" be
comes the "cauldron of heaven" (71) , a holocaust which is not devoid 
of re-creative possibilities since the confining leash becomes " the 
easter twine of endless participation" (71). The possibility of resurrec
tion ("birth-in-death" [72]) is conveyed throug h an extraordinary 
complex of images and puns developing from one nucleus, a meta
phorical piano with black keys and white bones co which the Caribs 
dance their retreat "within the m usic of the century" (72). 

The third and fourth movements re-create in different sets of 
images the encounters between Caribs and Spaniards and the final 
retreat of the Caribs into the continent , so that Yurokon's kite 
becomes an underworld one, which flies " in t he broken sky of 
conquest" (74) and represents the burning out , smoldering imagina
tion of the vanquished . This is no one-sided reconstruction. Though 
in the Caribs' eyes evil has "a stomach of mail which drank tin" (7 3) 
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(an allusion to the mailed Spaniards' cannibalistic greed for mineral 
riches), Yurokon nevertheless sees that the Spaniards must have been 
struck by the "savage character of the land" (74) and that the music of 
the flute to which the Caribs dance is in fact "a music of silence" (74), 
a way for the Caribs to absorb their defeat and the invading element. 
The encounter had already g iven rise to the creation of a "native 
organ" in which "innocent evil" (the Caribs') and "maleficent good" 
(the Spaniards', destroying in the name of an ideal) met as " living 
morsels of divinity" (73) (a meeting between equally cannibalistic 
gods?). As a result of the Caribs' defeat, the daytime (Spanish) ocropus 
is still "a morsel of divinity" but the nighttime (Carib) octopus has 
become " the very antithesis of the gods" (74). Yurokon is a link 
between the two, a "victor-in-victim" (75 ), at first born of the Caribs' 
premonition of their fall and fatalistic acceptance of it (see the uncle's 
"we, too, will succumb" (69}), then " the new organ of capacity," the 
potential interpreter of the "native symphony" (76) or consciousness 
of which Father Gabriel dreams. Harris sees even the extinction of the 
Caribs in dual terms: 

They ceased to free about names since namelessness was a sea of names. They 
ceased, coo, to care about dwindling numbers since numberlessness was 
native to heaven, stars beyond reckoning. (75) 

The very loss of the natives is the source of their universality ("sea of 
names . . . stars beyond reckoning"), and "numberlessness" clear
ly means both w~thout numbers and innumerable. The natives be
coming stars shows that Harris also visualizes the denouement in 
metaphorical terms while possibly recalling the myth of the Amer
indians transformed into the Pleiads after running away from their 
enemies into a tree which was set on fire. 12 

Of particular interest is the way in which the Caribs' loss is being 
transmuted into the "annunciation of the native of the globe" (77), 
though Harris does not envisage an actual rebirth of the Caribs but the 
rebirth of a native consciousness. After a day of battle the music of the 
flute was "a music of silence. " In the shell of the sea (another image 
for the conqueror's hard carapace) Yurokon hears a music that is also 
rain -(a reminder of.the notes breaking into a fountain in Palace), a 
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symbol of fertility. After Yurokon' s awakening, wh ile his vision takes 
shape, that "music of silence" becomes a "music of colour" on Carib 
vases which 

embroiled the savannah in the sea, the mountain in the valley, forest in 
scrub: bowl of earrh, pottery of earth, toast of the valley by the huntsmen of 
bone who had drunk before from the bowl of the sea. (80) 

It is first necessary to recall that painting is t he metaphorical device 
used to express the Caribs' visualization of the underworld to which 
they withdraw after their defeat (see 72,73). We are familiar from 
earlier novels with the transformation of sound into sight. ln the 
passage just quoted H arris brings together music and painting to 
convey a reconciliation of elements in a landscape of consciousness, a 
reconciliation which makes sense only as the transformed vision of 
formerly polarized attitudes within each person . Moreover, in "music 
of colour" music is at a further remove than color since it suggests the 
subtle alterations of boundaries of perception in variations and har
monizations of sensation on Carib painted pottery that sings. When 
Father Gabriel says to himself "Eastertide again . . . annunciation of 
music" (8 l), he equates the means with the end, music with the 
"painted" consc iousness it expresses, as language was equated with 
visions of consciousness in The Eye and Ascent to Omai. 

In Wilson H arris' third phase the painting metaphor becomes so 
important that it is woven in the very structure of the narrative in 
order to convey the protagonist's "double vision ." The cycle begins 
with Black Marsden, a novel which initiates a new manner in that 
it creates an impression of realism while also foreshadowing a sensu
ousness more fully developed in the following novels. This realism, 
however, is largely illusory since the sense of immediacy it conveys is 
counterpointed by what might be called an inverse realism, best illus
trated in the characters who have sprung into being as a result 
of the protagonist's sensitiveness to a cheater of consciousness within 
himself. 

Clive Goodrich has won a fortune on the pools and been around the 
world but he now lives in Edinburgh, conscrip ted in ro his role as 
patron of the arcs. On a winter afternoon he comes across the "half-
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frozen spectre" ( 11) of Doctor Black Marsden in the ruined Dunferm
line Abbey and invi tes him to stay in his house as long as he likes. It is 
not the least achievement in the novel that Marsden and his agents, 
the beautiful Jennifer Gorgon , Knife, and Harp exist in their own 
right as well as being existences that are part of Goodrich's person
ality , his community of being, or, to use the novel's terminology, the 
tabula rasa theater within himself. The link with the tabula rasa 
personality of Adam in Ascent is obvious . The doppelganger of Harris 's 
earlier novels has developed into a whole cast, "naked apparitions in 
search of density and cover" (36), or , to put it differently, personaliza
tions of "the human or cosmic desert" (54). 

The structure of the novel and the narrative remain essentially 
dualisric, not in any clear-cut way, but as a precarious balance 
constantly endangered and restored between a self-sufficient reality 
and the "fabric of invisibles" (3 3) Marsden brings to Goodrich's 
awareness. Of Marsden himself Goodrich says: 

le was chis aspecc of strange immunity co the elements and strange immer
sion in the ~Jemenrs-half-pathecic and sorrowful , half-ecscacic and joyful
that became now a kind of vivid black humour. ( 12) 

Black here as in "Black Marsden" is used in the sense explained by 
Harris in History, Fable and Myth (20) suggesting an "undiscovered 
realm" or "eclipse" which, as we know , is a dynamic state that 
precedes rebirth . Marsden plays a dual role as "clown or conjurer" and 
a Hypnotist Extraordinary" (12). As clown or conjurer, he makes 
Goodrich alive to the cheater of the uninitiate, as already suggested, 
as well as to the contrast between memory and nonmemory. Memory, 
however necessary, is "a storehouse of initiations" (30) which may 
confine man to partial and deterministic attit udes . It is in a way what 
gives rise to a one-sided view of hisrory . "Non-memory," as Marsden 
puts it, is "our most fallible identity kit"; it corresponds to "areas of 
the human sphynx in which millions are eclipsed ... at starvation 
point ; or vanished ... in Hi roshima , for example" (30). The dis
tinction is an important one and is illustrated in various ways by 
Marsden and his agents, by Goodrich when twice he becomes invisi
ble to J ennifer Gorgon, but most characteristically in Namless, 
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Goodrich's country of origin in South America, which he revisits in 
imagination. 

Marsden stimulates or "fire[s] in some degree" (52) everyone with 
whom he comes in contact . But as hypnotist he exerts a dangerous 
fasci nation, for he does not refrain from snapping his fingers at 
Goodrich. Although the latter is indebted to Marsden for his growing 
insight, he must resist the temptation to yield his face to Marsden or 
to acquire the coat of uniformity that Marsden's depleted agents tend 
to wear. In this respect Black Marsden is a signal advance on The Eye of 
the Scarecrow which it complements (Goodrich is said to have a 
"scarecrow eye" in his moments of vision). We saw, indeed , that 
Hebra, one of the uninitiate, could become possessive in turn. A 
major theme in Black Marsden lies in the fact that the uninitiate can 
offer "a dangerous hypnotic legacy at times as well as a revitalized 
caveat of originality and community" (5 5 ). Ironically, though Marsden 
is an agent of fascination, he himself provides Goodrich with the 
instrument that will help him resist fascination. For example, Good
rich sees Marsden dressed as a camera (twentieth-century man's 
instrument for reproducing his own view of reality) acti ng our his role 
as a featureless beggar and using Jennifer as "currency of beauty" to 
fascinate Goodrich. "At the very edge of fasci nation" (2 1) Marsden's 
camera dress is slashed by Knife, his own agent , and Marsden is 
revealed in his vulnerability, nakedness, and self-parody. This leaves 
Goodrich uncomfortably aware of the necessity for faith in a living 
creation, of the need to see through the "featureless" mirroring of 
people in an authoritarian mass media, a process which H arris equates 
with the death of the imagination . 

Marsden's agents present a simi lar duality. The beautiful Jennifer 
Gorgon is like a fascinati ng fashion plate and represents the tempta
tions or pressures for the sake of which twentieth-century man so 
often relinquishes his individuality: love, sex, freedom (she is "the 
resurgent Gorgon ... twentieth-century fascination with freedom" 
( 44)). With her beauty pack, she even represents " the hideousness of 
all charm, the hideousness of all compulsion" (59). But there is a 
fissure or crack in that "bandaged head of sti llness" (60), and from 
their first meeting Goodrich knows that if he unscrewed the head of 
the Gorgon he would " be seized by the open-ended mystery of beauty 
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which revealed and concealed all its parts ad infinitum" (14). As to 

Knife, who serves Goodrich as a guide to Namless, he may wear the 
face of the collectivity since he looks the same whether he is whi te, 
black, or brown, but his very existence (particularly as Black J amai
can Knife) makes Goodrich aware of the polarizations in the world, 
the gap which separates the saved from the damned , just as in 
Namless it is he who confronts Goodrich with the pitfalls of collectiv
ity and uniformity. Involuntarily, it seems, he is the persona through 
which Goodrich " re-senses" the premises of an extreme or "deep
seated" but genuine community . 

Before commenting on the Namless section in which this takes 
place, it is first necessary to point out that all the aspects of the novel 
are marked by a subtle interplay of contrasts which concur to a 
repeated ly re-created awareness of otherness in Goodrich. There are 
the contrasts in the landscaspe around Edinburgh and between the old 
and the modern city . These are beautifully rendered, and one feels 
Harris's extreme sensitiveness to the atmosphere of the place as well as 
to the contradictions in the Scottish personality which serve to 
introduce Goodrich's interest in the submerged or buried side of 
Marsden. Goodrich discovers a contrast between cultures in Namless 
coo . An alternation between the third-person narrator and Goodrich 
as I-narrator gives outer and inner perspectives to the narrative as well 
as rendering the interplay of existences within Goodrich . There is also 
an alternation between Goodrich's moments of exaltation and his 
occasional sense of oppression when Marsden becomes too assertive, 
although the latter too oscillates between self-assertion and depletion, 
an indication of the dynamic character of his personality. Finally, the 
narrative progresses through alternative forms of expression, for this 
is partly a novel of ideas but one in which ideas are also concretized 
into characters or incidents. 

The tabula rasa comedy stages Goodrich's participation in the lives 
of normally eclipsed personae who have suddenly impressed them
selves upon his consciousness and their participation in his life. It 
implies the kind of self-distancing that has been explained apropos T he 
Eye. "What is freedom without the blackest self-mockery" (23), 
writes Goodrich. When he "dreams" or loses himself in the intuitive 
dimension that made him respond to Marsden in the first place, he 
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puts down his thoughts and sketches in his diary or "book of infin i
ty." 13 It does not necessarily involve writing or sketchi ng except in a 
metaphorical sense for vision as , for example, when on Dean Bridge 
Goodrich "re-sensitize(s} our biased globe into moveable squares 
within and beyond every avalanche of g reed or despair" (66). T he 
moveable squares or "chessboard of visibles and invisibles" (64) can be 
the conscious and unconscious elements or existences within oneself 
that tend to be frozen and therefore paralyzing . They correspond to 
those sheltering and imprisoning horizons or circles in Ascent from 
which Victor liberated himself through the dance of the stone. 
Goodrich recalls the "avalanche" of despair in his mother after the 
death of his father and the d isappearance of his step-father into the 
Brazil ian jungle when he was five . It is thus "square five" that he 
wants to resense when, stimulated by his vision on Dean Bridge and 
after being "invisible" to (cut dead by) Jennifer for the second t ime, he 
takes his visionary trip tO N amless as a way of re-assessing the 
"blocked perspectives" (54) in his existence. 

Apart from being his country of origin , Namless is also his inner 
landscape, the tabula rasa theater, and the prevailing condition in the 
twentieth-century world. Nam less offers contrasts of snowy moun
tains and tropical valleys but it has been turned into a desert and the 
populat ion is hidden or eclipsed . The people sleep walked themselves 
from one strike into another and were unknowingly pushed further 
than they thought. When the authorities decided to agree to all their 
demands it was too late; t he claim mechanism had been deified and 
the revolut ion turned Namless into a desert . Things were no better 
under the "American d inosaur" (82) where rulers had made friends of 
their former vict ims in order to preserve their economic bast ions . The 
idea seems to be that, whether in totali tarian or cap italist areas, 
uniformity prevails; it is represented by the robot Goodrich d iscerns 
on a rock . Significantly, as Goodrich 's guide and as an agent of the 
Director General of Namless Theatre, Brown Knife merely repeats 
what he has heard or read in the newspaper, Dark Rumour. Yet 
apparently without realizing the implicat ions of what he says, he also 
explains to Goodrich the "emergent philosophy of (genuine] revolu
tion bound up with a re-sensing, re-sensitizing of dead monsters" 
(82). As Goodrich's understanding deepens, the landscape awakens 
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and "a curious subtle fleJhing {appears] upon the rocks" (82). Thus 
Namless, which at the outset was both an "archeological phenome
non" and the "cradle of exiled men and gods" (73), becomes a place 
where "the very stillness scill moved endlessly" (85) 14

, and therefore 
lived . From "re-sensing" these contrasts, Goodrich is deeply upset by 
the face of the eclipsed (he cannot remain indifferent co the robot) but 
feels the need to move and retreat from Namless. It is this simultaneous 
sympathy and need for retreat (or refusal co be engulfed in nameless
ness) that Black Masrsden illustrates more specifically than H arris's 
earlier fiction. Knife illustrates in his person the transformation of a 
susceptibility to namelessness into a totalitarian extinction of indi
viduals, che stage before what Goodrich calls "self-execution into 
infinity" (90). 

Knife's guiding role comes to an end when his terror at another 
agent's assassi nation makes him adopt an authoritarian attitude co 
Goodrich and so reinforces che totalitarian trend in Namless . Good
rich resists this, and when he hears a piping music associated with a 
nameless piper who had played to warn his master of an ambush , he 
reads in the song a warning co himself in spite of Knife's assertion chat 
the song now means the contrary, i.e. , an encouragement co go 
forward. Goodrich's rejection of Knife prefigures his resistance ro 
Marsden and his other agencs, who have taken increasing advantage of 
his hospitality. Jennifer has become pregnant by one of her depleted 
lovers, whom she doesn't wane co marry because she is merely con
cerned with perpetuating herself while remaining faithful co Marsden. 
She asks Goodrich whether she may use his house as a refuge and 
he mistakenly believes that she wanes co be free of Marsden too. A few 
days lacer he buys a flamboyant shire "made of fire" ( 106) (an echo of 
the "shirt of flame" in "Little Gidding"?) to match the "intuitive fire 
music" (94) which had warned him out of death in Namless and to 
celebrate his relationship of trust with Jennifer. Bue she does not even 
notice the shirt and is only eager to cell him that she has confessed all 
co Marsden and that he agrees with their plan . Goodrich, who had not 
yet given his consent, is furious to have been taken for granted and 
throws them both out, thus freeing himself from his conscripted role 
not merely as patron of the arts bur as another face Marsden wears. To 
chose who, like Goodrich , can read appearances, Black Marsden shows 
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that there is a complex distinction between enslaved patronage and 
the patronage of innovation and hard-won freedom in che arts . 
Goodrich's trip to Namless has meant a necessary wrescling with 
"other buried traumatic existences" (94); it ended with a newfound 
compassion for his mother, who had given in co despair when he was a 
child, but also with a necessary retreat from Namless: 

~ow _close can _one come to (oblivion}, learn from it without succumbing co 
1t, w1thout being swallowed up in it' (96) 

. Goodrich has stopped shore of succumbing, of having his personal
ity swamped by Marsden's hypnotic power. He remains "alone, 
utterly alone, as upon a post-hypnotic threshold" (111). This "alone
ness" beyond all conscripting roles is the condition of genuine free
dom. 

In Companions of the Day and Night, a sequel co Black Marsden, 
Goodrich travels further into namelessness together with Idiot Name
less, the main "character," whose papers, paintings, and sculptures 
Marsden has asked him co edit. As I have explained in the chapter on 
The Eye, Idiot Nameless or "the Fool" personifies a free and fluid 
condition, a kind of intermed iary state between what is solidly 
established and entrenched , on one hand, and the mystery of what is 
eclipsed but contains a seed of rebirth, on the other. H e represents at 
once a scare of "negative identity" as well as che mobile medium of 
consciousness through which ic is possible to reach that state ("De
scent by a spark .. .. Descent into a spark" [66)). His character is 
thus in keeping with che role he plays in Companions, chat of falling 
mro and breaking down old established orders one after another. The 
novel cakes place in Mexico where layers of vestiges of such orders 
abound, which testify to the domineering presence of Aztec gods, 
driven underground by the Spanish conquering Christ, himself rid 
den by the bullets of twentiech-cencury revolutionaries. T he role of 
Goodrich is to translate into a " novel-gospel " Nameless's discovery of 
"unsuspecced proportions" (36) in these vestiges, "unsuspecced corri
dors, underseas, underskies, of creation" (32). 

The diary, paintings, and sculptures Goodrich edits "were door
ways through which Nameless moved" ( 13), which suggests that the 
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very people he came across and rhe vestiges he visited while in Mexico 
opened rhe way ro their own unacknowledged side. An example of 
rhis is when the "majesric self-porrrait" (24) of the sovereign Mexican 
Chrisr sculpted by a fire-eater becomes rhe very torch that illumines 
(or a door that leads into) the "rejected abysses" (25) inro which 
Nameless descends under a Christian church. This transformation of 
Christ from a dominating, and therefore oppressive, figure into an 
illuminating torch points to the fluid role of Christ in the novel, 
indeed in Harris's fiction as a whole. He presented an Arawak Christ 
in Palace, and in Companiom he creates a Mexican Christ in whom 
merge the layers of sacrifice imposed on the Mexican people in 
successive ages . So Christ becomes filled with what Harris has called 
elsewhere "complexities of nakedness, 15 which Nameless "falls" into 
and experiences, thus becoming in turn a Christ figure: 

The strange humour of Christ lay in this , in susceptible spaces, susceptible 
executions, susceptible carvings, susceptible resurrections and descent into 
apparent oblivion , apparent nakedness woven into the intuitive chasm of his 
world . ... And it was this combination of levels ... chat gave him t he 
magic of universality. (31) 

The paintings and sculptures or the visions they represent merge 
with the time-structure of Nameless's visit to Mexico to give the 
novel its form . Nameless is said to have come to Mexico just under a 
fortnight before Easter. But his days in Mexico are also counted 
according to the pattern of the Mexican calendar stone which com
prised a nine-day cycle (companions of the night) and a thi rteen-day 
cycle (companions of the day). Days eight and nine were called 
Dateless Days, as they are in the novel, in order to absorb the 
remaining four days into the nine-day cycle. Significantly , it is the 
nine-day cycle (companions of the night) that punctuates Nameless 's 
experience in Mexico and merges ,,,;ith the period just under a fort
night (thirreen days) of the Christian calendar. The dateless days 
which come at the end of the novel re-create the Fool's visit to sisters 
Rose and Maria in New York in Mrs. Black Marsden's house, an event 
which rook place before his visit to Mexico. The structure of the novel 
is thus circular since the end touches the beginning and juxtaposes as 
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in earl ier novels (Palace, The Far journey, Tumatumari, and Ascent) con
ventional rime structures (here pre-Columbian and Christian) with 
timelessness. It is also specifically "verrical" in i rs emphasis on 
g raviry and irs various renderings of a falling body unravell ing 
"hisrorical investitures" to provide a glimpse of indestructible and 
uncaprurable inner reality. 

The time and timeless dimensions are both conveyed th rough 
Nameless's "fall " into legendary characters and into the remains of 
eclipsed cultures . In his introduction Goodrich compares the pre
Columbian's fear that the sun might fall and never rise again (a fear 
which led to the institutionalization of human sacrifices to the sun) 
with modern man 's fear that his world mighr fall into a '·black hole of 
gravity." 16 What Nameless relives intensely in his falling sickness and 
in his descent into the past is at once modern man's anguish of sudden 
rota! extinction and rhe anguish (as well as the blindness , deafness, 
d umbness) rhat the fallen victims of t he past have experienced: those 
who were sacrificed to the sun, rhen t he Azrecs who fell victim ro rhe 
Spaniards, the Christian conq uerors who later became themselves 
victims of rhe revolution, and even the post-revolut ionary workers 
who are the unconscious victims of t he uniformity, false unity, they 
seek to impose. In the face of this range of oppressors-turned-op
pressed (and vice versa) the ambivalent figu re of the fire-eater whom 
Nameless first meets is all-imporrant since he re-enacts the fa ll of the sun 
(fire) into his devouring mouth but brings it out again and thus points to the 

· possibility of rebirth. He is an artist whose ambivalence is illustrated in 
the fact that he is the creator of both the statue of the m ajest ic Christ 
and the unfinished statue of the Absent Virgin, a point I shall com
ment on presently. A close reading of the novel will show that he is 
related to all the 'other male figures , the old fi re-god Huehueteotl, 
who appears at the center of the calendar scone, Christ, and the guide 
Hose. 

It is the fire-eater who stimulates Nameless's many descents as a 
spark, fi rst, into a canal under an avenue where Montezuma sails (can 
be perceived as a "living" presence), then into the church of the 
Absent Virgin, where he meets the fire-eate r's model for his statue of 
the Virg in . After this first meeting Nameless sleeps with the model, 
and as a whore she is a concrete presence, a commodity of Jove. But she 
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is also the madonna, the Absent Virgin whom Nameless once sees and 
follows from afar in the vicinity of the pyramid of the sun, though he 
never comes upon her again. It seems that in the fullness of her being 
as both virgin and whore she is unreachable. She is a "spark within 
ghost" (61) and also the lost and never-to-be-found mother of origins. 
"How close does one come tO the madonna as rejected commission of 
an age?" (28), Nameless wonders. Her statue has indeed been com
missioned by the Church, then rejected probably because the whore 
served as a model for her. Similarly, when searching for her, Nameless 
visits a former convent turned into a church outside Mexico City; he 
discovers that a procession has been instituted in honor of her raped 
grandmother, Sister Beatrice, but that she, "the child of a child born 
from rape" (41), is rejected as a whore. Her role is a pendant to chat of 
Christ and, if I understand rightly, the four nuns of the vanished 
religious order, Sister Beatrice, Sister Joanna, Sister Rose, and Sister 
Maria, whom Nameless seeks out but never actually meets, are 
different versions of the Madonna. Sister Beatrice was raped by 
revolutionaries while dressed up as a bullet-ridden Christ in a proces
sion. After that she used to seduce a Fool each year to play the part. 
But Hose, the guide, and most people prefer to ignore the interchange
ability of roles between the raped virgin and the Fool although 
Nameless during his visit is the seduced Fool who relives the genuine 
role of the sacrificed Christ. They monumentalize Sister Beatrice as a 
martyr of the revolution. It is Sister Joanna who, from her convent in 
an old European city, explains co Nameless in a dream the real 
meaning of Beatrice's martyrdom and association with a Christ-like 
figure, that what she really wanted was, like Nameless himself, an 
"equation between revolution and religion" (47). Until the revolu
tion it was Christ the conqueror who prevailed in Mexico. By suffer
ing His martyrdom in her person or through the Fool (in modern 
times Christ is not crucified but shot) she gives Him back his original 
religious role as a redeemer. Hose himself suggests this unconsciously 
when he tells Nameless that her portrait offers "the seed of a place" 
(43). 

Don Hose is not the only one who monumentalizes people into a 
static role. Sister Maria, who appears co be Sister Beatrice's counter
part (like her, she died "last autumn" {40,75}), monumentalizes 
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herself as a "prince of the church" (77) and, though killed accidentally 
by gunfire from a passing police car, she asserts her so-called heroic 
role through her sister Rose. Even Nameless must resist the tempta
tion co monumentalize the Absent Virgin into a "sacrificed angel 
pinned co the sky" (3 5 ), as he realizes in his first dream: "the art of 
murder ... is the art of Jove of heaven too through winged prem
ises. " 17 Most of the time, however , the Fool breaks down the shell inro 
which mythical and historical figures are conscripted and uncovers 
the sacrifice they suffered in its nakedness (hence, the expression 
"unfrocked spaces"). The accumulated layers of vestiges he explores 
are so many "wagons of subsistence" (67) into which one former 
victim after another feli and lay "at the bottom of the world" (68). 
That is why the "dreams of subsistence" arising from the "unwritten 
reserves planted in the death of obscure men and women" (67) are 
interchangeable, as are the "absence and presence" (26) of those whom 
Nameless encounters. Thus contrasting states are here clearly p re
sented as interchangeable. "Interchangeability" is also illustrated in 
another sense when a " transaction of vision" (59) rakes place between 
"Idiot spark" or Nameless and the Emperor Stone Raio or pre-Colum
bian emperor. In his descent into "accumulated levels of sacrifice" 
(36) Nameless does not identify completely with victims but stands 
halfway between vision, when he glimpses the inner proportions of the 
figures he encounters, and reflection , i.e. , a state of passivity . 18 When 
he falls into Emperor Stoot: Rain, the precarious balance between 
vision and reflection occurs but also a "movement of being glimpsed 
by each other across ages" (60). This visionary exchange is Jinked to 
the process of mutation illustrated in several places in the novel when 
"the shape of each body, each vision is made already subtly different tO 

what one thought it was" (23 , italics mine). Mutation goes together 
with rediscovery and is ironically brought forward to Nameless 's 
attention when he realizes that 

There were post-revolution ~on vents that seemed co sink when their end came 
into excavations that had recently commenced, after centuries of eclipse, 
into pre-Conquest Tolrec shrines concealed in mounds and hills . (31 ) 

The duality between the concrete and the "apparitional ," the 
sensory and the abstract or "structural," which is so distinct ive a 
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feature of Harris's second phase and of the novellas, is perhaps even 
more beautifully rendered in this novel than in the earlier fiction . 
Each character is at once solidly there and evanescent. The whore/ma
donna , for example, is both a flesh-and-blood woman and an elusive, 
never-to-be-wholly-possessed muse. That is why her statue by the 
fire-eater remains unfinished: she is not an absolute but seems to 
represenr an ever-changing source of inspiration and is , like Christ, 
"susceptible to all rejected visions" (26). Nameless's interview with 
Sister Joanna, one of the preparations for his visit to Mexico , cakes 
place both in an actual convent in Europe and as a visionary re
creation in a mid-Atlantic cabin (a middle ground between European 
and American civilizations). During the interview Sister J oanna's 
voice comes and fades as if to suggest that the confrontation with the 
"other" can only be discontinuous. This recalls the woman in Nam
less in Black Manden who "comes and goes" or the passage in which 
Goodrich sees that "something moved, reappeared, flashed again, 
darkened. " 19 Similarly, when Nameless visits Mrs. Black Marsden in 
New York he finds that hers is a "contagious theatre of absences and 
presences" (74). Sister Rose is one of Mrs. Black Marsden's roles and 
comes alive from a "heap of wigs and costumes" (76) in her room. 
Mrs. Black Marsden explains that 

There is a technicality co Rose ... ·. Bur also there is a ghost to Rose which 
may become visible within that technicality. . .. And . .. it is only when 
the ghost is partially visible through the dress of technicality that the past 
really connects with the present. (75) 

Nameless 's perception of the ghost in the technicality or of the 
g host-like residues of experience in Mexico corresponds to his partial . 
visions of the living element in them. In this respect his progress in 
consciousness rakes the form of a dis{;ontinuous dialogue with the 
dead. There is an element of continuity , however, in his progression 
toward che pyramid of the sun which he ascends and from which he 
falls. As suggested above, and as Harris himself has recently pointed 
our , 20 his fall from the pyramid is also timeless and in that sense it is 
ceaseless. lt is as if his many descents into others and into various 
Mexic~n loci were facets (partial re-creations) of his great and continu-
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ous fall. This fall is indirectly conveyed through a superposition of 
truncated pyramid images: one is formed by the landscape ("A 
truncated pyramid of landscape man Popocatapetl was. Deprived of 
a skull" [29}), another is alive on the billowing curtain as Nameless 
keeps falling although he is also in Mrs. Black Marsden's room , and 
another yet is composed of "Rose's face animated and alive [but 
severed?} at the base of the pyramid" and "Maria 's head elongated like 
bone, upright reflection" (77). At one stage it seems co Nameless that 
"for centuries ... he had been ascending, descending ... falling 
into rain ... into shelters of paint ... sacrificed paint" (58). lf I 
am not mistaken, the Fool's ceaseless fall amounts to his dynamic 
(because never final) idenrificarion with rhe uniniriare. 2 1 le is what 
Marsden calls in his letter to Goodrich an "advance of 'dying struc
ture ' into 'living present ' " (81) or what Harris was to call "immortal 
dying tradition" in Da Silva da Silva's Cultivated Wilderness. Admit
tedly, on the realistic level Nameless dies at the base of the pyramid. 
Also Mrs. Black Marsden, whom he had asked whether he could 
spend a day and a night with her, has rejected him (though recogniz
ing Christ in him) as it seems Christ in his sacrificial capacity is always 
rejected. But, to quote again from Black Marsden, Nameless "en
dure[s} a state of crisis beyond infection by despair, " and in the 
timeless dimension he dies into life and seems in fact to be reborn as 
the child Sister Joanna cook in before she died : "It was the beginning 
of the child of humanity" (52). That his dying coincides with rebirth 
is the lase thing the Fool understands: 

robe born was ro be unmade in the legendary heart of Rose in compensat ion 
for Maria's bone and death , ro be born was robe broken in rhe dream-play of 
history in compensation for unfulfilled models of sovereign subsistence, ro 
be born was co descend into a depth of frustrated appetite and need arching 
back across centuries. (78, italics mine) 

Does the "child of humanity" announce the rebirth of a genuine 
community in conq uest-ridden Mexico? 

If, as has been suggested, Harris's opus is a continuous canvas on 
which he and the exploring consciousness in his novels advance and 
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rerreat between two poles of life and light on one hand , death and 
nothingness , on the other, then Da Silva da Silva's Cultivated Wilder
ness is a leap forward toward what is called in the novel the "genie of 
space" (50) or "forgotten genie in oneself ' (26). Da Silva himself is 
" resurrected" from Harris's earlier fiction (Palace and Heartland) as a 
"deep-seated painter" ( I 0), one who apprehends together the material 
and immaterial dimensions inherent in all beings, objects, and expe
rience. Whereas Idiot Nameless in Companions was part of the ex
plored reality, his own experience becoming accessible through 
Goodrich only , da Silva and the characters he "paints" impose them
selves with an immediacy and a sensuousness undiminished by the 
nonmaterial element elicited from each . The protagonist 's very name, 
"Da Silva da Silva " (6), expresses his own duality as well as his 
"double vision." This is also conveyed through the time structure of 
the narrative, which once more juxtaposes a conventional time unit, 
one winter day, with the thirty-odd years of da Silva's experience 
since, as a five-year-old orphan, he was adopted by the British 
ambassador in Brazil, Sir Giles Marsden-Prince. 22 These reconstruct
ed years blend into the one day with shifts backward and forward. Da 
Si lva is a painter who spends the winter day getting his pictures ready 
for an exhibit.ion. But the canvases he gathers together are as much as 
real paintings, slices of life which present themselves differenrly ro 
him from what they were originally and through which he hopes "ro 
discover ... the origins of change" ( 10). Painting here is synony
mous with experience and therefore with fiction , and as da Silva 
"paints" his way throug h existence, he re-envisions the past , his own 
and that of figures at once ind ivid ual and representative of the 
domi nating or the sacrificed element in society or both. Although it is 
also true of earlier novels , Da Silva da Silva is more specifically about 
the nature of creativity which, for Harris, is connected with a double 
movement from and toward the suppressed or violated element in the 
ind ividual or humanity: 

... as he returned to each painting again and again as varieties of transpar
ent eclipse, he began to observe an implicit bank there in that a deep-seared 
mutation of tone rose into each canvas and one saw a spirit there as one sees a 
never-ro-be-painced , never-to-be-trapped , light or element on earch . (38) 

"The N()Vef as Painting" 

This sentence sums up da Silva's visionary journey and its outcome. 
The first set of his paintings is the "madonna pool" series which 
accumulates pool images with their dual possibility of mirror-like 
immobility and moving densities. Actually, they are areas in both 
elegant and destitute London ;23 the pool is the seat of experience and 
therefore "sea of redress, undress, unravelling elements" ( 13 ). Da 
Silva is married to one of the madonnas or muses, J enine Gold , who is 
of mixed Celtic and Peruvian descent, as he is of mixed Portug uese 
and Arawak ancestry so that together they span civilizations. She is 
omnipresent in the novel because she and da Silva live in and through 
each other ("you are in me I in you forever" {5]) and because she is at 
once his main source of inspiration and the g lobe he tries to bring to 

life through his painting , "Jenine Gold where masked populations 
reside" (5). A major skeletal theme in the novel is that their union 
engenders a potential rebirth of humanity , of men's sensibility and 
imagination. Because Jen means so much to him and is in addition his 
material support , da Silva instinctively resists her self-sufficiency, 
"the halo of a stern goddess" (8) she sometimes wears and to which he 
could become subservient. She is in any case only one version, if 
eventually the most fruitful one, of the madonna; her portrait is 
complemented by that of Manya, da Silva's model, like him from 
Brazil , and Kate Robinson, a teacher who wants to take Manya's son, 
Paul , from her because she thinks Manya doesn 't take proper care of 
him. Manya wears a black coat of uniformity and her house is littered 
with the paraphernalia of "economic deity , industry, fashion"; da 
Silva loathes " imprints of changelessness" ( 18) in her. But he is aware 
of her essential nakedness, of the suffering person beneath t he change
less coat, which she leaves behind at their last m eeting, later to be 
interpreted by da Silva as the " trailing coat of the madonna" (75) 
which eventually may be one of the sources of his "flying ," moving 
inspiration. Manya has come ro seek his help to be able ro keep her 
son, and her incense love for her child heals her back ro life. 

Just as Manya's unlighted coat is the seed of the madonna paint
ings, so da Silva's unlighted T.V . set is the vacant frame in which the 
"paradise paintings" rake shape. Each setting, incidentally, is a 
vacant frame for da Si lva's paintings while he at the beginning is "void 
of identities" (1 3). He had once seen Kate Robinson , the third 
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madonna figure, in a T .V. program on abortion during which she had 
been provoked into confessing that she had an abortion herself and 
thus killed the need for Adam in herself. But da Silva discovers that 
her self-sufficiency is scarred, and her self- infl icted wound is for him a 
source of compassion: "at the heart of box {T.V.} or body (Kate's} 
unlit by the senses lay sig nal lie by the non-senses as seed of paradise" 
(25). In ocher words, a negative condition lies once more at che very 
source of creation. Besides , Kate's intense concern for Manya's child is 
an indication that she too is susceptible of a "new arousal of blood " 
(38). Although the three madonna figures seem on the surface to have 
nothing in common , they are linked by t heir feeling or desire (in Jen's 
case) for a child. 

Apart from the madonna figures, another link between the "ma
donna pool" and the "paradise" paintings is the sixteenth-century 
print that comes alive through da Silva's identification of the pres
ences that "swim" on it with his own antecedents. It represents a 
meeting between civilizations: Portuguese courtiers march toward 
Amerindian beauties up co the waist in a Brazilian pool. The callous
ness of its first legend, Sex and the Portuguese in Brazil , evokes the 
suppression of the weaker culture by the stronger . Its other legend, 
Paradise, is largely ironical, for if it suggests che creation of a new 
world, it also represents an illusory perfection, as the individual lives 
of da Silva's antecedents show. On his paintings these assume the 
personality of Magellan , the limping Portuguese circumnavigator of 
the g lobe who has a modern namesake in the father ofManya's child, 
and Legba Cuffey , a composite figure in whom merge the eighceenth
century slave rebel Cuffey, the West Indian god Legba (also limping), 
and their modem namesake, a barman and model of da Silva. Ma
gellan was glorified by history while his crew was ignored but he got 
little reward for his daring feats. Legba Cuffey was a mere footnote in 
history books buc he now tends to compensate the losses of the past by 
denyi ng the former exploiter the right to exist, whereas da Silva wants 
"to join the fact of broken power long long ago ... into netted 
Legba, as threshold to the game of universal . .. cross-cultural di
vinity" (10). And indeed by "painting" the two limping men into 
himself, he elicits a "whispered dialogue" (11) between them . Da 
Silva also paints into himself the earl of Holland, a member of che 
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ruling class victimized by Cromwell. These men's lives show the 
reversibility of situation that makes Harris find li fe in death or light 
in darkness. They also illustrate the polarizations that inevi tably 
result from the attempt to create ever-new Edens at t he expense of 
others; hence the illusoriness of perfection in t he "paradise" they try 
co create. The "principle of healing" (32) (at work in the modem 
Magellan unexpectedly healed of Ieukemia) is a frequent rationale 
behind such an attempt. It is the need " to prove survival " (3 7)--after 
expectations of death- by accomplishing ever g reater deeds. Where
as Manya was healed psychologically by her love for her son, Magellan's 
physical healing contains a warning against the need to die heroically 
on the beaches of conquest and to incur or impose sacrifice again and 
again. 

The male figures in the novel represent the contrasting faces or 
complex levels of " immortal dying tradition" (61) into which da Silva 
travels (26). Indeed the contradictions in the lives of Magellan and the 
earl of Holland (domination followed by victimization) and the 
recurring victimization of Cuffey (despite expectations of sovereignty 
when a reversal of history occurs) show that beyond the oppressive and 
oppressed but equally mortal (dying) faces of tradition, another 
immaterial, undying tradition secretes itself out of the accumulated 
sufferings of men. It is in forms of this immaterial tradition that da 
Silva discovers the "varieties of transparent eclipse" mentioned above. 
In it too is to be found the lig ht that has been "pushed under . .. 
suppressed , even violated" (38) and never to be wholly retrieved just 
as the "unfathomable coherence" that runs through each " trackless 
wilderness" (38) can never be attained. However, da Si lva realizes as 
he "re-lives" each canvas that mutations occur, bringing with them 
partial illuminations such as he discovers through the "spiritual 
corpses" ( 17) in Manya's room or through the black coat she leaves 
behind when she runs away ro save her child . The "prodigal" return of 
life or of light is illustrated in many concrete and symbolical ways in 
the novel. Da Silva was saved from a flood in Brazil by Sir G iles, who 
saved a child in London at the cost of his own life. W hen Jen returns 
from Peru and they make love in the middle of the day, da Silva 
becomes aware of their "mutual prodigality or resurrected body" 
(4 7); da Silva 's many self-port ra its through the resurrected lives of his 
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models amount to their return to life. But, above all, there is the 
re-enactment of Cuffey's death in the "wildernesse"' area of Holland 
Park followed by the regeneration of his vision ("the eyes in his head 
were aflame" [59}). This re-enactment brings about the reconciliation 
between Cuffey, the victim of the middle passage, and Magellan , the 
restless seeker after paradise, so that in the "prodigal" paintings the 
"wildernesse" becomes the "middle ground of paradise" (48). Where
as, before, each was conscripted in his role as victim and conqueror, 
they have become "conscripted into an elaborate plot to heal each 
other's wounds in the conception of a child" (60). 

Before commenting on the child as product of a prodigal return to 
life , it is necessary to point out that the immaterial dimension in 
tradition also manifests itself in a "drama of savage art" (5). Da Silva 
cult ivates (re-creates or envisions) endless varieties of "wildernesse," 
all man-made, some beautiful, some hideous. But beyond man's 
obvious achievements there is a demonic force, a wildness (it flashes 
throug h in various images), which to da Silva is a "source of terror" (3) 
and of fascination and which, as much as beauty, is part of the hidden 
genie of man. Multifarious illustrations of that genie appear in da 
Silva's last visions, the "exhibition" series he paints on the "wilder
nesse" of the London Commonwealth Institute and in which the 
experience of individuals he has. so far visualized is transposed to a 
universal scale. Here a dying tradition (the Empire) has been replaced 
by the new Commonwealth but for the optimistic motto that accom
panies the exhibition of new technological achievement da Silva 
substitutes what underlies the birth of the Commonwealth: "Self
survival, self-interest, self-sacrifice" (67). In the very architecture of t he 
Commonwealth Institute he reads a contrast between the uniform 
cloak that runs through the three exhibition decks and the line of 
"non-tone"they contain. This refers to what he calls "zero conditions," 
the extreme poles of experience of the "violated bodies of history" 
(Cuffey and Magellan) , poles of "unbearable hell" and "unattainable 
beauty or heaven" which nevertheless bring forth the "middle-ground 
regenerated eyes of ... compassion as original vision" (70). The 
q uestion remains, however, whether "new superstition" or "new 
mutation" will prevail in the Commonwealth . 

"The Novel as Painting" 

"Compassion as original vision" is the equation between feeling 
and regenerated vision which is always the purpose of the quest in 
Harris 's novels. H ere it is pursued through canvas after canvas as an 
ever-present but only partly discernible light. That light is the genie 
of man, th.e park which lies in his greatest as in his poorest achieve
ments. The following passage is a good example of the way in which 
the narrative blends throughout the reality of the physical world with 
the transparency of its "immaterial constitution": 

Da Silva would paint his way past (a demolished area} on a summer evening 
long ago it seemed (though perhaps it was only yesterday) with his brush 
dipped into the sky. He felt a t ightened grip in his flesh , a sense of 
deprivation in those rotting beams or walls chat belonged co a past economic 
code or day, and yet he was utterly amazed as the paint seeped out of the 
sky- rransparent densities of blues and greens, white fire, edges of orches
trated delicacy touched by unfathomable peace, consensus of open-hearred 
privacy in a dying sky--as if co alert him to the reality of the radiant city 
within every city, the reali ty of the genie's g ift, the genie's potential 
reconstruction. (63) 

The "genie's potential reconstruction" epitomizes the process of 
survival, mutation, resurrection at work in the novel. The genie 
assumes many different shapes but is mostly associated with a chi ld . 
For example , Manya's son is a spark on Manya's canvas. There is also 
che "abused child, eclipsed child" co which one comes near as to a 
"prodigal daemon of heaven" (4 1) when the genie of man awakens. 
This awakening is best rendered through the relationship between da 
Si lva and Jen (the artist and the muse) , a marriage of both senses and 
minds; they have "ceaselessly conceived [an immortal presence} 
through each other" (48). )en's homecoming at the end of the winter 
day and her announcement t hat she is pregnant brings rogecher 
several strands in the novel. H er pregnancy fulfi lls a marriage that has 
so far remained barren but it is also a token of da Si lva's "birth .. . as 
a painter" (65), for his own creativeness is revitalized, and together 
they are on the point of "resurrecting" the genie of man . This is the 
main significance of the "genie's return" or "homecoming of spirit" 
which sets the light circulating again: 
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He caught her to him. . H e encircled the globe then , a global light 
whose circulation lay through and beyond fear into unfathomable security. 
(77) 

The end of Da Silva da Silva adequately prefaces Genesis of the Clowns 
published in a single volume with it and subtitled "A Comedy of 
Light. " Like the "drama of consciousness" and the "tabula rasa 
comedy" in which Harris's earlier characters were involved, it stages 
eclipsed personae moving in the protagonist 's consciousness. Frank 
Wellington is a white Creole who used to work for the colonial 
government in British Guiana. When the novel opens, he has been 
living in London for twenty years. He receives an .anonymous letter 
announcing the death of Hope, foreman of a crew he led into the 
Guyanese interior in 1948, and this urges him inro a one-day journey 
into the past. As each member of the crew is resurrected from the 
marginal sketches he used to make in his field book and again 
approaches his paytable, he sees they were steeped in a "dying light" 
which nevertheless "store[d} itself as the germinating seed of the 
future" (110). The novel grows out of that seed as Wellingt0n's 
original suspicion of their emotions of fear and love turns into a deeper 
awareness of the real debt he owes them. 

We know from earlier novels that the Fool or Clown stands for 
naked, eclipsed man whom Harris associates with the divine (his 
characters are also involved in a "comedy of divinity" ( 102}). The 
clowns here are the exploited crew, men who have either lost all 
expectations or, on the contrary, turn their deprivations and frustra
tions (emotional, political, economic) into capital investments to be 
used later. They are plagued by the imprints of various legacies of the 
past of which they cannot free themselves although conditions have 
changed. Hope, for example, a kind of Black Marsden who stimulates 
Wellington's understanding of the crew, still acts as if women were 
"at a high and cruel premium" ( 137) as when there was one woman to 
fifty or a hundred men in Guyana. He eventually succumbs to a 
"tyranny of affections" ( 147) sim ilar to the political tyranny of the 
men of deed he admires; the letter Wellington receives explains that 
Hope has killed a rival lover (Wellington's black namesake) and 
committed suicide. The crew are also ridden with terrors for which 
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the scant "currency" they receive while serving an alien power can in 
no way compensate them. The Amerindian Reddy, for whom water 
falling from the "pole of the sun" was a guarantee of light, sees with 
d read Atlantic tidal currents carrying logs upriver but conceals his 
disorientation and fears behind a mask of laughter. Wellington now 
sees his misinterpretation of Reddy's behavior and his former blind
ness to the Amerindian's terror as typical of the misunderstanding 
that has endured for centuries between sovereign employer and ex
ploited men, a "misconception" responsible for the "frozen genesis" 
( 112) not only in the relation between the crew and their leader but 
"in the encounter between alien cultures" ( 122). The novel, however, 
is not a one-sided indictment of imperialist and capitalist powers 
al though Wellington represents both. Like the crew, he is beset by 
unavowed lusts and fears . He too has "undressed" Ada, the "Fertil ity 
Goddess, " and desired Lucille, Chung's wife and Hope's mistress. He 
senses the crew's malaise as menacing, though unconscious energy, an 
anonymous gun pointed at himself and threatening to kill him as he is 
nearly killed by the released energy of the storm that brings down his 
tent. Yet even in 1948 the srorm and the "spatial gun imprinted" (85) 
in it set in motion a mutation only fully realized in 1974 when he 
receives the anonymous letter, an unravelling of "frozen" premises 
"As though the wheel of Empire began to turn anew .. . began to 
return to me as a moving threshold of consciousness" (86). 

As in Companions of the Day and Night, Harris draws his chief 
metaphor from a cosmic phenomenon. While Frank W ellington 
re-creates the experiences of the crew, he is involved in a "Copernican 
revolution of sentiment" (92), a displacement in his consciousness, 
and a recognition, of men (and the cultures they represent) he once 
took for granted. The crew who in colonial times revolved around the 
central authority or sun ofEmpire (Wellington) had begun in 1948 to 
secrete their own "buried suns" toward which Wellington turns as to 
a "shadowplay of a genesis of suns-the shadowplay of interior suns 
around which I now turned whereas before they had turned around me 
in processional sentiment" (86). This revolution illustrates in the 
individual consciousness the theme of the mutation of buried cultures 
developed in Companions and in da Silva's Commonwealth paintings. 
It implies a relativization of cultures: "Not one earth turns but many 
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imprints relate ro the sun. Not one sun but many buried suns relate to 
imprinted landscapes, peoples" (92). Significantly, there is no ques
tion of merely reversing the old dominating order, of replacing one 
center (earth or sun) by another, bur rather. of taking into account 
"revolving and counter-revolving potentials to which we begin to 
relate" ( 108). Harris does not stop at a Copernican revolution , for this 
is accompanied by a counterrevolution: "revolving and counter-revolv
ing imprints of earrh turn around the eye of the sun" (92); it even 
finds a parallel in the contrary tidal flows chat so frighten the 
Amerindian Reddy, "revolutions turning in opposite and contrary 
directions" (87). 

A diagram on page 9 1 shows revolving and counter-revolving 
currents drawing nearer ro each other while turning around the 
"stilled eye of the sun." It seems to epitomize the view of existence 
that Harris gradually builds up as his contrary figures (Wellington 
and the crew) learn co move coward each other while also moving 
"around a central darkness of buried sun" (92). For, if I understand 
rightl y, the "stilled eye of the sun" is an illusion . Wellington thinks 
at one stage that " implicit in the Copernican wilderness is an un
fathomable (rather than static) centre around which cultures revolve. I 
glimpse this as the complex theme of objecrive and subjective free
dom" ( 117). This unfathomable center seems to be the fluid, name
less dimension which Harris's earlier protagonists have approached 
and ro which both the crew and Wellington relate although the latter 
alone is aware of ir. It also implies what Harris calls the "mediation of 
uncapcurable light " between partial frames or cultures, a mediating 
"force" that cannot be tamed and is therefore a source of infinite 
potentiality . It is a force that may inspire terror but also contains, as 
Harris suggests, a "therapeutic capacity ." 

Retrospecrively , after he has faced the "terrifying otherness" ( 126) 
of his crew, as they once faced the terror of the strange world he was 
imposing on them , Wellington transforms his encounter with che 
crew into one of reciprocity and perceives "a capacity still beneath the 
pole of the sun ro give, to receive ... as the pain of unfrozen genesis" 
( 127). This reciprocity is further illustrated at the end of the novel 
when Wellington reads the letter that scarred the "comedy" in which 
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he took part all day. He sees his "own clown's shadow welling up on 
the page" (143) and realizes that as the crew have been moving ro 
him , so he has been moving ro the nameless stranger who was 
addressing him. The comedy has been a "shadow-play of genesis. 
Lig ht-play of genesis" ( 143), opposites playing against each other 
through which Wellington receives "the gift of life without strings" 
(148). While reliving the past , he had several intuitions that the 
crew's unconsciously ambivalent attitude might equally release gifts 
of death or life: "ammunition, animation" (140) . On first receiving 
the letter , he felt that "Perhaps fate and freedom are mixed ... 
twins one meets afresh , sees afresh in the womb of self-knowledge of 
selves other than oneself ' (81). The ietter which teiis of H ope·s crime 
and suicide is subtitled "Counter-Revolving Currencies Of Fate and 
Freedom On The Paytable Of The Sky" (142). It is as if the real wages 
Wellington had not paid H ope in the past were now returning 
(counter-revolving) because Hope could nor resist the climax of 
"antecedent emotions" (147) built up in him. The suggestion is that 
because his (and the crew's) emotions were at one time ignored , these 
are now striking back in a toral irarian spirit , "a jealous right to 
possess properties of flesh-and-blood " (148). Hope's gesture, howev
er, offers dual possibilities of b lind submission tO fate and of freedom : 
"I say 'humour of fate ' .... But why not .. . 'mystery of freedom '?" 
(146). Wellington understands that freedom can be reached through 
recognition of a previously unconscious subscription to fate as he 
rereads the letter ironically signed "F. W." The anonymous stranger is 
himself or rather an inner self toward which he has turned , thus 
distancing himself from the sovereign sun of his personality. It is 
therefore W ellington who realizes that on the brink of death Hope 
may have seen "another head among the clowns ... another shad
ow" (148). By killing the black Wellington , he sent him into the 
nameless dimension into which he himself dies, the source of compas
sion and freedom white Wellington glimpses: 

Perhaps as apparently hopeless as one's rime is, rhere is a new movement , a new 
genesis of the clowns , a new subsistence upon the biases of Hope .. . that 
runs ... far deeperrhan deliberate consciousness towards compassion . (I 02) 
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Aspects of Harris's fiction developed in the second and third cycles 
of novels come to a head in The Tree of the Sun. The joint process of 
interiorization and expedition into "otherness" that began with The 
Eye of the Scarecrow is still linked with a probing into the working of a 
creative mind as into the very nature and mystery of creativity. The 
novel is a sequence co Da Silva da Silva'J Cultivated WilderneJJ and takes 
up the narrative where Jen announces that she is pregnant. Da Silva 
recalls that on the very morning when they conceived a child, he also 
conceived a mural called "The Tree of the Sun" on which he now starts 
to work anew. The two main figures in his mural , and on the canvas 
of his imagination, are Francis and Julia Cortez , the former tenants of 
his flat who died twenty-five years before. While remodelling the 
flat, the da Silvas came across an unfinished book and letters that the 
Cortezes secretly wrote for each other. Da Silva's editorship of Fran
cis's book and Julia's letters is both the material of the novel and the 
subject of his "painting." Secondary characters emerge from the 
Cortezes' life and writings and these too da Silva "paints" into himself 
in a serial way. Nowhere better than here is it possible to apply to 
Harris Yeats's belief that "the borders of our mind are ever shifting, 
and that many minds can flow into one another, as it were, and create 
or reveal a single mind, a single energy. " 24 Da Silva's inner self 
provides the framework for the narrative. The reader sometimes ten~s 
to forget this, however, so vivid is the intercourse between Franns 
and Julia, the "living" dead whose relationship is posthumously 
modified by da Silva's "painting," and between da Silva and the 
Cortezes . Not only does da Silva bring the dead to life, they bring him 
to life in their writing and envisage the role he will play in their future 
"existence." It seems that in this dialogue between the dead and the 
living and their awareness of each other across time and space lies the 
way to what Harris calls "the resurrection of the self," that is the 
return to life of buried antecedents or the surfacing and assimilation of 
unconscious elements into the consciousness. The characters in this 
novel partake of one another's existences, enter one another's skin Qen 
conceives the child Julia always wanted but repeatedly miscarried); 
similarly, different times and spaces merge and each event is seen with 
its ramifications in the past and in the future from a specific point in a 
character's consciousness. Harris stretches further than ever the limits 
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of the human personality as if the creative imagination could defy all 
categories of bei ng, run through al l levels of existence and nonexis
tence. He is also clearly engaged in revising and extending h is charac
ters' (and the reader's) limits of perception, a process which started 
with Palace of the Peacock but has become increasingly more complex. I 
have had occasion before to draw attention to the complexity and 
unifying quality of his language, particularly his metaphors . In this 
novel they once more convey several layers of meaning like " the tree of 
the sun," basically a metaphor for the process of creation , which 
combines several modes of achieving vision. The combination of levels 
in t he narrative texture, its fusion of immediacy and "otherness ," are 
particularly striking in the followi ng passage, in which the Correzes · 
lovemaking suggests at once their participation in a cosmic move
ment in which opposites meet and the coming to life of the inanimate 
world around them , while also evoking the process of resurrection in 
which they and other unseen beings are involved: 

Francis drew her inro bed. The sound of a fai nt call in rhe distance a 
telephone beak in the shell of the sea, a telegram, rather than a letter, dr~w 
them into each other's arms. Perhaps they were attuned to living ink as the 
surf ascended once again, ro charcoal voices of birds in foodbearing t ree at 
the heart of fi re, to midnight eyes in rhe middle of broad daylight. 

"I spent che morning wricing leccers," she confessed inwardly. T heir 
bodies clung rogether into the language of a living cool, culrivaced living 
bed, carpentered living rabies and chairs in the room around them like 
attendant yet invisible courtiers, flesh-and-blood wood, g rassgrown parks 
and ponds, carven benches, milestones of penetrative flesh in the theatre of a 
bed chat secreted the memories of lives lived or unlived a generat ion and 
more ago, a generation and more ro come. (26) 

As usual in Harris's ficcion, there is a symbiosis between "vision 
and idea," between imagined worlds and people and the philosophical 
substance extracted from the vision. There is also a dose correspon
dence between form and content. Da Silva attempts to grasp the 
" inimi table," " the unfathomable centre" or wholeness that can never 
be totally apprehended but will assume various shapes in the " resur
recrion of the self. " Francis and J ulia (and the characters they create) 
are so many agents arousing that resurrection, "approximations" to 
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it, or, as da Silva thinks, "wedded apparitions . within a quest for 
the resurrecrion of the self' (27). Da Silva's self-distancing and penetra
tion of these partial selves thus entails a multiplicity of approaches to 
the unfathomable wholeness. So do the sculptures, paintings, and 
dramas he envisions as if only a variety of coincidental forms of art 
could provide a suitable approximation to the elusive otherness. This 
otherness and the ways ro it have assumed innumerable shapes in 
Harris's fiction. What emerges in this novel is the correspondence 
between the search for otherness and for wholeness, the arousal of 
sensibility, the partial achievement of community, and the process of 
creation itself. I have shown before that catastrophe can issue into 
rebirth , and here the wound received by historical antecedents (Mon
tezuma and Atahualpa) is seen as a " blow" of creation . Julia's miscar
riage becomes converted into "profound sensibility of apparitions of 
community" (50), and in re-creating the conversion Harris attempts 
co approach through imagery the mysterious essence of the creative 
process. As in earlier novels, the renascence of imagination and the 
arts goes together with a retrieval of buried or "unborn" antecedents 
from the apparent void of Caribbean or new world history (the Cortezes 
are West Indian). Indeed , "painting" is clearly a gateway into being 
or toward resurrection . But the retrieved one is not robe ideal ized. As 
already suggested about Da Silva da Silva, creation seems to arise 
unpredictably from a double movement between the born and the 
negative condition of the unborn: 

Each intimate womb painting, or experience of naked enterprise in a body of 
elements, possessed intercwining forces that had crossed from one bank of 
cosmos to another co confront each other in a sudden breath or seizure of flesh . 
(60, ital ics mine) 

In this double m ovement coo lies the achievem ent of community, 
the "treaty of sensibility between the born and the unborn" (5 0 ). 
Thus community is creation, unfinished creation as "unfinished com
munity" (86) since no state is ever reached finally, no absolu te ever 
institutionalized; on the Contrary, whether "on this bank of heaven 
or that bank of earth" (30), god or man, dead or living being must 
efface himself and move toward an o therness that can be glimpsed bur 
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finally eludes him. T he Tree of the Sun also evokes "parallel expedi 
tions" (64), i.e. , separate areas of experience which do not meet 
directly yet relate to each other throug h the spark that resides in each. 
To retrieve that spark is to open the way to d ialogue. 

T he reciprocal movement between the living and t he dead, t he 
conception of characters who are at once themselves and other than 
themselves in another dimension , the fluidity of the narrat ive form , 
and the rich complexity of a language which presents together and in 
their constant movement the ant inom ies of existence, are the funda
mental aspects of an opus as much concerned with the spiritual 
salvation of man as w ith the renewal of the art of fiction . It is an 
open-ended opus since, like each novel, it finds no resolution but 
rather presents life in the making wi th its self-deceptions and revela
tions, "a hand dissolving the elements , constructing the elements" 
(72) in the hope of running inco the m oment of v ision: 

To accept incompatible visions, co accept what is like and unlike oneself, co 
accept the tricks of nature as a versatile warning that t ruth exists but stands 
on unfathomable foundations, and still to believe in the uni ty of the self, is co 
run fleetingly (but sometimes securely) in a presence of glory .. . . (17) 
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11. Several passages have prepared the reader for this birth. See, among 
others, "the ghostly idiot stranger ... in one's own breast" (ibid. , p. 20). 
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49); "The dusty answer flashed through and through hollow artist" (p . 
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9. The paradox is understandable. She gratifies his pride and therefore 
"serves" him. 

10. "The sea and the sky became his spectacles as well as hers withi n 
which a new intercourse of the gods began, involving and dismancling every 
blockade of vision" (The Waiting Room (London, 1967], p. 38). Nore that the 
natural elements are, like human beings , the material reality through which 
vision is achieved . 

11. Harris, Tradition, the Writer and Society, p. 55. 
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13. Harris's phrasing in T radition , the Writer and Society, p. 52. In The 
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16. The reader will recall that in The Eye the nameless energy or " it" is 

called "dazzling sleeper of spirit." In this novel it is "wildcat of earthen fury" 
(p. 49) or "swift runner of life" (p. 67) and recalls che tiger in The Whole 
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Armour. In my opinion, the bushmaster which kills Amerindian Susan's 
husband is a destructive form of "it" (see p. 79). 

17. "The seal of the sun [see 'ancient seal,' p. 15} was upheld and 
splintered again and again" (p. 77). This corresponds to "in that instant of 
recall her eyes splintered" (The Waiting Room, p. 70). 

Chapter Eight 

1. Harris's phrasing in "The Unresolved Constitution ," Caribbean Quar
terly 14 (March-June, 1968):45. 

2. It is interesting to note that memory , imagination, and foresight 
correspond co the attributes of the virtue of prudence as described by Frances 
Yates in The Art of Memory (Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1969). In 
Tradition, the Writer and Society Harris emphasizes the relevance of "the art of 
memory" as described by Dr. Yates to the "drama of consciousness" he 
creates in his fiction. 

3. This refers to the fact that the Indians are "blindfolded creatures" 
(Tumatumari [London, 1968}, p. 48). The mountai·ns too are blindfolded 
("bandage of the elements" [p. 48}) and Prudence's head is bandaged by 
Rakka (pp. 43, 154). 

4. ivan van Sertima, "The Sleeping Rocks: Wilson Harris's Tumatuma
ri," in Enigma of Values, ed. Kirsten H. Petersen and Anna Rutherford 
(Aarhus, 1975 ), p. 121. 

5. In Tenby's conception of Pa1I1ela, Harris criticizes mainly the "per
fectionist assumptions" or ideal "models,'' (Tumatumari, p. 15 3) for the sake 
of which men are prepared co sacrifice their fellow-beings. That the perfec
tion Pamela is supposed to represent does not exist (her name is , of course, 
ironical) is suggested by her hypocritical behavior even as a child (p. 145). 

6. Note chat Prudence has to wrestle in and with her own name (Ibid., 
pp. 41,61). 

7. Roi's name is symbolical. The "sick king" is not only a mythological 
figure, he had an important role to play in the alchemical process . A close 
reading of Tumatumari will show that, of all Harris's novels , it provides the 
most explicit illustration of the cre~tion of the "alchemical imagination." 
There are obvious examples of alchemical symbolism, like the marriage of 
fire and water through Prudence and Rakka, and the role of the Petra Genetrix 
(stone "maturing" and giving birth) already mentioned in Heartland, in 
which the muse named Petra becomes a "numinous boulder" (p. 7 I). 

8. Isabella is really the first version of the "waif-of-the-street. " She too is 
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first treated as a whore and when Tenby first makes love to her " it was as if 
she lay naked at the h~rt of the street" (Tumatumari, p. 89) . 

9. In a sense Prudence becomes the mother of a new Tenby . 
10. As in Palace of the Peacock, the Ame;indians represent the "alien" 

enduring reality in the heart of the landscape and the elements. T he short 
section entitled "METAPHYSICS OF THE ALIEN" describes Prudence's 
recognition that, however repulsive and upsetting their way of li fe , the 
Amerind ians are an essential link in mankind 's chain of being. H er vision 
("IT') arises from the confrontation between the "archangel of sewers," the 
humble representative of Rakka's world, and the compassionate "archangel 
of God " (Ibid. , p. 83). 
. J 1. The "free cons truction of events" in The Eye and the fact that the 
logbook in The Waiting Room is a "medium of invocation in its own righ t" 
imply the changeability of the past. Note also Harris's reference to the 
"sexuality of time" in Fossil and Psyche (Aust in , 1974), p. 2 . 

12. See Prudence's awareness that t he inhabitants ofTumatumari, who, 
like her brother, have been "swept underground," are "LAMP-POSTS OF 
THE FUTURE" (Tumatumari , p. 66). 

13. Interview by Ian Munro and Reinhard Sander, Kas-Kas , p. 53 . 
14. Van Sertima, in Enigma of Values, p. 123. 
J 5 . Prudence also sees Roi as an "Outrider of the future ... O utrider of 

remorse" (Tumatumari, p. 83). 
16. Harris, "The Unresolved Constitution," p. 44. 

Chapter Nine 

1. "Magdalene" is a river and a province in Columbia, the possible seat 
of the legendary El Dorado, from where Adam came ro Albuoystown; it is 
also mother earth idolized by Vicror and the "Magdalene of Compassion" 
who proteets him: 

2. The phrase "holes for eyes," first used in The Waiting R oom, also 
suggests a mask. 

3. In this passage Harris suggests t hat Victor's (modern man 's) con
science is "half-metaphysical, half-dialectical " (Ascent to Omai, [London, 
1970}, p . 17) influenced still by Renaissance (Donne) and modern revolu
tionary thought (Mayakovsky). 

4 . Gilkes, Wilson Harris, p. 135. 
5. This substantiates a statement made by Harris two years after the 

publication of this novel: "the victim is projecting out of himself that 
reinfo~cement which makes the monster/vietor possible ... . The victor on 
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the other hand projects his monstrous vict im" {Interview by Ian Munro and 
Reinhard Sander, Kas-KaJ , p. 46). 

6. Later in rhe novel this organ is called "vacancy or corridor of Christ" 
(AJCent to Omai, p. 104). 

7. The judge contrasts his dual apprehension of time with the Mexicans' 
obsession with cyclic time and their fear char rheir fifty-two-year cycle would 
not be renewed if rhey did nor offer human sacrifices to the sun. In Harris's 
Companiom, however, even rhe Mexican calendar offers an opening into 
timelessness. 

8. Harris, FOJJil and Psyche, p. 12. 
9. Cf. Kenneth Ramchand 's comment: "A1cent to Omai is Harris's most 

concentrated attempt so far to give sensuous reality to a number of ideas we 
can infer from t he work ," in lnrroduction to Bibliography on the West 
Indies, j ournal of Commonwealth Literature 6 (December, 197 1): 105. 

10. Certainly, che judge's comment on his own novel is substantiated by 
the reconstruction of Victor's experience. In this respect, A1cent to Omai can 
be favorably contrasted with Aldous Huxley's Point Counter Point, in which 
the theories of rhe novelise within the novel are never actualized. Compare 
also che judge/narrat0r's comments on the art of fiction with the narrator's 
in J ohn Fowles ' The French Lieutena!Jt'J Woman. 

Chapter Ten 

I. The Sleepm of Roraima or "Carib Trilogy" contains "Couvade." "I , 
Quiyumucon ," and "Yurokon." The Age of the Rainmakm contains "The Age 
ofKaie," "The Mind of Awakaipu," "The Laughter of the Wapishanas," and 
"Arawak Horizon. " 

2. Wilson Harris, History, Fable and Myth (Georget0wn, 1970), p. 26. 
3. Reported by che explorer Richard Schomburg k and cold by Michael 

Swan in The Marches of El Dorado, p . 243. See Ch . 3, note 7. 
4. Harris, "The Phenomenal Legacy," p. 3. 
5. Although I would nor call Harris's fiction '"scruccuralist" because 

many of irs aspects cannor be covered by char label , I find a strong affin ity 
between the Levi-Strauss of Mythologiques (Paris: Pion , 1964 , 1967, 1968, 
1971) and Harris's second cycle of novels and the stories. 

6. James Boon uses this term in From Symbolism to StructuraliJm, Levi
Strauss in a Literary Tradition (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1972), p . 
11. H owever, he defines " rexrs" as "derived sensory systems," and one can 
cercainly nor speak of systems where Harris's narratives are concerned . 
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7. The best example of a structural analogy wi th the visual arts is 
probably tO be found in '"Arawak Horizon. " For a full-lengch discussion of 
chat story, see Jean-Pierre Durix's remarkable article "Crossing the Arawak 
Horizon ," Literary Half Yearly 20 (January, 1979):83- 92. 

8. Wilson Harris, "The Native Phenomenon "inCOMMONWEALTH 
ed. Anna Rutherford (Aarhus, 1971), p . 148. ' ' 

9 . See Walter Roch, An Inquiry into the AnimiJm and Folk-Lore of the 
Guiana lndiam (Washington , D. C. : Government Printing Office, 19 15), p. 
179. 

10. For a discussion of these, see History, Fable and Myth, p. 23. 
11. Claude Levi-Strauss, Mythologique 1, Le Cru et le Cuit (Paris: Pion , 

1964), p . 9 (my rranslar ion). 
12. This myth inspi red the chief metaphor in The Tree of the Sun . For 

different versions of ir , see ibid., pp. 246-252. 
13. For Harris's concept of infinity see interview by Ian Munro and 

Reinhard Sander, Ka1-Ka1 , (p. 52). 
14. This recalls the phrase '" nothing moved" in The Waiting Room, (p. 65). 
15. Wilson Harris, "The Making of Tradition," in The Commonwealth 

Writer OverseaJ, ed . Alastair Niven (Brussels, 1976), p . 35 ff. 
16. The '"black hole," a fairly recent scientific discovery, has been de

scribed as '"formed by the collapse of a heavy scar t0 such a condensed scare 
char nothing , nor even light , can escape from irs surface ," in John Taylor, 
~lac~ H~les, theEndofa Univme?(Glasgow: Fontana/Coll ins , 1976), p . 9 . Jc 
1s sc1ent1fically uncertain whether rhe matter inside rhe black hole is ann ihi
lated or transformed and, as it were, reborn. 

17. As mentioned above, this is a further development of the '"arr of 
murder" illusrrared in The Eye of the Scarecrow. Making people into "com
modi ties of love" is a way of killing chem. Bue one can also '"kill " (make 
static) by idealizing inordinately. For Harris's view of rhe dangers inherent 
in the idealization of the Virgin , see Enigma ofValueJ, Petersen and Ruther
ford, eds., p. 32. 

18. For the distinction between reflect ion and vision, see Companiom , p. 
59, as well as Harris's essay '"Reflect ion and Vision ," in Commonwealth 
Literature and the Modern World, ed. Hena Maes-Jelinek (Brussels, 197 5 ), pp. 
15-19. 

19. Harris, Black MarJden , pp . 78, 64. 
20. See Harris's postscript co '"The Making ofTradirion" in ExplorationJ . 
2 1. See also what Idiot Nameless explains to rhe workers: " If we are t0 

move {rhe highest canvases}, transform chem in rhe slig hresr real way, we 
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need to regress into them as sacrificed bodies into which a spark fell and still 
falls" (Companions, p. 65). 

22. As his name suggests, Sir Giles Marsden-Prince represents the two 
faces of tradition, the serving (Marsden) and the ruling (Prince) one. 

23. The novel contains a beautiful evocation of London with its variations 
oflight at all times of the day. Not only are the contrasts in the city presented, 
but Harris manages co intimate an immaterial reality as a counterpoint co its 
solidity. With remarkable use and control of the imagery he re-creates the 
world, and the growth and death of empires, in the limited space of Holland 
Park and the Commonwealth Institute. 

24. W .B. Years, Essays and Introductions (London: MacMillan, 1961), p. 
28. 
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